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Abstract
The purpose of applying the reservoir-wave model to the pulmonary circulation is to
validate the resulting reservoir and wave parameters against known physiologic
responses. The reservoir model represents a modified windkessel and describes the
lumped resistance to flow, compliance of vessels and the downstream pressure at which
modeled outflow ceases. Applied to arteries and veins in tandem, a complete description
of the pulmonary circulation is possible. The reservoir model determines the reservoir
pressure, which is subtracted from measured pressure. The difference is called excess
pressure and it is used with wave intensity analysis to quantify the effects of incident
waves and their reflections. The changes to reservoir function and wave patterns may be
helpful in providing extra diagnostic information regarding pulmonary hypertension and
providing targets for treatment of this disease.

Measurements of pressure and flow were made in the main pulmonary artery and
pulmonary vein in 15 anesthetised, open-chest dogs. Six different conditions were created
by the addition of blood volume and the application of positive end-expiratory pressure
(PEEP). At each condition, hypoxic ventilation was used to create vasoconstriction and
then, inhaled nitric oxide was used to create vasodilation. Ventilation changes are the
focus of experimentation because hypoxia represents a pulmonary hypertension disease
state and nitric oxide represents a common treatment. Both arterial and venous reservoir
resistance increased with hypoxia and decreased with nitric oxide but only arterial
reservoir resistance was fully reversed with nitric oxide. With excess pressure, arterial
wave patterns revealed the presence of a prominent negative reflection occurring from the
junction of arteries branching from the left or right pulmonary artery. Venous wave
patterns showed that the left atrium and ventricle are responsible for the majority of
measured pressure fluctuations but a wave transmitted from the pulmonary arteries is
measurable during the filling of the left atrium. Overall, results are in general agreement
with hypothesized physiological changes, which serves to validate the application of the
reservoir-wave model and allows both the vascular characteristics and wave propagation
to be quantified in ways that other models can not.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Many disparate diseases can cause pulmonary hypertension by altering the normal
function of the arteries, microcirculation or veins. In terms of hemodynamic data, the
current clinical diagnosis relies mostly on determining average pressure. For example,
pulmonary hypertension (PH) is diagnosed if mean pulmonary artery pressure is greater
than 25 mmHg. More diagnostic information is available if the pressure waveform is
analyzed and even more is possible, if continuous flow or Doppler velocity is measured
simultaneously. With measurements of pressure and flow, a reservoir model (based on a
modified windkessel description) is used to quantify the pulmonary vascular properties of
resistance, compliance and the pressure at which alveolar blood vessels collapse. The
reservoir model determines the reservoir pressure (Preservoir), which is subtracted from
measured pressure (Pmeasured), resulting in excess pressure (Pexcess). Together with
flow/velocity measurements, Pexcess is used to quantify wave patterns.
Measurements of pressure and flow in the main pulmonary artery and a pulmonary vein
allow a complete description of the pulmonary circulation. The purpose of experimental
interventions was to alter the mechanical properties of the pulmonary vasculature. This
was achieved with the addition of blood volume, lung inflation and ventilation gas
changes. The hypoxic and nitric oxide ventilation conditions are of most interest because
hypoxia represents a PH disease state and nitric oxide represents a common treatment. At
each intervention the results from the reservoir-wave analysis are compared to known
physiological actions of these interventions.

The results form the arterial and venous reservoir allow total pulmonary vascular
resistance (PVR) to be described in a novel way by splitting PVR into a series of arterial,
microcirculation and venous resistance components. Defining PVR in this new way may
be helpful in diagnosing PH quicker by identifying which blood vessels display abnormal
behaviour. Using Pexcess to define wave patterns with wave intensity analysis (WIA) is
another novel approach. WIA is a powerful tool used to quantify the effects of incident
waves created by the heart and reflections potentially created by branches or abnormal
vascular conditions. Analyzing waves in this way allows a version of echo location to be
1

used; in a sense, to “see” abnormal downstream blockages or constrictions from upstream
measurements. Knowledge of the normal and disease-like wave patterns may be helpful
in providing a way to differentially diagnose PH.

Overall, the work discussed in this thesis will endeavour to describe the vascular function
of the total pulmonary circulation within the context of the reservoir-wave model. The
main theme of this thesis is: Preservoir must first be determined and subsequently; Pexcess is
used to describe wave patterns of propagation and reflection with WIA. With an eye
towards clinical applications, the effects of ventilation changes on reservoir function and
wave patterns may translate to the clinic by providing extra diagnostic information
regarding PH and providing targets for treatment of this disease.

2

Chapter Two: Background
2.1 Windkessel Models
From an engineering perspective the heart is a reciprocating pump that supplies blood to
the organs. Thinking of the heart as a pump and the arteries as the flexible tubes
connected to the organs, a potential problem arises when a pump, operating like the heart,
turns on (systole) and off (diastole) repeatedly and blood is only supplied about half of
the time possible. The elasticity of the arteries and veins helps overcome this problem.
Compliant arteries connected to the heart allow for some of the blood to be stored during
systole and then discharged during diastole. This allows arteries to supply organs with
blood longer than just during systole.

To describe this reservoir-like storage of compliant blood vessels, windkessel models
offer a basic description of vascular networks. These models are useful because they
provide quantifiable measures of resistance to blood flow and overall vascular
compliance, which are relatively easy and quick to calculate. The appeal of windkessel
models is that they are relatively straightforward to interpret and perhaps more easily
understood by a wider clinical audience.

2.1.1 Two-Element Windkessel
Stephen Hales47 was one of the first to describe the fluid behaviour in arteries after he
made measurements of blood pressure and observed that the pressure changed throughout
the heart beat. Hales linked the pulsing pressure to the elasticity of the vessel wall and
made an analogy with fire fighting equipment of the day which made use of a hand pump
to fill a container under pressure in order to propel water out of a nozzle. Expanding on
Hales’ original observations, Otto Frank34 described the physical mechanisms responsible
for these observations and presented the mathematical description of this behaviour as the
“windkessel”. To paraphrase Frank: the windkessel is the mechanism that transforms
intermittently occurring inflow into a steadier outflow34;112 and acts like a reservoir,
storing flow during systole and discharging flow during diastole. This reservoir can be
3

visualized as an elastic balloon having two holes; one hole is attached to the output of the
heart and the other hole is attached to a downstream vascular bed, which provides some
peripheral resistance like holes in a drain. During systole there is an inflow of blood into
the reservoir and an outflow of blood downstream. During diastole, inflow is zero and the
recoil of the elastic structure provides further outflow of blood. Mathematically, the
change in reservoir pressure is assumed to have linear relationships with compliance and
volume. Reservoir pressure is inversely proportional to the total arterial compliance and
directly proportional to the change in arterial volume (the instantaneous difference
between inflow and outflow). From this methodology, only total arterial properties are
considered and the windkessel/reservoir is a lumped model. As a lumped model it
describes pressure changing in time but since all arterial properties are lumped together it
does not offer a description of the change of pressure as a function of position along the
arterial network. As a consequence of this the reservoir model alone can not give a full
description of wave transmission. However, the main purpose of the reservoir model as
originally stated by Frank is to describe the mechanical conditions of the arterial system
with appropriate simplifications.34;112

2.1.2 Three-Element Windkessel and Beyond
Frank’s so called two-element windkessel describes the diastolic behaviour of arterial
networks very accurately127 by only considering the lumped characteristics of compliance
and resistance. The product of resistance and compliance (τ; sometimes referred to as RC
time) defines the exponential decay of pressure in diastole. The two-element windkessel
does not describe systolic behaviour nearly as well. To better model arterial behaviour in
systole and connect aspects of wave travel with diastolic reservoir features, Westerhof
popularized a model that added a third element labelled characteristic impedance (Z0).141
This modification is typically referred to as the three-element windkessel in which the
characteristic impedance is represented by a proximal resistance. The relationship
between characteristic impedance to the wave speed (c) is given by the following
equation, where ρ is the density of blood and A is the cross-sectional area of the vessel.58
Z0 

c

Equation 2.1

A

4

For even more thorough descriptions of arterial networks, more modifications to the basic
two-element windkessel have been proposed.119 For example: additional elements are
added to take into account inertial properties of a fluid (e.g. four-element windkessel)128
and distributed transmission networks aim to describe pulse wave propagation in an
arterial network.140 No matter what level of detail is used, the main reason for employing
a particular model is to understand better how changes to different elements of arterial
networks may lead to disease-like conditions and offer insight towards reversing these
changes and providing medical treatment.

2.1.3 Windkessel Models Applied to the Pulmonary Circulation
Applying two-element windkessel models to the pulmonary circulation allows the
relationship between resistance and compliance of the highly branched network to be
investigated. As a basis of comparison, compliance in the systemic circulation is located
mostly in the proximal/conducting arteries while resistance is chiefly described by
distal/resistance vessels and τ decreases with systemic hypertension.114 In the pulmonary
circulation the characteristics appear to be different, with evidence of resistance and
compliance evenly distributed longitudinally along the pulmonary vascular tree. Studies
using measurements made in canines and humans have shown that calculated values of
pulmonary vascular resistance and compliance have an inverse relationship.108;109 More
recent studies using windkessel models to calculate resistance and compliance have
further elucidated this inverse relationship and showed a constant τ over a range of
pulmonary vascular disease conditions.68;69;113;114 Translating this knowledge may lead to
further advances in diagnosing pulmonary vascular disease earlier as a diagnosis is
typically made when pulmonary vascular resistance is already high and treatment options
are limited. Starting at a normal state of low resistance and high compliance, further
incremental increases in resistance have proportionally larger decreases in compliance.
Decreases in vascular compliance should present a significant early warning of disease
and may predict outcomes to treatment better than only considering resistance
singularly.68

5

2.2 Reservoir-Wave Model
The reservoir-wave model was pioneered in the systemic circulation by Wang et al.135;136
The reservoir-wave model first describes a reservoir pressure (Preservoir) that is
functionally very similar to Frank’s two-element windkessel.126 From this point onward
all references to the reservoir model relate to a modified two-element windkessel. Once
Preservoir is determined, it is subtracted from measured pressure, resulting in a quantity
called excess pressure (Pexcess; see Figure 2.1). Pexcess is used for the purposes of wave
intensity analysis to investigate incident waves created by the heart and their reflections
caused by downstream events. Defined this way, changes in Pexcess are the result of only
the passage of incident and reflected waves.

2.2.1 Asymptotic Pressure
A slight modification to the original two-element windkessel model is especially
necessary when considering the pulmonary circulation. Modifications to the model must
be made to account properly for the behaviour of collapsible vessels. Small pulmonary
arteries are surrounded by alveoli and pulmonary blood vessels will collapse when the
blood pressure inside them drops below the alveolar pressure.102;139 In the original
description of the two-element windkessel model34;112, the outflow from the reservoir was
related to the reservoir pressure divided by the peripheral resistance
(i.e. Qout = Preservoir / R). Modelling the reservoir in this way assumes that diastolic
pressure would decay exponentially to zero. Wang et al.136 proposed that the outflow
from the reservoir is driven by the pressure difference between the reservoir and an
asymptotic pressure (P∞). When outflow is modelled in this way (i.e. Qout = (Preservoir P∞) / R), the outflow from the reservoir ceases when the reservoir pressure equals P∞. In
the systemic system, it is important to note that P∞ is greater than the downstream venous
pressure. With this description of P∞, it may be related to the tissue pressure surrounding
the microcirculation of systemic vascular beds, a phenomenon conceptually similar to the
critical closing pressure.17
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Figure 2.1: Reservoir Pressure and Excess Pressure in the Ascending Aorta
This figure is modified from Wang et al.136 with permission from The American
Physiological Society. The top panel shows the results of the reservoir model. The
reservoir pressure is subtracted from the measured pressure to determine Pexcess. The
bottom panel shows Pexcess on the left vertical axis and measured flow on the right vertical
axis. The two waveforms are shown on scales that demonstrate their similarity.
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2.2.2 Reservoir and Excess Pressure
As shown in the top panel of Figure 2.1, the quick rise and peak pressure reached by
aortic pressure in systole is not well described by Preservoir. Wang et al.136 subtracted
Preservoir from measured aortic pressure to produce the Pexcess waveform, which is almost
identical to flow measured in the ascending aorta (see the bottom panel of Figure 2.1).
This same procedure was also performed with measurements of pressure and flow made
in the inferior vena cava with similar results.135 The idea of defining Pexcess is similar to
one presented by Lighthill,71 where a Pexcess gradient determines the fluid accelerations in
the presence of an undisturbed hydrostatic pressure distribution. Upon further inspection,
the constant of proportionality between Pexcess and measured flow over a cardiac cycle is
the same as Westerhof’s characteristic impedance.136 This close relationship provides the
rationale for considering excess pressure to be a result of waves created by the heart.

2.2.3 Implications of Reservoir-Excess Separation
By considering the arterial system to have lumped characteristics of compliance and
resistance that vary in time only, the reservoir model is an example of a zero-dimensional
(0-D) model. With no description of how pressure changes with position, the reservoir
model can not describe wave travel. A more subtle implication is that the reservoir
pressure would be changing at all points along the circulation simultaneously (therefore
having an infinite wave speed), which is obviously inconsistent with the fact that the
pulse created by the heart travels at some finite wave speed. To model pulse wave
transmission, one-dimensional (1-D) models that vary in time and distance are needed. It
is clear that the reservoir model alone is insufficient in describing wave travel and
therefore is deficient as a complete description of arterial or venous networks. However,
the clinical results of the reservoir model are not without merit, as the reservoir model is
an approximation of a complex system that is easily calculated and gives a
straightforward interpretation of global resistance and compliance.

Using the reservoir-wave model, the 0-D reservoir pressure is subtracted from a
measured pressure, resulting in an excess pressure that is treated as having 1-D
8

characteristics. The excess pressure is used to calculate wave speed and is separated into
the pressure changes created by incident and reflected waves and therefore must vary in
time and distance. This simple separation of 0-D and 1-D models is troubling for some,
as they contend that in its current form, the reservoir model is too simplistic and does not
reflect complex wave behaviour that may contribute to it.85;115;116 In its current form the
reservoir is just an approximation (like all models) and only considers the lumped effects
that contribute to the difference between inflow and outflow of the reservoir. In reality
these effects may include vessel tapering, viscoelasticity of blood vessels and complex
wave behaviour. Recent work has expanded the 0-D description of the reservoir to 1-D,
in order to give a more complete physical description of reservoir behaviour. Computer
modeling has shown that reservoir pressure propagates with the pulse wave created by
the heart and could be interpreted as an exponential growth of reflected waves that have
amplitudes decreasing exponentially.1 Another description of how reservoir pressure
propagates along a vessel implies that the reservoir pressure waveform is the result of the
minimum hydraulic work required from the ventricle to generate a physiologic flow
pattern. This treatment shows that the underlying reservoir phenomenon can be described
by average properties and lumped characteristics of the arterial system and is physically
related to the propagation of a wave front travelling along a blood vessel.98 Overall, these
recent studies give a physical basis to the reservoir behaviour exhibited by arterial
networks in wave compatible 1-D terms and justify using the approximate, yet clinically
useful 0-D reservoir and 1-D excess pressure in the current reservoir-wave model.

To validate the usefulness of excess pressure towards describing pressure changes caused
by waves, experiments were designed to track the propagation and reflection of waves
along the aorta with in vivo measurements of pressure and flow in dogs.137 At each
measurement site, Preservoir described the lumped reservoir characteristics downstream and
Pexcess described waves passing by that location. With single, discrete reflection sites,
wave propagation in the aorta must be as follows: incident waves are measured at a
proximal site (e.g. ascending aorta) and then some time later at a distal site (e.g. femoral
artery). Reflections of these incident waves still move forward in time and are initially
measured at a distal site and then some time later at a proximal site. Analyzing Pexcess
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with WIA satisfies the logic behind the existence of single, discrete wave reflection sites.
With Pexcess, incident waves appear later in time as measurements were taken further
downstream. Not surprisingly, reflections initially appeared at distal measurement sites
(at the source of origin), travelled upstream and were measured later at proximal
measurement sites. The results of animal studies have shown that under control
conditions the wave transmission and reflection pattern shows two major, discrete
reflection sites in the aorta. A distal positive reflection site occurs in the femoral artery
(~55 – 65 cm from aortic root) and a more proximal negative reflection occurs just
beyond the diaphragm, presumably from the junction of the renal arteries (32 cm from
aortic root).137 With vasodilation from nitroprusside this reflection pattern changes and
new negative reflection sites occur at or near the aortoiliac bifurcation and the
brachiocephalic artery in addition to the negative reflection seen in control from the renal
arteries. With vasoconstriction from methoxamine, only the positive reflection site at the
femoral artery can be measured and the reflected wave from this site can be seen to rereflect when it arrives at the closed aortic valve.134

As a basis of comparison, if Pmeasured is used to analyze waves (in the manner used by
Fourier/impedance analysis, or WIA) the incident waves created by the heart can be
measured later in time at each downstream measurement site. Paradoxically, the reflected
waves also follow this pattern, they are measured first at proximal locations and later at
distal locations (i.e. the reflected wave appears to propagate away from the heart, instead
of the expected pattern of propagating towards the heart).137 Using Pmeasured to define
waves, the wave pattern measured experimentally is extremely difficult to rationalize if
single reflection sites are assumed to exist. To explain this phenomenon, the reflected
wave pattern has been attributed to continuous wave reflection as a result of aortic
tapering as noted by Segers and Verdonck117 or a result of multiple reflection sites and
wave entrapment as noted by Davies, et al.30

It is clear that the interpretation of waves is different when considering either Pexcess or
Pmeasured. Studies describing waves with Pexcess identify single, discrete reflection
sites,134;137 while studies using Pmeasured to describe waves suggest multiple continuous
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wave reflections.30;117;137 In regards to these differences, research is still going forward to
explain these differences and the utility of Pexcess. For example, one current issue relates
to Pexcess correctly quantifying the type and amount of reflection. Recent results from
computer modelling suggest that using Pexcess leads to the suppression of closed-end type
reflections and the amplification of open-end type reflections.85 In regards to this thesis
and especially the analysis of the main pulmonary artery (i.e. Chapter 5), it was observed
that open-end reflections contributed significantly to Pexcess. Conversely, open-end
reflections had a minimal contribution to Pmeasured. It is still unclear whether the
observations of Mynard et al.85 will have an impact on the findings presented in this
thesis and the physiological interpretations put forward. Moving forward, these results
need to be explored further, perhaps with physiologically accurate hydraulic bench-top
models or specifically designed in vivo measurements of arterial pressure and flow.

2.3 Wave Intensity Analysis
WIA is a tool used to study hemodynamics by offering a way to describe the timing,
direction and magnitude of waves.99 One of the main benefits of using wave intensity
analysis is it allows waves to be easily understood as singular events and located in time
and space. This contrasts to Fourier/impedance analysis which can only represent waves
as having a phase and frequency. With wave intensity analysis, each heart beat is a
singular event and the assumption of regular heart rhythm having a steady state of
oscillation (required for Fourier/impedance analysis) is not necessary. According to wave
intensity analysis, measured pressure and flow waveforms are summations of discrete
propagating wavefronts that change pressure and velocity as they pass.14

2.3.1 Overview of Theory
Wave intensity is the energy flux, which has dimensions of power/unit area (W/m2) and
is defined as the product of incremental changes in pressure and velocity as follows:
dI  dPdU

Equation 2.2
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Under normal circumstances the contracting and relaxing heart generates incident waves
that can reflect from downstream branch points. For the purposes of WIA, forward waves
(+) move in the direction of net blood flow (downstream) and backward waves (-) move
in the opposite direction (upstream). To extract more information about waves, forward
and backward waves are assumed to be additive in a linear fashion when they meet.97

dP  dP  dP

and

dU  dU   dU 

Equation 2.3

Using the water hammer equation (i.e. Equation 2.4): incremental changes in pressure,
velocity and wave intensity can be defined in terms of forward and backward waves.

dP    c dU 
dP 

Equation 2.4

1
dP   c dU 
2

Equation 2.5

1
dP 

dU    dU 
2
 c 
dI   

1
4 c

Equation 2.6

dP   c dU 2

Equation 2.7

Values for density (ρ) and wave speed (c) are needed to solve the above equations. Blood
has non-Newtonian fluid properties36 but for the purposes of WIA applied to relatively
large arteries and veins, density is assume to be constant (in this thesis it is assumed that
ρ = 1040 kg/m3). With simultaneous measurements of pressure and velocity, the singlepoint wave speed can be calculated by two convenient methods. The first is the linear
regression method. With this method, the pressure-velocity loop is plotted over a
complete cardiac cycle. The single-point wave speed is calculated by determining the
linear relationship during a period when only a single wave is present. This method
works well for arterial measurements, where it is assumed that during the upstroke of
systole only a single wave is present.63;66 Using the water hammer equation, the singlepoint wave speed (c) can be solved by dividing the slope of the pressure velocity
relationship by ρ.
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c

1 dP
 dU

Equation 2.8

The second option to determine single-point wave speed is the sum of squares method.
This method is necessary for venous measurements, where identifying an interval when
only one wave is present becomes more challenging. It should be noted that, if wave
activity from the previous beat can be assumed to be minimal, then the beginning of atrial
systole can be used to find wave speed with the linear regression method when only a
single wave is present in the pulmonary veins.53 However, with heart rates faster than ~80
bpm, the duration of minimal wave activity becomes shortened and with faster heart rates
a single wave created by atrial systole can not be easily identified. In this case the
pressure-velocity loop has no clear linear relationship and the wave speed can not be
determined. In these situations the wave speed is determined by the sum of the squared
pressure and velocity changes over the whole cardiac cycle.31
c

1



 dP
 dU

2

Equation 2.9

2

2.3.2 Definition of Waves
Pulsatile pressure and flow/velocity waveforms are a result of the cumulative effects of
waves. In the language of WIA, forward or backward waves have either compression
(pressure increasing) or decompression (pressure decreasing) properties. Altogether there
are four possible combinations of waves that have different impacts on measured pressure
and velocity. Forward compression waves (FCW) increase pressure and velocity, while
backward compression waves (BCW) still increase pressure but decrease velocity. In an
opposite fashion, forward decompression waves (FDW) decrease pressure and velocity,
while backward decompression waves (BDW) decrease pressure but increase velocity.
Based on whether pressure and velocity are increasing (↑) or decreasing (↓) the four
waves can be arranged as follows in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Waves Defined by Changes in Pressure and Velocity
U↑

U↓

P↑

FCW

BCW

P↓

BDW

FDW

With the separation of pressure or velocity into forward and backward components, each
wave can be arranged in a similar fashion:

Table 2.2: Waves Defined by Changes in either Pressure or Velocity and Direction
P↑

P↓

U↑

U↓

Forward

FCW

FDW

FCW

FDW

Backward

BCW

BDW

BDW

BCW

The heart creates two forward waves: a FCW that accelerates the volume of blood (stroke
volume) ejected from the heart and a FDW that decelerates the stroke volume, leading to
valve closure.100 Conceptually the FCW corresponds to ventricular contraction and the
FDW corresponds to ventricular relaxation. The ratio of total pressure changes from a
reflected (ΔP-) and incident wave (ΔP+) defines the reflection ratio (Γ)


P
P

Equation 2.10

An example of identifying these pressure changes that determine the Γ is shown in Figure
2.2. Significant reflections arise from bifurcations according to the cross-sectional area
ratio of the daughter (A1, A2) to mother vessels (A0).64

Ar 

A1  A2
A0

Equation 2.11

Figure 2.3 shows the relationship between Γ and Ar. Moving from one extreme to the
other, a closed tube (Γ = 1, Ar = 0) is a positive reflector and an open tube (Γ → -1, Ar →
∞) is a negative reflector. For symmetric bifurcations, when Γ = 0 (Ar ≈ 1.15) there are
no reflections and the bifurcation is well matched.97 When Ar increases above ~1.3
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significant negative reflections will likely be detected (Γ ≈ -0.15) and when Ar decreases
below ~0.9 significant positive reflections will likely be detected (Γ ≈ 0.15).

One pattern of transmission and reflection would occur if the FCW passes the
measurement location and propagates further until it reaches a stenosis132 or occlusion65
of the artery (representing a closed-end/positive reflector). The FCW is reflected and a
BCW now travels upstream towards the measurement location, having the effect of
increasing pressure and decreasing flow. Another situation would occur if the
propagating FCW encounters a vessel expansion; for example an abdominal aortic
aneurysm129 (representing an open-end/negative reflector). Now the FCW will be
reflected as a BDW and decrease pressure and increase flow at the measurement location.
Reflection sites always change the direction of a wave; negative reflectors change the
compression characteristic, while positive reflectors leave the compression characteristic
unchanged. In this way, WIA can potentially be applied clinically to detect different
diseases of the vascular system.

With an incident wave and its reflection identified, wave intensity analysis allows the
timing between incident and reflected waves (δt) to be easily identified. An example of
the timing delay between incident and reflected waves is shown in Figure 2.2. Using the
single-point wave speed determined with either Equation 2.8 or 2.9 and assuming that the
wave speed does not change significantly as it propagates, it is assumed that the wave
spends half of δt propagating downstream and the other half upstream. The estimated
distance (d) to the reflector is then calculated as follows.
d

c t
2

Equation 2.12
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Figure 2.2: Calculation of Reflection Ratio and Reflected Wave Time Delay
Illustration of finding the reflection ratio (Γ; Equation 2.10) and the time delay (δt;
Equation 2.12) between reflected and incident waves. Shown are pressure changes due to
incident waves (Pforward) and reflected waves (Pbackward) in the main pulmonary artery. The
ratio of changes in Pbackward (ΔP-) to Pforward (ΔP+) determines Γ and the δt is determined
as the difference between initial changes to Pforward and Pbackward.
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Figure 2.3: Relationship between Reflection ratio and Daughter/Mother Crosssectional Area Ratio
In this figure, R (Γ in this thesis) represents the reflection ratio and α (Ar in this thesis)
represents the cross-sectional area ratio. Taken from Parker97 with permission from
Springer, this figure is described verbatim as: “The reflection coefficient for a bifurcation
as a function of α the ratio of daughter to parent areas for different symmetry ratios γ. γ =
0 corresponds to a straight tube with no bifurcation and γ = 1 corresponds to a
symmetrical bifurcation”. Of note is that a reflection ratio less than approximately -0.15
would likely exist when α is greater than ~1.3.
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2.3.3 Wave Intensity Analysis Applied to the Pulmonary Circulation
Using measurements of main pulmonary artery pressure and flow made in dogs,
Hollander, et al.56 investigated the effects of wave reflection. The major finding was that
the FCW created by the contracting right ventricle (RV) reflects negatively at a site in the
proximal pulmonary artery and produces a measurable BDW in the main pulmonary
artery. The distance to this negative reflection site was attributed to the bifurcation of the
left and right pulmonary artery since the reflection site was calculated to be in the range
of 2.0 – 3.3 cm from the main pulmonary artery. More recent studies have shown this
same BDW phenomenon in sheep32 and fetal lambs.123;124 In addition to the proximal
negative reflection site, hypoxic ventilation has been observed to create a distal positive
reflection site (9.0 cm)56 that also is reported in fetal lambs.123;124

Wave transmission properties of the pulmonary circulation were also investigated by
Hollander et al.55 Using a precisely controlled counter pulsation balloon inserted into the
left atrium (LA), waves were detected in the pulmonary artery from two transmission
paths. The inflation of the balloon transmitted a disturbance directly from the LA to the
right atrium (RA) which was detected in the pulmonary artery as a FCW. The balloon
inflation also caused a wave to be transmitted in series from the LA to the pulmonary
veins, through the capillaries and then detected in the pulmonary artery as a BCW. The
transmission time of this path from LA to pulmonary artery ranged from 88 to 108 ms
after the beginning of the balloon inflation.55

Measurements using nitrous oxide plethysmography show pulsatile pulmonary capillary
flow, which is evidence of transmitted waves originating from the pulmonary arteries and
travelling to the veins.43;70 Applied to measurements made in pulmonary veins, WIA has
allowed the effects of upstream waves generated by the RV and transmitted through the
microcirculation to be separated from waves generated by the downstream LA. Using
measurements of pressure and flow in a pulmonary vein to perform WIA, forward waves
from the pulmonary artery arrived during the venous systolic flow phase.122 The forward
waves only account for a small contribution to wave intensity and overall the main
determinants of waves in the pulmonary veins are the LA and left ventricle (LV).
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Generally, the contraction of the LA and LV create a BCW, followed by a BDW from
their subsequent relaxation. Temporally a FCW occurs next with the rise of pulmonary
venous flow, followed by a BDW that occurs when the mitral valve opens and the LV
fills.53;122

2.3.4 Wave Intensity Analysis Applied to Excess Pressure in the Pulmonary
Circulation
O’Brien’s thesis offers the only example of the reservoir-wave model applied to the
pulmonary circulation and the use of Pexcess for the purposes of wave intensity analysis.94
A drawback of analyzing measured pulmonary artery pressure and velocity with WIA is
the resulting equal and opposite waves created in diastole. These waves are necessary
from the mathematics but difficult to explain physiologically. Using Pexcess negates this
problem because there is zero excess pressure and velocity (measured in the main
pulmonary artery) during diastole.
O’Brien investigated control conditions (i.e. normal ventilation), hypoxia, hypoxia plus
Sildenafil (a vasodilator) and acute occlusion of the right pulmonary artery. Using Pexcess,
the results of wave intensity analysis during control conditions showed evidence of a
BDW arising from a negative reflection site at the second or third order of pulmonary
branches. Occlusion of the right pulmonary artery created a strong BCW from a proximal
positive reflector and completely negated the negative reflection effects observed during
control. Hypoxia (used to create vasoconstriction) diminished the effects of the normal
negative reflection (i.e. the BDW) and showed some evidence of a BCW, presumably
created from distal positive reflection sites created with vasoconstriction. With hypoxic
ventilation conditions still present, the main effect of Sildenafil was to reduce the
reflected wave effects of hypoxia and restore the wave pattern to a state similar to
control.
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2.4 Pulmonary Hypertension
Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is simply high blood pressure measured in the pulmonary
artery. No matter what the root cause of PH is, abnormally elevated pulmonary artery
pressure is a potentially deadly condition, which left untreated can result in the failure of
the RV. The RV is limited by the afterload it faces and does not function well when
pulmonary artery pressure is elevated above normal.111 Normally the RV does not have to
generate high pressures because pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) is naturally low or
alternatively, pulmonary vascular conductance is high. Through either the recruitment or
distension of pulmonary arteries the vasculature has the natural ability to keep resistance
and RV afterload low.75

2.4.1 Definition of Pulmonary Hypertension
The “gold standard” for measuring pressure in the pulmonary artery is right heart
catheterization. From these measurements, in humans normal mean pulmonary artery
pressure (mPPA) at rest is approximately 14 mmHg, with an upper limit of normal ~21
mmHg.8 There is a general consensus that PH is defined when mPPA > 25 mmHg at rest
and some definitions use mPPA > 30 mmHg with exercise as an additional
criterion.8;10;24;54 Based on recent literature reviews, the exercise criterion has been
dropped from the definition, as mPPA can be much higher than 30 mmHg during exercise,
especially in elderly subjects.8;54 Further studies are also needed to provide direction in
classifying patients that have mPPA values between 20 – 25 mmHg. To classify this
group, the term “borderline pulmonary hypertension” has been proposed.8;54 Patients
progressing to higher pulmonary artery pressures obviously once had mPPA values in this
range and many patients with chronic lung disease or left heart disease also have
pressures in this range.54 Pulmonary artery systolic pressure (PASP) > 35 mmHg is also
used by some to define PH,10;24 which is a useful measure because PASP can be roughly
estimated with echocardiography relatively easily and noninvasively.33

Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a specific term reserved for a group of diseases
that primarily affect the arteries, microcirculation or veins by increasing their vascular
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resistance. PAH is a relatively rare disease, as noted by a recent study in the UK and
Ireland reporting the incidence (per million per year) to range from 0.7, 0.9 and 1.1 from
2001-3, 2004-6 and 2007-9 respectively and estimated the prevalence in 2009 to be 6.6
cases/million population.72 PAH is currently defined when pulmonary artery wedge
pressure or left ventricular end-diastolic pressure < 15 mmHg and PVR > 2 or 3 Wood
units.8;25 Without effective treatment of PAH the estimated median survival has been
reported to be only 2.8 years.79 This short time span indicates the serious effects that
abnormally increased PVR has on the RV and also indicates that a diagnosis is not
usually made until the later stages of the disease.

2.4.1.1 Obesity-Hypoventilation Syndrome
From the diagnostic/clinical classification of PH, obesity-hypoventilation syndrome
(OHS; also known as Pickwickian syndrome) would be classified as a cause of PH due to
lung diseases and/or hypoxia.121 In this thesis, three ventilation states are examined:
100% O2, hypoxia and hypoxia plus inhaled nitric oxide. In general, the hypoxic
ventilation serves as a reversible disease state and nitric oxide represents a treatment
state. More specifically, hypoxic ventilation is also applicable to PH caused by lung
diseases and/or hypoxia itself. Compared to PAH, OHS is relatively more common and
estimated to be 10 – 20% in obese patients with obstructive sleep apnea and 0.15 – 0.3%
in the general adult population.23;62 The mPPA in OHS has been reported to be 26 ± 10
mmHg, which is comparable to other lung diseases, for example: chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (26 ± 6 mmHg) and idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (24 ± 11 mmHg).138
This range of mPPA is similar to the hypoxic mPPA studied herein and therefore, may
provide a link towards further understanding the pulmonary vascular effects related to
OHS.

2.4.2 Diagnosis of Pulmonary Hypertension
The difficulties in diagnosing PH start with nonspecific symptoms such as dyspnea or
fatigue, that often lead to a delay in making a proper diagnosis.76 Once PH is suspected,
the process of further evaluation involves a battery of tests that usually starts with
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echocardiography to visualize the RV and ends with right heart catheterization to
accurately measure pressure.77 For all cases of PH, a very detailed screening process is
necessary to provide the correct pharmacologic or surgical treatment. In the case when
chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) is diagnosed, even further
analysis is necessary to correctly select patients who are suitable for corrective
pulmonary endarterectomy surgery. CTEPH may involve a proximal embolism or more
distally embedded emboli and a successful surgery depends on identifying how deep the
emboli extend. Therefore, it has been recognized that further refinements in pulmonary
waveform analysis are necessary to select patients that will benefit from surgery.131

For diseases that affect the pulmonary arteries, the path to a proper diagnosis relies on
finding the location of increased vascular resistance in order to determine the underlying
disease. Increased vascular resistance may be due to blockages or vasoconstriction in the
arteries, microcirculation or veins. Determining the location of blockages or constricted
vessels would help to expedite a diagnosis and provide targets for potential treatments.
The crux is actually finding the locations that are responsible for increased pulmonary
artery pressure in noninvasive ways.

2.4.3 Usefulness of Pulmonary Artery Waveforms
There is much more information contained in the pulmonary artery pressure and flow
waveforms then just maximum, minimum and mean values that currently define PH.
However, there is no definition of PH that takes into account the pulsatile components of
pressure or the waveform in general. The waveform shape is an indication of the
ventricular/vascular coupling and represents the interaction between components of
peripheral resistance, arterial stiffness and wave effects (see Figure 2.4).91;125 These three
components can alter the afterload of the RV as commonly described; the peripheral
resistance represents the non-pulsatile part, while the arterial stiffness and wave effects
represent the pulsatile part. This description differs slightly from the interpretation of the
reservoir-wave model, where afterload would be described as a summation of reservoir
(which includes reservoir R, C and P∞) and excess pressure (which includes wave
effects). In the normal pulmonary circulation, it has been noted that the pulsatile
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components of afterload represent a relatively smaller component of total RV afterload
compared to the hypertensive pulmonary circulation, where the pulsatile components
become a relatively larger component of RV afterload.125
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Figure 2.4: Contributions to Right Ventricular Afterload
This figure shows commonly described components of RV afterload. Peripheral
resistance and critical closing pressure represent the non-pulsatile component and arterial
stiffness and wave effects represent the pulsatile components. Changes in any or all of
these afterload components can alter RV function. In the normal pulmonary circulation,
the pulsatile components are a small part of the load. With pulmonary hypertension and
increased peripheral resistance, the pulsatile components represent a larger part of the
load. This figure is similar to one used by Nichols et al.91 and modified from Sniderman
et al.125 with permission from Elsevier.
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2.4.4 Usefulness of Pulmonary Vascular Resistance
As a hemodynamic parameter, PVR is an average measure of resistance to blood flow
through the pulmonary circulation. Resistance (R) comes from applying the HagenPoiseuille equation (i.e. Equation 2.13) to the pulmonary circulation and it shows that
resistance to blood flow (Q) is acutely sensitive to the radius (r) of the vessel. Shown
below, the Hagen-Poiseuille equation assumes a steady, developed laminar flow, where
ΔP, μ, L are the pressure difference driving flow, the viscosity and the length between the
upstream and downstream pressure measurements.
P  R Q where : R 

8 L
 r4

Equation 2.13

In the pulmonary circulation, flow is unsteady (i.e. time variable) and pressure is phasic.
To apply the Hagen-Poiseuille equation to physiologic measurements, pressure and flow
are averaged over the cardiac cycle (i.e. mPPA, mPPV and mQPA). With clinical
measurements of pressure made in mmHg and flow in L/min, the units of PVR become
mmHg∙min/L. In the clinic, PVR is reported in Wood Units, where 1 Wood unit = 1
mmHg∙min/L.
PVR 

mPPA  mPPV
mQPA

Equation 2.14

Everything else being equal, an increase in resistance is likely to be caused by a decrease
in vessel radius. However, there are two deficiencies when PVR is calculated this way: 1)
it only provides a global measure of resistance with no indication whether resistance is
occurring in the arteries, micro-circulation or veins and 2) ignores the existence of the
critical closing pressure. In the lung especially, blood flow may cease at some pressure
higher than pulmonary venous or left atrial pressure.139 An error is introduced if the
critical closing pressure is ignored or unknown and PVR is calculated blindly using
Equation 2.14.78

In regards to diagnostic applicability, identifying the site of vascular resistance is helpful
towards differentiating PH diseases. For example, pulmonary veno-occlusive disease has
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increased venous resistance, while PAH has increased arterial resistance. Knowing the
distribution of resistance may also be useful in preoperative planning for CTEPH patients
undergoing pulmonary endarterectomy surgery67 Different methods have been proposed
to define the components of total PVR46;61;67;135 and their use as a diagnostic tool still
needs to be studied, as Thistlethwaite et al. have noted: “further refinements in
pulmonary waveform analysis … may help to further distinguish patients that benefit
from operation.”131

2.4.5 Usefulness of Wave Reflection Information
Measuring wave reflection may be applicable clinically by differentiating between
different causes of PH. With this goal in mind, Fourier/impedance has been applied to the
pulmonary circulation under normal19;80 and during hypoxic conditions.144 Impedance
analysis does provide a way to describe the contributions of the forward waves generated
by the heart and backward waves arising from downstream reflections.37;144 However this
analysis has not been accepted at the bedside because it is difficult to apply and
intuitively understand waves in the frequency domain.87 WIA is an alternative method
that can be used to identify forward and backward waves in the time domain and during
hypoxic conditions, WIA has been used to show a unique pattern of wave reflection that
can be differentiated from normal conditions.56

Considering wave patterns in an ideal case, a proximal occlusion of the pulmonary artery
with CTEPH would cause a reflected wave to arrive earlier than a distal occlusion that
occurs with idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension (IPAH). The difference between
early versus late arriving wave reflections, forms the basis of differentiating different
pulmonary vascular diseases. Wave reflections arriving early in systole indicate CTEPH,
while reflections arriving in late systole indicate IPAH. Using this logic but with a
method not as robust as WIA, pulmonary artery pressure waveforms were measured in
IPAH and CTEPH patients by two groups of investigators.22;89 These studies used
identifiable inflections in pulmonary artery pressure to measure the timing between
incident and reflected waves and showed that patients with IPAH had wave reflections
arrive later than those in CTEPH patients.
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Chapter Three: Methods
3.1 Animal Preparation
Experiments were performed on 15 mongrel dogs (9 male and 6 female, ranging between
18 – 28 kg and on average 22 kg) in accordance with the University of Calgary
procedures of proper animal care and handling. Initial anaesthetization was achieved with
a 25 mg/kg sodium thiopental injection and the dog was immediately intubated. Before
surgery, anaesthesia was induced over approximately 5 minutes with a mixture of
fentanyl (50 – 70 mg/kg) and midazolam (0.025 – 0.05 mg/kg). After induction,
anaesthesia was maintained with constant infusion of fentanyl at 20 – 30 μg/kg∙h and
midazolam at 0.01 – 0.015 μg/kg∙h. During surgery the dogs were ventilated using a
constant-volume respirator (model 607, Harvard Apparatus Inc., Natick, MA) with a 50%
O2, 50% nitrous oxide gas mixture. The rate of ventilation (15 mL/kg tidal volume) was
adjusted to maintain normal blood gas levels (PaCO2 = 35 – 45 mmHg) and pH (7.2 –
7.4), which were determined from arterial blood samples with a blood gas analyzer
(Critical Care Xpress, Nova Biomedical Corp., Waltham, MA). After surgery and
instrumentation was completed, 100% O2 was ventilated with a different ventilator
(Servo Ventilator 900C, Siemens-Elema AB, Solna, Sweden) that allowed easier
adjustment of ventilation parameters. To dose nitric oxide and measure the percentage of
inspired O2, a nitric oxide delivery/gas analyzer machine was used (INOvent delivery
system, Datex-Ohmeda, Finland). Body temperature was kept at 37°C by a circulating,
warm water blanket and heat lamp when necessary. A large bore catheter was inserted
through the external jugular vein to infuse fluid (volume load) and adjust the left
ventricular end-diastolic pressure (PLVED). To raise the fluid volume, measured in terms
of PLVED, a 10% pentastarch solution (Pentaspan; Bristol-Myers Squibb Canada,
Montreal, QC) was infused. A maximum of 1 litre of Pentaspan was infused as further
infusion would negatively affect kidney function. If needed, further increases of PLVED
were achieved using saline solution (9% NaCl). To allow fluid evacuation from the
bladder a catheter was inserted into the urethra and urine was allowed to drain by gravity.
Following the procedure used in previous studies56;136, a midline sternotomy was
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performed and during experimentation the chest remained open to allow access to the
measuring devices that often need adjustment to maintain proper signals. To access the
pulmonary artery an incision was made in the pericardium and once instrumentation was
complete the pericardium was stitched together.

3.2 Instrumentation
The following devices were used in all experiments to record blood pressure and flow.

1. 7F Pressure catheter with lumen in the RV
2. 3.5F Pressure catheter without lumen in the main pulmonary artery (MPA)
3. 3.5F Pressure catheter without lumen in a left-sided pulmonary vein
4. 7F Pressure catheter with lumen in the LA
5. 7F Pressure catheter with lumen in the LV
6. Ultrasonic flow probe around the MPA
7. Ultrasonic flow probe around the left pulmonary artery
8. Ultrasonic flow probe around a small left-sided pulmonary artery
9. Ultrasonic flow probe around a left-sided pulmonary vein

The French (F) scale is used to describe catheter sizes, where a lower French value equals
a smaller outer diameter. In addition, airway pressure was measured in some experiments
at the junction point between the endotracheal tube and the ventilator with an air filled
line attached to an external pressure transducer. The airway pressure provided a way to
monitor air leakage from the respirator and the connecting inspiration tube. For example,
with the increase to airway pressure a slow leak caused airway pressure to drop.
Therefore pressure waveforms were analyzed during the first 10 seconds of data
recording if possible. The electrical activity of the heart was measured with a four lead
electrocardiogram attached to each limb.
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3.2.1 Pressure Catheters
Catheter-tip pressure transducers were used for high fidelity measurements and the fluid
filled lumen of the catheters were attached to external transducers (model P23 ID,
Statham-Gould, Oxnard, CA) for redundancy. Catheter-tip transducers are very precise
but tend to have reduced accuracy when the electrical signal drifts. Fluid filled catheters
attached to external transducers may lack precision as they are influenced by fluid
accelerations caused by catheter movements or vibrations but they have stable electrical
signals. Therefore, pressures in the LV and RV were measured with catheters that had a
high fidelity pressure sensor, mounted on the side of the catheter tip, plus a lumen that
was connected to an external transducer.

Pulmonary artery and venous pressures were measured using small diameter (3.5 F)
pressure catheters without a lumen (model SPR – 524, Millar Instruments Inc., Houston,
TX). The pulmonary artery catheter was introduced through the anterior right ventricular
myocardium, just upstream of the pulmonary valve, and fed through the pulmonary valve
into the main pulmonary artery. By default the catheter tip was placed in the main
pulmonary artery by palpation, approximately 1 cm downstream of the pulmonary valve,
using a purse string suture to hold the catheter in place. The pulmonary venous catheter
was introduced through a small right pulmonary vein and advanced across the LA into an
opposite, left pulmonary vein.53 The catheter tip was placed by palpation in the same vein
that flow was measured in, approximately 1 cm upstream from the LA.

All other measurements of pressure were made with larger (7 F) pressure catheters with
lumens for reference purposes (Model SPC-471A, Millar Instruments Inc., Houston, TX
and models FTM-7011B-0048A and FTM-7011B-0048C, Scisense Inc., London, ON). A
catheter was inserted through the left atrial appendage to measure pressure in the LA and
a catheter was advanced retrograde through the aortic valve via a carotid artery to
measure pressure in the LV. A catheter was inserted through the second external jugular
vein (the other used for volume loading) and advanced to the RV.
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3.2.2 Flow Probes
Volumetric blood flow was measured with perivascular flow probes using transit-time
ultrasound technology (Transonic Systems, Ithaca, NY). Flow probes (A and S-Series
models) were attached to a flowmeter (Model T206) and were measured in the main
pulmonary artery (14 mm probe size), the left main branch (6 – 8 mm probe size) and in a
small left sided pulmonary artery (2 – 4 mm probe size). The size was selected so that the
probe would fit loosely yet still have intimate contact (with the addition of ultrasonic gel)
with the vessel. By default, the MPA flow probe was located just downstream to the
pulmonary artery pressure catheter to ensure there was not signal interference from the
catheter. For pullback measurements, palpation was used to advance the pressure catheter
into the same pulmonary artery branches where flow was measured.

Pulmonary venous flow was measured in an accessible pulmonary vein. Ideally one of
the four main pulmonary veins could be easily accessed outside of the pericardium (8 –
10 mm probe size) otherwise the first available branch outside the pericardium was used
(3 – 4 mm probe size). Once the venous flow probe was placed and a good signal was
obtained, the venous pressure catheter was advanced to just downstream of the flow
probe by palpation.

The voltage signal output from the flowmeter is filtered to exclude high frequency noise.
According to the Transonic technical notes, to achieve the highest quality measurement a
filter bandwidth should be chosen that corresponds to the frequency cycle of the
measurement. For experiments in dogs with heart rates ranging from 80 – 140 bpm, a
filter setting of 30 Hz was chosen.

3.3 Data Acquisition
Each electronic signal was sampled at 400 Hz with data acquisition software provided by
Sonometrics (Sonometric Corp., London, ON). Standard cardiovascular analysis was
performed using CV Works software (AccuDAQ Inc., Calgary, AB) and custom
algorithms were developed in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) to perform advanced
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calculations. SigmaPlot software (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA) was used for
statistical analysis.

3.4 Experimental Protocol
3.4.1 Purpose of Interventions
The primary focus of experimentation was the three ventilation conditions (100% O2,
hypoxia and hypoxia with inhaled nitric oxide). Hypoxia and nitric oxide were chosen to
alter the vasoactivity of the pulmonary circulation in a reversible way. Hypoxic
ventilation created vasoconstriction and simulated an acute PH disease state. With
hypoxic ventilation sustained, the addition of inhaled nitric oxide (a treatment for
pulmonary hypertension) created vasodilation and represents a treatment state.

Also investigated were the hemodynamics with volume loading (measured by P LVED) and
positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP). Increases in blood volume are expected to dilate
and make more pulmonary arteries available for flow, while PEEP is expected to
preferentially expand extra-alveolar vessels and constrict alveolar vessels. At each
combination of PLVED and PEEP, each ventilation condition was investigated.

3.4.2 General Procedure
Out of 15 animals, 10 survived the complete experimental protocol. On average,
including surgery, experiments lasted approximately 6 – 7 hours. For each animal, 18
different experimental states were created or attempted in the case of premature death.
Experimental interventions included: additional blood volume with three volume-load
levels (PLVED = 6, 12, 18 mmHg), ventilation changes with three ventilation conditions
(100% O2, hypoxia, nitric oxide) and lung inflation with two levels of PEEP (0 & 10
cmH2O). Experiments started at PLVED = 6 mmHg and ventilation progressed from 100%
O2, to hypoxic, to inhaled nitric oxide. After the three ventilation states were recorded,
PLVED was increased to 12 and 18 mmHg and the same order of ventilation changes were
repeated. At each PLVED and ventilation, the order of PEEP application was determined
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by a coin flip. Heads equalled 0 cm H2O and tails equalled 10 cm H2O. Volume loading
always started at PLVED = 6 mmHg and increased further because the alternative of
lowering PLVED required phlebotomy, sometimes resulting in a cascade of deleterious
cardiovascular reflexes which were not tolerated by the dog. The order of ventilation was
chosen to examine the changes from a control state (100% O2) compared to hypoxia and
then, the changes that occurred with inhaled nitric oxide during hypoxic ventilation. In
later experiments, with time permitting, ventilation was returned to 100% O2 to verify
that a return to baseline conditions was possible after hypoxia and inhaled nitric oxide. At
each experimental state the respirator was turned off to eliminate respiratory variations in
blood pressure and engender a repeatable pressure waveform and steady heart rhythm. In
cases where the intrinsic heart rate was greater than 100 bpm, a bolus dose of Zatebradine
(1 – 2 mL injection of 5mg/mL concentration) was used to slow down the heart rate.
After 20 – 30 seconds of recording, a bolus injection of acetylcholine (Ach) in saline
solution was given through the lumen of the LV catheter. The bolus injections of Ach
were refined (0.01 – 0.02 mg/kg) to produce negative chronotropic effects and ideally
result in a diastolic pause of 1 – 2 seconds. Data recording continued for about 30
seconds after the heart recovered from the Ach injection but these data were not
analyzed.

3.4.3 Ventilation Changes
At each PLVED and PEEP combination, the vasoactivity of the pulmonary vasculature was
altered with changes to the inspired gas mixture. Hypoxia was achieved by reducing the
fraction of inspired O2 with the addition of N2 to the inspired gas mixture. The reduction
of O2 was titrated to a level in which the PaO2 was less than 50 mmHg. During hypoxia
the rate of ventilation and tidal volume were adjusted to keep the (PaCO2) between (35 –
45 mmHg) and pH levels close to control. During hypoxic ventilation, inhaled nitric
oxide was added to the inspired gas mixture at 80 ppm. Overall, hypoxia has effects of
vasoconstriction on both pulmonary arteries and veins and will increase total
PVR,5;11;39;52;130 while nitric oxide has the effect of vasodilation and will reduce total
PVR.4;29
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3.4.4 Volume Loading
Volume loading has the effect of decreasing total PVR by expanding and recruiting
pulmonary blood vessels.75 Volume loading was achieved by adding Pentaspan fluid
intravenously and each PLVED level was determined visually during experimentation by
the LV pressure tracing. The experiment started at low PLVED (6 mmHg) and increased to
successive medium (12 mmHg) and high (18 mmHg) levels. Fluid was only added at
control conditions (i.e. 100% O2) to increase PLVED and once set, further fluctuations in
PLVED may have been possible with ventilation changes or PEEP application. It was
challenging to reach PLVED = 18 mmHg in some experiments, so in these cases PLVED was
increased to the highest sustainable level.

3.4.5 Positive End-Expiratory Pressure
PEEP was created by adjusting the ventilator controls. The level of PEEP was validated
by measured airway pressure. Raising the level of PEEP inflated the lungs and increased
the airway and alveolar pressure, potentially leading to compression of alveolar blood
vessels18;139 and the expansion from radial traction of extra-alveolar vessels57. The
behaviour of collapsible vessels depends on the transmural pressure across the vessel wall
and therefore at low intravascular pressures (i.e. PLVED = 6 mmHg) there is a greater
chance that increased alveolar pressure will lead to their collapse. The open chest
preparation used for experimentation will potentially have different PEEP effects
compared to a more clinically relevant closed chest preparation. An open chest was
necessary in these experiments to allow access and adjust flow probes if their signal
deteriorated. With an open chest, applying a PEEP = 10 cmH2O would result in a
transpulmonary gradient equal to 10 cmH2O. With a closed chest, the chest wall and heart
would push back against the lungs and the transpulmonary gradient would be
substantially lower than 10 cmH2O. The effects of external constraint on the heart and the
collapse of alveolar vessels with a closed chest preparation would likely be greater than
the open chest used for these experiments.
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3.4.6 Pullback
After the 18 experimental states were recorded, the PLVED was reduced to 12 mmHg by
phlebotomy and time was given for to blood pressures to stabilize. At this PLVED level,
100% O2, hypoxic and nitric oxide ventilation conditions were reexamined in detail with
“pullback” recordings. Pullback recordings were made by inserting the pulmonary artery
catheter further along the pulmonary artery, through the left branch and into a small
pulmonary artery where a flow probe was placed. Figure 8.1 shows the catheter
placement in detail. The catheter had graduated markings and was pulled back in 5 mm
increments to measure pressure along the length of a left-sided pulmonary artery branch.
With a steady heart rhythm, a 3-D contour map of pressure was constructed using the
ECG to align each disparate pullback measurement. Located along the pullback path
were three stationary flow probes. Therefore, flow was measure at three static locations:
1) the main pulmonary artery, 2) the left main branch and 3) a small pulmonary artery. At
each of these locations the reservoir-wave model could potentially be applied to track the
propagation and reflection patterns of waves.

3.5 Data Analysis
3.5.1 Filtering Noise
The data were post processed using a low pass filter set to 50 Hz. The filter was designed
in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) using a window-based finite impulse response and
implemented with zero-phase digital filtering. With this implementation, the data were
filtered in the forwards and reverse directions, leading to zero-phase distortion and no
time delay in the filtered signal.

3.5.2 Time Shifting Flow Signals
Measurements of flow consistently lagged the measurements of pressure in the
pulmonary artery and vein. Flow measurements were corrected by time shifting the flow
signal to match pressure. The lag in flow measurements can be explained by two factors,
1) the spatial offset of the two measuring devices and 2) the inherent frequency and time
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delay response of the flow probe. The spatial offset is a consequence of not measuring
pressure and flow in exactly the same location. For example, in the pulmonary artery the
catheter-tip pressure transducer was placed slightly upstream of the flow probe and a
certain delay in measuring flow, dependant on wave speed, could be expected. During
experimentation this spatial offset may have been altered even though the pressure
catheters were initially placed in close proximity to the flow probes. The time delay
response is a function of the voltage signal output from the flowmeter. According to the
technical notes supplied by Transonic: “the largest component of the time delay in the
Transonic research flow meters is the result of the low pass 3 pole Butterworth output
filter”. In this experiment the filter was set to 30 Hz and therefore a time delay of 9 ms
was expected.

3.5.3 Converting Average Flow to Average Velocity
Flow is measured using the transit time of ultrasound beams from an upstream to a
downstream receiver. The transit time is sampled across the whole vessel and therefore is
independent of the velocity profile and proportional to the average velocity. The average
velocity is multiplied by the circular cross-sectional area yielding volumetric flow. For
the purposes of WIA, it is necessary to convert flow measurements back to velocity. Flow
was converted to velocity by dividing the flow by the blood vessel cross-sectional area.
U t  

Qt 
A

Equation 3.1

The cross-sectional area was assumed to be circular and the diameter was simply
determined by the flow probe size placed on the pulmonary artery or vein. The size of the
snug flow probe was assumed to represent the mean diameter of a blood vessel. More
precise measurements of vessel diameter could have been made with ultrasonic crystals
but the resulting difference (i.e. in terms of WIA) between using average and
instantaneous diameter changes to calculate area were found to be less than 10% and
qualitatively the same.94 A circular cross section was observed during experimentation
and afterwards from casts made of the pulmonary arterial tree. However, it has been
noted in other studies of pulmonary artery casts7 and isolated lung x-rays,20 that large
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arteries were found to be elliptical, especially with low perfusion pressure, and the
eccentricity was altered between supine and prone positions.

3.5.4 Pressure Calibration and Corrections
All pressure measurements were referenced to a “zero level”, defined as the height of the
plane intersecting the middle of the heart in the supine position. Corrections to high
fidelity measurements were sometimes necessary as the electrical signal of the cathetertip pressure transducers often drifted a small amount. During the experiment these
corrections were made by adjusting the offset of the electrical signal during each control
run. These corrections were refined further with CV Works software by adding or
subtracting a constant value.

High fidelity measurements of LV and RV pressure were corrected, as needed, to match
the pressure measured via the fluid filled lumen and external pressure transducer. LA and
pulmonary venous pressure were corrected to ensure that there was no difference with
LV pressure at end-diastole. In principle there may be small deviations between LA and
pulmonary venous pressure waveforms,60 However, in all cases during diastole and
artificially extended diastole, the LA and pulmonary venous pressures were set to match
precisely. Pulmonary artery pressure was corrected to match RV pressure during systole.

3.6 Reservoir-wave Model Analysis
3.6.1 Arterial Reservoir Theory
To calculate the arterial reservoir pressure (Pres-PA), measurements of pressure and flow
must be made at the same location. The incremental changes in reservoir pressure
(dPres-PA) are modeled to be directly proportional to the incremental volume (dVres-PA) of
fluid accumulated in the reservoir and inversely proportional to its compliance (C) as
described by the following equation:
dPresPA (t ) 1 dVresPA (t ) QinPA (t )  QoutPA (t )


dt
C
dt
C
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Equation 3.2

In the pulmonary artery, inflow (Qin-PA) represents measured flow. Outflow (Qout-PA) must
be assumed as it is practically difficult to measure the lumped reservoir discharge from
the pulmonary arterial network. Although outflow is changing in time, it is assumed to be
in a laminar flow regime and obey the Hagen-Poiseuille law (retrospectively calculated,
Reynolds number is estimated to be less than 2000A). Outflow is substituted in the
equation above as the difference between the reservoir (Pres-PA) and a constant arterial
asymptotic pressure (P∞-PA) divided by the resistance (R) to flow through the reservoir.

dPres PA (t ) Qin PA (t ) Pres PA (t )  P PA


dt
C
RC

Equation 3.3

The above equation is a first-order linear differential equation and can be solved
analytically, assuming the R and C properties of the arterial reservoir are constant over
the range of pressures studied. Using the boundary condition that pressure at the onset of
ejection Pres-PA(0) = P0, the ordinary differential equation can be solved as follows.136

PresPA (t )  PPA  ( P0  PPA )e

t
RC

e

t t
RC

t'

Q
(t ' )
t inCPA e RC dt '
0

Equation 3.4

P0 and t0 are the pulmonary artery pressure and time at the beginning of ejection. To
solve the above equation, R, C and P∞-PA must be determined from experimental
measurements of pressure and flow. Measurements of pressure made from the ascending
aorta to femoral artery show that wave motion over the last 2/3 of diastole is minimal136
and in general, although arbitrary, reflections can be assumed to be negligible during this
period.127 Figure 8.8 shows the behaviour of pulmonary artery pressure during diastole
and the consistency of the diastolic decay at multiple positions in the pulmonary artery.
Therefore, it is assumed that the measured pulmonary artery pressure during diastole
gives an approximation of the reservoir pressure. R, C and P∞-PA are found by fitting
Equation 3.4 during the last 2/3 of diastole and then calculating reservoir pressure
throughout the cardiac cycle. To help converge on a solution, initial estimates are made
for R, C and P∞. R is estimated by dividing the average pressure by average flow over a

A

Where: ρ = 1040 kg/m3, V = 0.45 m/s (converted from max Qout-PA from Figure 5.1), D = 0.014 m and μ =
3.5x10-3 Pa∙s
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whole cardiac cycle, C was estimated to be 0.5 mL/mmHg and P∞-PA was estimated to be
end-diastolic pressure. With these estimates, reservoir pressure is calculated and the error
between reservoir pressure and measured pressure during diastole is found. The reservoir
pressure is further refined using an algorithm developed in Matlab (employing the
function “fminsearch” [Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm]) to vary the parameters R, C and
P∞-PA and iteratively minimize the mean-squared error between the calculated reservoir
pressure and the measured pressure.

In the pulmonary arteries, P∞-PA is modeled to represent the critical closing pressure of
precapillary arterioles or alveolar vessels, where the collapsing forces of the vessel either
originate from the surround alveolar pressure and/or the elastic and muscular recoil of the
vessel itself.125 Different zones of the lung have different relationships with the critical
closing pressure. For humans in an upright position the top of the lung (Zone 1) would be
likely to have alveolar pressure greater than capillary pressure, while the bottom of the
lung (Zone 3) with extra hydrostatic pressure would have capillary pressure greater than
alveolar pressure.139 Therefore P∞-PA may change according to supine versus upright
positions and as measured from the main pulmonary artery would represent a global
average from different zones of the lung.

3.6.2 Venous Reservoir Theory
The same methodology use to calculate the arterial reservoir pressure was used to define
the venous reservoir pressure (Pres-PV). The one difference is that venous outflow (Qout-PV)
now represents the total measured flow in the pulmonary veins. Since measurements of
venous pressure and flow were not made in all four main pulmonary veins, the venous
flow was scaled so that its volume equalled the volume of blood discharged into the main
pulmonary artery over a cardiac cycle and the pressure measured in one vein was
assumed to be similar to the other three veins. After scaling, outflow now represents the
total outflow of the pulmonary veins and inflow (Qin-PV) must be assumed as it is
practically difficult to measure the lumped flow through the pulmonary microcirculation
that represents inflow to the veins. The venous inflow is now assumed to be driven by the
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pressure difference between venous asymptotic pressure (P∞-PV) according to Equations
3.5 and 3.6.

dPres  PV (t ) 1 dVres  PV (t ) Qin  PV (t )  Qout PV (t )


dt
C
dt
C

Equation 3.5

dPresPV (t ) PPV  PresPV (t ) QoutPV (t )


dt
RC
C

Equation 3.6

All the variables and parameters in the above equation represent properties of the
pulmonary veins. Assuming that the P∞-PV, R and C properties of the venous reservoir are
constant during the cardiac cycle and over the range of pressures studied, Equation 3.6
has the following solution.135

Pres  PV (t )  P  PV  ( P0  P  PV )e

t
RC

e

t t
RC

t'

Qout PV (t ' )
t C e RC dt '
0

Equation 3.7

Here, P0 and t0 are the pulmonary venous pressure and time at the beginning of ejection
and the same procedure used for finding arterial reservoir parameters was applied to find
the venous reservoir parameters. The procedure requires minimizing the error between a
calculated venous reservoir pressure and the measured pulmonary venous pressure in
diastole. Technically this can be challenging as the passive filling of pulmonary veins
during diastole is shortened significantly compared to diastolic period in pulmonary
arteries. Except for cases were the intrinsic heart rate was naturally slow, the only
possible way to find venous reservoir parameters was to use the long diastole created by
the injection of acetylcholine (see Figure 3.1). Using the longer period of diastole
allowed more robust venous reservoir pressures to be calculated.

In the pulmonary veins, the behaviour of P∞-PV is best described as a phenomenological
parameter. From the reservoir model, blood drains from the arterial reservoir until
pulmonary artery pressure reaches P∞-PA. As this blood drains form the arterial reservoir,
it fills the venous reservoir. In the pulmonary veins, the pressure increases according to
the overall venous compliance and reaches P∞-PV. Described in this way, P∞-PV is a
consequence to some extent of the upstream P∞-PA. As a passive mechanism, P∞-PA should
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be greater than or equal to P∞-PV, which is consistent with antegrade flow from artery to
vein. Hypothetically, if retrograde flow from vein to artery occurred, then it may be
possible that P∞-PV becomes greater than P∞-PA.

3.6.3 Excess Pressure and Flow
In general, excess pressure is calculated by simply subtracting reservoir pressure from a
measured pressure.
Pexcess (t )  Pmeasured (t )  Preservoir(t )

Equation 3.8

When measured in the pulmonary artery, immediately distal to the pulmonary valve,
Pexcess and measured velocity [Umeasured converted from flow (Qmeasured)] are analyzed with
WIA. At this location, there is no diastolic flow because once the pulmonary valve shuts,
there is zero flow during diastole. At more peripheral arterial locations, for example, in
small pulmonary arteries or pulmonary veins, there is substantial diastolic flow. In these
cases, the diastolic portion of measured flow is assumed to be a result of an upstream,
discharging reservoir. For measurements in the main pulmonary artery, the diastolic flow
is quantified by reservoir flow (Qres-PA), which is based on modeled arterial Qout-PA and
some fraction (kA) according to the following equation.
QresPA (t )  k A QoutPA (t ) where : 0  k A  1

Equation 3.9

For venous measurements, the reservoir model is modified to describe an inflow into the
reservoir (Qin-PV) and therefore Qres-PV is determined by some fraction (kV).
Qres  PV (t )  kV Qin  PV (t ) where : 0  kV  1

Equation 3.10

For either arterial or venous measurements, the coefficient k is determined by minimizing
the error between reservoir flow (Qreservoir) and Qmeasured during the diastolic fitting period
used to find Preservoir. To find the excess flow (Qexcess), Qreservoir is subtracted from
Qmeasured.
Qexcess (t )  Qmeasured (t )  Qreservoir(t )

Equation 3.11
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At the locations where significant diastolic flow is measured, subtracting Qreservoir allows
for the decaying flow in diastole to be described in reservoir terms. The resulting Qexcess
waveform has zero flow in diastole by definition and is used with Pexcess for the purposes
of WIA. Figure 6.2 gives a visual illustration of Qreservoir and the calculation of Qexcess in
the pulmonary veins.

3.6.4 Constraints
Two constraints were placed on the resultant reservoir pressure calculated from
pulmonary artery measurements: 1) on average the reservoir pressure had to be less than
or equal to measured pulmonary artery pressure and 2) the maximum reservoir pressure
had to be less than or equal to the maximum pulmonary artery pressure. Enforcing these
two conditions served to reject calculated reservoir pressures deemed to be unreasonable.
Reservoir pressure is determined only by the lumped characteristic of the arterial network
and should only be a result of the passive expansion and contraction of the vessel wall.
Therefore as a passive phenomenon and considering the conservation of energy, it would
be unreasonable to expect that the recoil of arterial vessels would add extra energy to
result in either the peak or average reservoir pressure being greater than peak or average
measured pulmonary artery pressure.

No constraints were enforced when calculating the venous reservoir pressure. The
pulmonary venous circulation typically operates at a relatively low pressure and is
influenced to large extent by the perturbations of the LA and LV. A possible constraint,
that; on average the reservoir pressure had to be greater than or equal to measured
pulmonary venous pressure could be enforced. This would lead to the rejection of a
calculated reservoir pressure if it was less than measured pulmonary venous pressure.
However in practice, the influence of the v wave serves to increase venous pressure
quicker and to a higher level than that reached during the slower filling and rise of
pulmonary venous pressure during diastole. Because the venous reservoir is calculated
using the slow rise in pressure during diastole and that the v wave may serve to raise
pulmonary venous pressure on average above the reservoir pressure, it is not reasonable
to require that reservoir pressure be greater than measured pulmonary venous pressure.
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The large influence of the LA and LV on pulmonary venous pressure likely makes
constraints applied to the venous reservoir pressure unreasonable.

Limits were placed on the acceptable values for P∞-PA and P∞-PV to ensure that the
pulmonary circulation as a whole was modeled consistently by having antegrade flow
from pulmonary artery to vein. Overall the acceptable ranges for values of asymptotic
pressure were: PED-PV ≤ P∞-PV ≤ P∞-PA ≤ PED-PA (where: PED-PV and PED-PA are the venous
and arterial pressure at end-diastole respectively). These conditions ensure that there is a
pressure gradient that drives flow downstream. With the reservoir model applied to the
arterial side of the pulmonary circulation it is assumed that during diastole, outflow from
the reservoir is downstream towards the collapsible vessels and that pulmonary artery
pressure will approach P∞-PA. In this ideal situation it would be impossible for the model
to describe a situation where PED-PA is lower than P∞-PA because once P∞-PA is reached the
distal pulmonary vessels have collapsed and pressure could not drop further. In reality
there may be situations where not all outflow from the reservoir is downstream towards
the collapsible vessels. In the case of pulmonary valve regurgitation, backflow through
the pulmonary valve would lead to negative flow measured during diastole and
conceptually, flow might redistribute from the top of the lung to the bottom in upright
positions. If negative flow is measured in the pulmonary artery during diastole (see the
bottom panel of Figure 3.1) it may be possible to have measured pressure drop below
P∞-PA. Applying the same logic to the venous side of the pulmonary circulation, it is
assumed that all flow is directed downstream towards the LA. With normal antegrade
flow from arteries to veins, P∞-PA should be greater than or equal to P∞-PV, which should
be greater than or equal to PED-PV.
With regular sinus rhythm and a steady state of pressure, the reservoir parameters found
for a particular beat translated well to all other recorded beats. For these situations the
reservoir parameters reported for a particular experimental condition were a result of a
series of steady-state beats. In situations where pressure would fluctuate from beat-tobeat, either from arrhythmia or the influence of respiratory variations, the reservoir
parameters found for one beat would not necessarily translate to the next. To mitigate
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these circumstances, data were always collected at end-expiration with the ventilator
turned off.
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Figure 3.1: Effects of Acetylcholine on Pressure and Flow in the Main Pulmonary
Artery and Vein
Taken from experiment 3 at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions. Acetylcholine
was injected directly into the LV, which then supplied blood to the coronary arteries.
From the top panel, the resulting prolongation of diastole was used to validate arterial and
venous P∞. Of note is the sustained gap between pulmonary artery and venous pressure.
The bottom panel shows the flow through the main pulmonary artery and scaled
pulmonary venous flow.
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3.6.5 Validation and Estimation of Asymptotic Pressure
The reservoir model was applied to steady-state beats at end-expiration. From these
steady beats, the reservoir parameters: R, C and P∞ were determined. The P∞ value
calculated for steady beats was validated against the pressure reached during a long
diastole. An injection of acetylcholine into the LV was used for these purposes (see
Figure 3.1).

With a regular sinus rhythm and heart rate less then 80 bpm, the fitting algorithm usually
converged on a solution quickly, with P∞ validated by the long diastole. With regular
sinus rhythm and heart rates greater than 100 bpm, finding appropriate values for R, C
and P∞ became more challenging. For some of these cases with fast heart rates and
difficult fitting, P∞ was fixed at the steady value that pressure reached during the induced
long diastole. Fixing P∞ reduced the unknown reservoir parameters to R and C, allowing
the fitting algorithm to find an appropriate solution.

Relatively fast heart rates around 120 bpm affected the ability of the algorithm to find
acceptable reservoir parameters. In these situations P∞-PA was estimated from the
pulmonary artery pressure reached during the long diastole, which enabled an acceptable
reservoir pressure to be calculated.

For venous pressure, with heart rates greater than 80 bpm, technical difficulties arise
from the perturbations that occur in diastole. The y descent after the mitral valve opened
and the a wave created by LA contraction almost completely overwhelmed the quiescent
period of passive venous filling used to calculated venous reservoir pressure. Therefore
without a long diastole, the exponential rise in venous pressure is difficult to observe and
the reservoir parameters become difficult to obtain. For these cases, P∞-PV had to be
estimated from the venous pressure reached during the long diastole.
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3.7 Statistical Analysis
All data are presented as mean values ± the standard error of the mean (SE). Overall there
were 18 different interventions (3 PLVED, 2 PEEP, 3 ventilation conditions) and as a
consequence of premature death or technical issues in some animals, the data set was
incomplete and unbalanced for statistical purposes. In general terms the amount of
available data was greater at the beginning of experiments (e.g. PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0,
100% O2: n = 11) than for interventions that occurred near the end (e.g. PLVED = 18,
PEEP = 0, nitric oxide: n = 5).

Results are sorted into overlapping groups and three-way ANOVA was used to analyze
the main effects within PLVED, PEEP and ventilation. For the purposes of three-way
ANOVA, the least-squared mean values (estimated using a general linear model) ± SE
are reported. For all statistical tests, the significance level was set at 0.05. For interactions
with p < 0.05, a Bonferroni t-test was used for multiple comparisons unless otherwise
noted. The effect of ventilation was of special interest and in some cases each ventilation
triplet was grouped according to PLVED and PEEP conditions. At each PLVED/PEEP
combination, the effect of ventilation was analyzed using one-way repeated-measures
ANOVA with all pairwise post-hoc comparisons made using a Bonferroni t-test. With the
exception of some relative values, the data tested had equal variances (p > 0.05). In many
cases the data did not pass the normality test, as judged by using the Shapiro-Wilk test (p
< 0.05). This was likely a result of having low numbers for statistical comparisons.
Therefore, as a conservative test, the Bonferroni t-test was used for post-hoc comparisons
and with the understanding that it is a robust method, ANOVA was used to compare the
main effects of PLVED, PEEP and ventilation.
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Chapter Four: General Hemodynamics
4.1 Introduction
Presented in this chapter are the general hemodynamics changes at each intervention and
grouped within each PLVED, PEEP and ventilation condition. One measure of
hemodynamics is pulmonary vascular conductance, which is simply the inverse of PVR
(see Equation 2.14). Conductance can be interpreted as the flow rate that the pulmonary
vasculature can accept, for a given pressure difference and if conductance increases, the
pulmonary circulation can accept more flow with the same pressure difference.

Detailed results of conductance are presented because it provides a measure of the
relationship between flow and pressure. The pulmonary circulation handles the same
blood flow as the systemic circulation but operates at comparatively low pressures.
Keeping pulmonary pressure low is important for proper RV health. If PH leads to
elevated pressures, the RV can eventually fail. Pulmonary vascular conductance
represents a good measure to describe the state of the pulmonary circulation and its
ability to accommodate blood flow.

4.2 Results
As a roadmap for the condensed representation of other hemodynamic parameters,
changes in conductance are shown for each individual intervention and for each main
effect. The changes in mean values of pulmonary artery and venous pressure (mPPA,
mPPV), pressure difference (i.e. mPPA – mPPV), pulmonary artery flow (mQPA) and heart
rate are only tabulated for each main effect.

4.2.1 Pulmonary Vascular Conductance
Figure 4.1 shows the effects of each individual intervention on conductance. Each
ventilation triplet is grouped to emphasize the changes that occur with hypoxia and nitric
oxide. The progression from the left to right side of Figure 4.1 roughly represents the
sequence of experimentation. To account for the variability between animals, the data
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within each animal were referenced to their baseline condition of PLVED = 6 mmHg,
PEEP = 0 cmH2O and 100% O2.
Absolute values and relative changes of conductance are listed in Table 4.1. Significant
differences within ventilation at each PLVED/PEEP combination are determined using oneway, repeated-measures ANOVA using the Bonferroni multiple comparison test. In all
PLVED/PEEP combinations for both absolute and relative data, statistical differences were
similar as hypoxia caused significant decreases in conductance. Only at PLVED = 12 and
PEEP = 0, is there a difference between the trends of absolute and relative data.
Specifically for relative changes at PLVED = 12 and PEEP = 0, hypoxia is not significantly
different from nitric oxide (p = 0.06). However if a Holm-Sidak multiple comparison
procedure was used for more power, then at PLVED = 12 and PEEP = 0, hypoxia becomes
significantly different from nitric oxide (p = 0.039). Taken together, Figure 4.1 and Table
4.1 show significant decreases in conductance with hypoxia and suggest that from
hypoxic levels, nitric oxide increases conductance towards 100% O2 ventilation levels.
The data in Table 4.1 are assembled into overlapping groups consisting of each main
factor to show the effects of each level of PLVED, application of PEEP and ventilation
condition. The grouped, absolute and relative conductance data are shown in Figure 4.2
and listed in Table 4.2. Of note, is that relative conductance data failed both the normality
test (p < 0.05) and the equal variance test (p < 0.05), while the absolute data only failed
the normality test (p < 0.05). Comparing absolute to relative data, the relative data show a
significant effect of PEEP on conductance [F(1,128) = 5.459, p = 0.021], where absolute
data did not [F(2,128) = 0.936, p = 0.335]. Furthermore, the relative conductance data
showed significant differences within ventilation [F(2,128) = 15.073, p < 0.001]. Posthoc comparisons using the Bonferroni procedure indicate that there are significant
differences between each ventilation condition (100% O2:hypoxia, p < 0.001;
hypoxia:nitric oxide, p = 0.035; 100% O2:nitric oxide, p = 0.022). Taken altogether,
relative data reduce the inter-animal variability and shows that PEEP had the effect of
reducing conductance, whereas absolute data did not provide this distinction. Relative
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data also showed that hypoxia decreases conductance and nitric oxide reverses this,
although not to the level of 100% O2 ventilation.
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Figure 4.1: Absolute and Relative Conductance at each Individual Intervention
Each data point represents the mean value ± SE. In both panels C represents control
(100% O2), H represents hypoxia and N represents nitric oxide ventilation. The top panel
shows absolute values of pulmonary vascular conductance. The bottom panel shows the
relative changes from PLVED = 6 mmHg, PEEP = 0 cmH2O and 100% O2. Results of oneway repeated-measures ANOVA, performed at each PLVED/PEEP combination are shown
in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Absolute and Relative Conductance at each Individual Intervention
PEEP 0 cm H2O
100% O2

PEEP 10 cm H2O
Nitric
Oxide

Hypoxia

100% O2

Nitric
Oxide

Hypoxia

PLVED 6 mmHg
0.13±0.02
Total Vascular
Conductance
(L∙mmHg/min)

§

0.10±0.01

§+

0.14±0.02

+

§

0.08±0.01

§

0.10±0.01

§

0.13±0.01

§

0.15±0.02

§¶

0.18±0.03

§

0.19±0.03

0.11±0.02

PLVED 12 mmHg
0.16±0.02

§

0.13±0.02

§+

0.17±0.02

+

0.15±0.02

PLVED 18 mmHg
0.24±0.03

§

0.17±0.02

§

0.20±0.02

0.24±0.03

PEEP 0 cm H2O
100% O2

Hypoxia

¶

PEEP 10 cm H2O
Nitric
Oxide

100% O2

Hypoxia

Nitric
Oxide

PLVED 6 mmHg
100
Total Vascular
Conductance
(%)

§

76±3

§+

105±6

+

86±3

§

65±3

§

78±7

§

92±7

§

108±12

§¶

124±25

PLVED 12 mmHg
130±8

§

97±9

§

119±7

119±10

PLVED 18 mmHg
184±22

§

127±17

§

142±13

168±23

§

132±22

¶

Values represent mean values ± SE and statistical results from one-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA performed within each PLVED/PEEP combination.
Bold numbers represent significant differences (p < 0.05) within each PLVED/PEEP group.
Within PLVED/PEEP groups: § indicates O2:hypoxia, + indicates hypoxia:NO, ¶ indicates
O2:NO significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.
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Figure 4.2: Absolute and Relative Conductance grouped into Main Effects
Each data point represents the least-squares mean value ± SE, grouped according to each
level of PLVED, PEEP and ventilation. The top panel shows the absolute values and the
bottom panel shows the relative values. Results of three-way ANOVA are shown in
Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Absolute and Relative Conductance grouped into Main Effects
PLVED
6 mmHg
Absolute Conductance
(L∙mmHg/min)
Relative Conductance
(%)

PLVED
12 mmHg

0.11±0.01*
85±4*

‡

‡

0.15±0.01*
111±5*

PLVED
18 mmHg
†

†

0.20±0.01
146±5

†‡

†‡

PEEP
0 cmH2O

PEEP
10 cmH2O

100% O2

0.16±0.01

0.15±0.01

0.17±0.01

120±4

108±4

131±4

Nitric
Oxide

Hypoxia
§

§¶

0.13±0.01
97±5

§

§+

0.16±0.01
114±5

+¶

Table 4.3: Absolute and Relative Hemodynamic Data grouped into Main Effects
Absolute Values

PLVED
6 mmHg

mPPA (mmHg)

22.3±0.5*

mPPV (mmHg)

4.9±0.2*

PLVED
12 mmHg
‡

‡
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mPPA – mPPV (mmHg)

17.4±0.5

mQPA (L/min)

1.8±0.1*

Heart Rate (bpm)

103±3

‡

27.0±0.6*
8.9±0.3*

†

†

18.0±0.6
2.7±0.2*

†

105±3

PLVED
18 mmHg
31.4±0.7
13.7±0.3

†‡
†‡

17.7±0.7
3.5±0.2

†‡

109±3

PEEP
0 cmH2O

PEEP
10 cmH2O

26.7±0.5

27.1±0.5

22.5±0.5

9.5±0.2

8.8±0.2

9.3±0.2

100% O2
§¶

§¶

Hypoxia
29.2±0.6
8.7±0.3

17.2±0.5

18.2±0.5

13.2±0.5

2.7±0.1

2.6±0.1

2.2±0.2

104±2

107±3

99±3

154±3

155±3

128±3

209±10

175±11

196±12

144±5

157±5

109±5

§¶

175±6

165±5

162±5

136±6

§¶

165±6

110±2

113±2

106±2

§¶

114±2

¶

§

20.5±0.6

Nitric
Oxide
28.9±0.6

¶

9.4±0.3
§

19.4±0.6

2.7±0.2

3.1±0.2

109±3

109±3

§

166±4

¶

¶

Relative Values (%)
mPPA

124±3*

mPPV

96±11*

mPPA – mPPV

139±5

mQPA

116±5*

Heart Rate

109±2

‡
‡

157±3*

†

187±13*

†

157±6
‡

167±6*
113±2

181±4

†‡

294±14

†‡

156±7
†

207±7

†‡

113±2

§¶

168±4

190±13

¶

190±13

§

168±6

§+

190±6

§

115±2

¶

+¶
¶

Values in tables 2 and 3 represent least-squared mean values ± SE and statistical results from three-way ANOVA.
Bold numbers represent significant differences (p < 0.05) within each PLVED, PEEP and ventilation group.
Within PLVED: * indicates 6:12, † indicates 12:18, ‡ indicates 6:18 significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.
Within ventilation: § indicates O2:hypoxia, + indicates hypoxia:NO, ¶ indicates O2:NO significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.

4.2.2 General Hemodynamics
Table 4.3 lists mean pressure, flow and heart rate data, grouped into the main effects of
PLVED, PEEP and ventilation. Of note, is that relative mQPA and mPPV failed the normality
test (p < 0.05) and the equal variance test (p < 0.05). The main difference between
absolute and relative data is the effects within ventilation on mQPA and heart rate.
Relative data show there was a significant effect of ventilation on mQPA for the three
levels [F(2,128) = 19.484, p < 0.001]. Post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni t-test
indicated that the mean QPA was significantly different between all ventilation conditions
(100% O2:hypoxia, p = 0.003; hypoxia:nitric oxide, p = 0.019; 100%O2:nitric oxide, p <
0.001). Absolute heart rate data did not show significant differences between ventilation
conditions. However, relative data did show a significant difference between 100%
O2:hypoxia (p = 0.030) and 100% O2:nitric oxide (p = 0.009). Overall the results from
Table 4.3 show the main effect of PLVED is to increase mean pressures and flow, while the
main effect PEEP is to decrease mPPV. Overall the effect of hypoxia is to increase mPPA
and mQPA, while nitric oxide increases mQPA above the level reached with hypoxia.
There are also slight differences between absolute and relative total pressure difference
data (mPPA – mPPV). Absolute data only showed a significant effect of ventilation
[F(2,128) = 48.576, p < 0.001]. Relative data showed there is a significant effect of PLVED
[F(2,128) = 3.196, p < 0.044], however using a Bonferroni multiple comparison
procedure showed that there were no significant differences between any of the levels of
PLVED (p > 0.05). The relative difference within PEEP [F(1,128) = 3.939, p < 0.049] is
significant but very close to the significance level, α = 0.05. The differences within
ventilation [F(2,128) = 41.123, p < 0.001] have significant effects on the relative total
pressure difference. Overall, the results suggest that there are likely no significant
increases in total pressure difference with either PLVED or PEEP. Whether for absolute or
relative data, ventilation has significant effects on the total pressure difference. Taken
together, hypoxia increases the pressure difference compared to 100% O2 and this level is
sustained with nitric oxide.
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4.3 Discussion
Overall, the ability of the pulmonary vasculature to accept flow is illustrated by vascular
conductance. Conductance is directly proportional to mQPA and with all else equal, if
flow increases so too will conductance. However, with hypoxia, conductance decreases
from 100% O2 levels even though mQPA increases significantly. The increase of mQPA
with hypoxic vasoconstriction is somewhat counterintuitive but the rise in mPPA suggests
that more pulmonary arteries are recruited and distended to some degree with higher
pressure. The decrease in conductance can be explained by the greater increase in
pressure difference than the increase in mQPA. With nitric oxide, the pressure difference
remains unchanged and further increases in mQPA correlate with an increase in
conductance.

The grouped results for mPPV within each main effect show the actual pressure reached
with each addition of blood volume. In this context, PLVED is approximately equal to
mPPV. Therefore even though PLVED is grouped into the nominal intended levels, [i.e., low
(PLVED = 6 mmHg), medium (PLVED = 12 mmHg) and high (PLVED = 18 mmHg) groups]
the tabulated data of mPPV show that low, medium and high volume-load PLVED levels
were in fact 5, 9 and 14 mmHg. In part, the reason for this discrepancy is the
experimental error involved in determining PLVED visually from pressure tracings
displayed during experimentation. In some experiments, the highest level of P LVED was
difficult to reach and then maintain, which explains why on average PLVED = 18 mmHg
was not actually reached.

4.4 Summary
Each experimental intervention was selected to alter the pulmonary circulation and
potentially the pulmonary vascular conductance. Ventilation changes were of primary
interest because hypoxia is linked to PH and the fact that nitric oxide is a treatment for
PH. Overall, the decrease in conductance with hypoxic ventilation is due to the total
pressure difference increasing more than the increase to flow, while the increase in
conductance with inhaled nitric oxide is due to the increase to flow. With the current
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description of total vascular conductance, conclusions can only be reached in regards to
global changes and therefore, this chapter only provides the basic hemodynamic state of
each experimental intervention. More detail about the effects of each experimental
intervention on individual vascular components (i.e. arteries, microcirculation or veins) is
provided in Chapter Seven.
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Chapter Five: Application of the Reservoir-Wave Model to the Pulmonary Arterial
Circulation
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter the application of the reservoir-wave model to the pulmonary arterial
circulation is investigated. The changes of ventilation are the primary focus of results and
discussion. Hypoxic ventilation was used to create vasoconstriction and inhaled nitric
oxide was used to create vasodilation in pulmonary arteries.4 Hypoxic vasoconstriction is
a type of pulmonary hypertension directly related to lung diseases and for these
experiments, serves as an acute pulmonary vascular disease state that was easily
reversible. With hypoxia sustained, inhaled nitric oxide was administered and represented
a treatment to the acute disease state. Overall, the effects of 100% O2, hypoxia and
hypoxia plus inhaled nitric oxide ventilation were investigated for each combination of
PLVED and PEEP.
Also investigated were the changes in blood volume and alveolar pressure (measured by
PLVED and PEEP respectively). Adding extra fluid to the circulating blood volume was
used to raise PLVED. This intervention increased cardiac output via the Frank-Starling
Law, leading to the recruitment and distension of the pulmonary vasculature and
decreases in total PVR. The application of PEEP was primarily chosen as an intervention
to increase alveolar pressure, which may lead to the collapse of alveolar blood vessels
and the expansion of extra-alveolar vessels. This intervention may provide a link between
the effects of PEEP (i.e. to collapse vessels) and the behaviour of arterial P∞, which is
expected to be most acute at low PLVED.

5.2 Brief Overview of Methods
Simultaneous measurements of pressure and flow were recorded in the main pulmonary
artery. For the purposes of the reservoir-wave model and using Pexcess in wave intensity
analysis, the following steps were necessary for each experimental intervention.
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1. Time-shift main pulmonary artery flow to match pressure.
2. Calculate arterial reservoir pressure and subtract from measured pressure to yield
Pexcess.
3. Qmeasured was converted to Umeasured using the main pulmonary artery crosssectional area.
4. Using Pexcess and Umeasured, the single point wave speed was found using the linear
relationship during the upstroke of systole.63
5. Using Pexcess and Umeasured, wave intensity was used to separate forward and
backward waves.97

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Main Pulmonary Artery Waveforms
For each condition Preservoir was calculated, an example of which is shown in Figure 5.1.
Preservoir is subtracted from Pmeasured and the result (Pexcess) is shown with Qmeasured in the top
panel of Figure 5.2. Using Pexcess and Umeasured to define waves, the single-point wave
speed can be determined during the beginning of systole, assuming that only a FCW is
present. The bottom panel of Figure 5.2 shows the linear regression, during the upstroke
of systole, used to determine the single-point wave speed. With wave speed determined,
wave intensity analysis is used to decompose either pressure or velocity into the changes
caused by forward and backward waves. Figure 5.3 shows the forward and backward
waveforms for pressure, velocity and wave intensity. The changes in pressure provide
enough information to determine when waves occur, making further plots of separated
velocity redundant. Increases in either Pforward or Pbackward show the effects compression
waves and decreases show the effects of decompression waves (refer back to Table 2.2
for the description of waves in terms of forwards and backwards pressure). The wave
intensity is also shown in Figure 5.3 to help identify waves temporally.
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Figure 5.1: Reservoir Pressure and Outflow in the Main Pulmonary Artery
Taken from experiment 15 at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions, the top panel
shows the waveforms of measured pressure, modeled reservoir pressure and P∞. The
reservoir pressure is determined during roughly the last 2/3 of diastole (for this example:
R = 0.19 mmHg∙s/mL, C = 0.92 mL/mmHg, P∞ = 10 mmHg) and subtracted from the
measured pressure to determine the excess pressure (Pexcess). The bottom panel shows
Qmeasured and the reservoir modeled Qout.
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Figure 5.2: Excess Pressure and Measured Flow in the Main Pulmonary Artery
Taken from experiment 15 at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions, the top panel
shows the similarity between Pexcess and Qmeasured. The bottom panel shows Pexcess plotted
against Umeasured (converted from Qmeasured) over a cardiac cycle. The points during the
upstroke of systole are circled (black markers) and the slope of the linear regression
(black line) of these marked points determined the single-point wave speed. In this case
the single-point wave speed in the main pulmonary artery was determined to be 2.9 m/s.
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Figure 5.3: Forward and Backward Arterial Waves: Pressure, Velocity & Wave
Intensity
Taken from experiment 15 at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions, the top panel
shows the pressure changes and the middle panel shows the velocity changes due to
forward and backward waves. The bottom panel shows wave intensity. So defined, these
waves cause the changes in pressure and velocity.
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Table 5.1: Arterial reservoir and Wave Intensity Parameters
PLVED
6 mmHg

PLVED
12 mmHg

PLVED
18 mmHg

PEEP
0 cmH2O

PEEP
10 cmH2O

100% O2

0.22±0.01

0.22±0.01

0.19±0.01

1.05±0.06

1.36±0.06

1.28±0.07

1.10±0.08

1.24±0.08

0.20±0.01

0.27±0.01

0.22±0.01

0.25±0.01

0.22±0.01

14.9±0.3

15.3±0.3

13.5±0.4

Hypoxia

Nitric Oxide

Reservoir Parameters
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Resistance: R
(mmHg∙s/mL)

0.28±0.01*

Compliance: C
(mL/mmHg)

1.21±0.07

τ (R C product)
(s)

0.30±0.01*

P∞
(mmHg)

11.5±0.3*

‡

0.22±0.02*

†

1.17±0.08
‡

‡

0.23±0.01*
14.9±0.4*

0.16±0.02

†‡

1.24±0.09
†

†

0.16±0.02
19.1±0.4

†‡

†‡

§

§¶

0.27±0.02

15.7±0.4

§+

§

0.21±0.02

16.3±0.4

+

¶

Wave Intensity Parameters
Wave Speed
(m/s)

2.7±0.1

2.5±0.1

2.4±0.1

2.7±0.1

2.4±0.1

2.6±0.1

2.6±0.1

2.5±0.1

Negative Γ
(%)

27±1

29±1

28±2

30±1

26±1

28±1

30±1

26±1

Negative Reflector Distance
(cm)

5.0±0.3

4.4±0.3

4.6±0.3

4.8±0.2

4.5±0.3

5.2±0.3

4.4±0.3

4.4±0.3

Values represent least-squared mean values ± SE and statistical results from three-way ANOVA.
Bold numbers represent significant differences (p < 0.05) within each PLVED, PEEP and ventilation group.
Within PLVED: * indicates 6:12, † indicates 12:18, ‡ indicates 6:18 significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.
Within ventilation: § indicates O2:hypoxia, + indicates hypoxia:NO, ¶ indicates O2:NO significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.

5.3.2 Arterial Reservoir Parameters and Wave Intensity Metrics
For each condition, arterial reservoir parameters (i.e. R, C and P∞) and metrics from wave
intensity analysis (i.e. wave speed, Γ and d) are grouped within each main effect in Table
5.1. A three-way within-subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effects of
PLVED, PEEP and ventilation on each parameter/metric. If single factors showed
significant differences, the results of a Bonferroni t-test are reported.

5.3.2.1 Arterial Reservoir Resistance and Compliance
There was a significant effect of PLVED on R for the three levels [F(2,126) = 15.921, p <
0.001]. Post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni t-test indicated that the mean R was
significantly different between all PLVED levels (PLVED 6:12, p = 0.014; PLVED 12:18, p =
0.021; PLVED 18:6, p < 0.001). There was also a significant effect of ventilation on R for
the three conditions [F(2,126) = 6.517, p = 0.002]. Post-hoc comparisons using the
Bonferroni t-test indicated that the mean 100% O2 condition was significantly different
than the hypoxia condition (p = 0.002), which was significantly different from the nitric
oxide condition (p = 0.037). The 100% O2 condition did not significantly differ from the
nitric oxide condition (p = 1.000). The results show that R decreases with increases of
PLVED and R increases with hypoxia and returns to 100% O2 with nitric oxide. Altogether
these results reaffirm that R is closely related to the dilation and constriction of
pulmonary arteries.

The effect of lung inflation with PEEP = 10 cmH2O, significantly increased reservoir C
[F(1,126) = 12.556, p < 0.001]. This result suggests that pulmonary artery compliance
increases with lung inflation. The R C product represents the time constant (τ) and
describes the exponential decay of the reservoir pressure. There was a significant effect
of PLVED on τ for the three levels [F(2,126) = 28.617, p < 0.001]. Post-hoc comparisons
using the Bonferroni t-test indicated that the mean τ was significantly different between
all PLVED levels (PLVED 6:12, p < 0.001; PLVED 12:18, p = 0.009; PLVED 18:6, p < 0.001).
There was also a significant effect of PEEP on τ [F(1,126) = 24.074, p < 0.001]. Of note
is that there was no significant interaction between the levels of PLVED and the application
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of PEEP [F(2,126) = 3.000, p = 0.053]. This borderline, non-significant p value is likely a
result of the low power (0.275) from this statistical test. The effect of ventilation was not
significant [F(2,126) = 2.353, p = 0.099]. Taken together these results suggest that R and
C are inversely related for changes in ventilation as τ does not significantly change.
However, the effects of PLVED and PEEP create significant variations in τ, suggesting that
R and C are not inversely related with changes of blood volume or alveolar pressure.

5.3.2.2 Arterial P∞
There was a significant effect of PLVED on arterial P∞ for the three levels [F(2,126) =
96.718, p < 0.001]. Post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni t-test indicated that
arterial P∞ was significantly different between all PLVED levels (PLVED 6:12, p < 0.001;
PLVED 12:18, p < 0.001; PLVED 18:6, p < 0.001). There was also a significant effect of
ventilation on arterial P∞ for the three conditions [F(2,126) = 14.350, p < 0.001]. Posthoc comparisons using the Bonferroni t-test indicated that 100% O2 ventilation was
significantly different than hypoxia (p < 0.001) and nitric oxide conditions (p < 0.001).
The hypoxia and nitric oxide conditions did not significantly differ from each other (p =
0.896). These results show that the effect of increasing PLVED is to raise arterial P∞, while
PEEP does not have any significant effect on arterial P∞. The results also suggest that
hypoxia has the effect of raising arterial P∞ but nitric oxide does not have the effect of
lowering arterial P∞ back to 100% O2 levels.
The effects of PLVED and PEEP on arterial P∞ are shown in Figure 5.4. Data are grouped
into main effects for both absolute values and relative changes (100% is defined at P LVED
6, PEEP 0, 100% O2). The top panel of Figure 5.4 shows the absolute least-squared mean
values of arterial P∞. Using absolute values, there is no significant interaction between
PLVED and PEEP [F(2,126) = 1.916, p = 0.151]. In other words, the effect of PEEP does
not depend on the level of PLVED. The bottom panel of Figure 5.4 shows the difference in
least-squared mean values for relative arterial P∞. Analyzing relative changes, there is a
significant interaction between PLVED and PEEP [F(2,126) = 3.833, p = 0.024]. The effect
of PEEP within PLVED = 6 is significant (p = 0.047), while the effect of PEEP is not
significant at the other levels of PLVED (PLVED 12: p = 0.748, PLVED 18: p = 0.061). In
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more detail the effect of PEEP is only significant within PLVED = 6, 100% O2 (p = 0.006)
and nitric oxide (p = 0.017), while not significant within hypoxia (p = 0.560). Since all
relative values are 100% at PLVED 6, PEEP 0 and 100% O2, it is not surprising that a
significant difference is found between PEEP 0:10 within PLVED = 6 and 100% O2. Taken
altogether, in absolute terms PEEP does not increase arterial P∞ significantly. However,
in relative terms PEEP may have a slight effect by increasing arterial P∞ at PLVED = 6
mmHg. Thus, the data suggest that the effects of PEEP act weakly to increase arterial P∞
at low blood volume.
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Figure 5.4: Absolute and Relative Arterial P∞: Interaction between PLVED and PEEP
The top panel shows the grouped absolute values of arterial P∞. Three-way ANOVA
could not detect a significant difference between the two levels of PEEP or interaction
between PLVED and PEEP. The bottom panel shows the grouped relative values of P∞,
which visually suggests that there are significant differences between PEEP 0 and 10.
From three-way ANOVA, only at PLVED 6 is there a significant effect of PEEP (p =
0.047), while at PLVED 18 the effect of PEEP is not significant (p = 0.061).
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5.3.2.3 Arterial Wave Speed
The effect of PEEP on arterial wave speed is significant [F(1,126) = 4.011, p = 0.047].
This result suggests that pulmonary artery wave speed decreases with lung inflation
caused by PEEP. Arterial wave speed and C should be inversely related; which is
supported by the results as the effect of raising PEEP decreases wave speed and increases
C significantly.

5.3.2.4 Negative Reflection Ratio and Negative Reflector Distance
Excluding any negative reflections with Γ below 15%, the estimated distance to the
negative reflector was calculated. The results show that there were not significant effects
on the reflector distance from either PLVED [F(2,94) = 1.135, p = 0.326], PEEP [F(1,94) =
1.196, p = 0.277] or ventilation [F(2,94) = 2.378, p = 0.098].
A negative Γ was calculated for a total of 136 samples. After discarding negative Γ
values less than 15%, 112 samples were left (i.e. 82%). The only significant difference of
negative Γ was for the two levels of PEEP [F(1,94) = 6.187, p = 0.015]. The main effects
of PLVED or ventilation condition cannot be properly interpreted as there is a significant
interaction between the two effects [F(4,94) = 2.818, p = 0.029]. Figure 5.5 shows the
behaviour of the negative Γ at each ventilation condition for each level of PLVED. Using a
Bonferroni t-test multiple-comparison procedure, within 100% O2 ventilation, there is a
significant difference between PLVED 6 and 18 (p = 0.005) but not between 6 and 12 (p =
0.071) or 12 and 18 (p = 0.666). Alternatively, for more statistical power a Holm-Sidak
method was also used for multiple comparisons. Within 100% O2 ventilation a significant
difference could be found between PLVED 6 and 12 (p = 0.047) and between PLVED 6 and
18 (p = 0.005) but not between 12 and 18 (p = 0.222). Within hypoxic and nitric oxide
ventilation there were no significant differences between any PLVED levels (p >> 0.05).
Within PLVED = 6, 100% O2 is significantly different from hypoxia (p = 0.04) but not
nitric oxide (p = 0.313). Within PLVED = 12, there was no significant difference between
either 100% O2, hypoxia or nitric oxide (p >> 0.05). Within PLVED = 18, 100% O2 is
significantly different from nitric oxide (p = 0.035) but not hypoxia (p = 0.687).
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Taken together, the results suggest that the application of PEEP has the effect of slightly
decreasing the magnitude of the negative reflection ratio. Overall, within 100% O2
ventilation, results suggest the negative Γ increases with additional blood volume, which
is not observed with either hypoxic or nitric oxide ventilation. Furthermore, hypoxia has
more negative Γ than 100% O2 at PLVED = 6 mmHg and nitric oxide has less negative Γ
than 100% O2 at PLVED = 18 mmHg.

Figure 5.5: Negative Reflection Ratio: Interaction between PLVED and Ventilation
A Holm-Sidak method for multiple comparisons showed significant differences within
100% O2 from PLVED 6:12, (p = 0.047) and from PLVED 6:18, (p = 0.005). Significant
differences were also found within PLVED = 6 from 100% O2:hypoxia, (p = 0.039) and
within PLVED = 18 from 100% O2:nitric oxide, (p = 0.035).
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Arterial Reservoir Resistance
See Chapter Seven for an in-depth discussion of total pulmonary vascular resistance and
arterial reservoir resistance.

5.4.2 Arterial Reservoir Compliance
Previous studies have investigated the effects of PEEP and the ventilation cycle on
pulmonary arterial compliance. There is some evidence to suggest that PEEP increases
compliance41 but other evidence that it is invariant throughout the ventilation cycle.42
From these studies, it may be tentatively hypothesized that the effect of PEEP increases
pulmonary arterial compliance. The data from arterial reservoir C, together with the
arterial wave speed seem to support this hypothesis. According to the theory of wave
speed in compliant tubes, the compliance/stiffness of arteries should be the main
determinant of arterial wave speed.16;97 If everything else is constant, an increase in
compliance will result in a decrease of wave speed. The results show that only PEEP has
significant, albeit small effects on decreasing wave speed and increasing arterial reservoir
C.

Changes to PLVED or ventilation did not have significant effects on reservoir C. The effect
of increasing PLVED could be hypothesized to decrease reservoir C. Since the data showed
no significant effects, it would suggest that over the range of PLVED levels studied, arterial
C was relatively constant. The effect of hypoxic ventilation could be hypothesized to
decrease reservoir C and nitric oxide to increase reservoir C. Although the reservoir C
data correlate with this behaviour, the range of changes reported herein was not great
enough to be significant and therefore the ventilation hypotheses are proven false. It may
be possible that significant changes in reservoir C would result from studying a larger
range blood pressure created either with hypoxia or through other causes of hypertension.
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5.4.3 Arterial P∞
Pulmonary arterial P∞ from the reservoir model is best described as a critical closing
pressure.17 Applying the reservoir model to the pulmonary circulation, it is hypothesized
that if P∞ primarily corresponds to the pressure at which pulmonary arteries collapse,
then PEEP should increase arterial P∞.
The data from Table 5.1 do not support this hypothesis as the effect of PEEP alone had
no significant change on arterial P∞. However, there is some evidence that there was a
slight effect of PEEP at a low blood volume. This is likely a consequence of having the
chest open during experimentation. Although the application of PEEP inflated the lungs,
there was likely not enough increase in the transmural pressure of alveolar blood vessels
to promote their collapse. Figure 5.4 showed a slight effect of PEEP when the relative
changes in arterial P∞ were analyzed. With relative values of arterial P∞ grouped into
PLVED and PEEP categories, there was barely a significant effect of PEEP at low PLVED.
For these reasons the overall effect of PEEP is likely insignificant, although there may be
slight effects of PEEP at low PLVED in an open-chest. Although the effect of PEEP was
not strong, a closed-chest preparation might yield a different result.

There were significant effects of PLVED and ventilation on arterial P∞. As all pressures
increased significantly with increases in PLVED, it is not surprising that arterial P∞
increased as well. Hypoxic vasoconstriction elevated both arterial P∞ and reservoir R.
The rise in mPPA with volume addition (PLVED = 6 – 12 mmHg) is similar to the increase
seen from 100% O2 to hypoxia, which suggests that the rise in arterial P∞ with hypoxia is
mainly related to the rise in mPPA. Although vasodilation with inhaled nitric oxide
reversed the arterial reservoir R to baseline, the level of arterial P∞ stayed elevated,
implying that vasodilation did not affect P∞. Comparing nitric oxide to hypoxia, mPPA
remained elevated, which explains the sustained level of arterial P∞.
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Figure 5.6: 100% O2 Arterial Wave Pattern: Reflectionless and Significant Negative
Reflections
Taken from experiment 3 at PLVED = 12, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions, the top panel
shows a negative Γ = 5% and is therefore considered reflectionless. The bottom panel
shows data, from experiment 15 (same conditions), that has a negative Γ = 31%. In this
case, with negative reflection detected, the time delay between FCW and BDW relates to
a negative reflector distance of 5.3 cm from the measurement site in the main pulmonary
artery.
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5.4.4 100% O2 Wave Pattern
Previous work, using measured pressure and velocity waveforms from the main
pulmonary artery, supported the hypothesis that if daughter vessels have a substantially
greater cross-sectional area than the mother vessel, then a negative reflection should be
measurable in the main pulmonary artery.32;56 Refer to Figure 2.3 for the relationship
between reflection ratio and daughter to mother cross-sectional area ratio. This
hypothesis is tested again using Pexcess and Umeasured waveforms and analyzing the changes
in Pforward and Pbackward.
Overall the results support the hypothesis, that a negative reflection site exists in the
proximal pulmonary arteries. Figure 5.6 demonstrates the incident and reflected wave
patterns with 100% O2 ventilation. To account for experimental and analytical errors that
affect the interpretation of Pforward and Pbackward, reflections were not considered to be
significant if the absolute negative Γ was below an arbitrary value of 15%. Thus any
calculated negative or positive Γ below 15% was considered to be zero.
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Figure 5.7: Hypoxic Arterial Wave Pattern: Indeterminate and Insignificant
Positive Reflections
The rectangles represent the time delay between an incident (left edge) and reflected
wave (right edge). The solid black rectangle represents a FCW/BDW pair and is
replicated as a dashed black rectangle for a FDW/BCW pair. The top panel shows data
from experiment 14 at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 10 and 100% O2 conditions. Of note is that the
BCW occurs after the incident FDW. The bottom panel shows data from experiment 3
PLVED = 6, PEEP = 10 and Hypoxic conditions. Of note is that the BCW occurs before the
incident FDW and that the positive Γ was < 15%.
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Figure 5.8: Hypoxic Arterial Wave Pattern: Defined using either Pexcess or Pmeasured
Taken from experiment 15 at PLVED = 12, PEEP = 0 and hypoxia conditions, the
separation of forward and backward waves depends on whether Pexcess or Pmeasured is used
in wave intensity analysis. The top panel shows the separation of Pexcess, which leads to
the interpretation of negative reflections. The bottom panel shows the separation of
Pmeasured, which leads to the interpretation of positive reflections.
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5.4.5 Hypoxic Wave Pattern
Hollander et al.56 analyzed measured pulmonary pressure and flow with WIA and
reported a BCW with hypoxia ventilation. This supported the hypothesis that hypoxic
pulmonary vasoconstriction caused distal pulmonary vessels to become positive
reflection sites and produce a measurable positive reflection in the main pulmonary
artery.

The current data, using Pexcess, support the rejection of this hypothesis as there is only
sparse evidence of measurable positive reflections. No results are shown for either the
positive Γ or distal, positive reflector distance for two reasons: 1) in most cases it was not
clear whether the rise in backwards pressure (i.e. BCW) was a result of the incident FCW
reflected positively or the incident FDW reflected negatively and 2) the resulting paucity
of data was too sparse to analyze definitively.

The top panel in Figure 5.7 shows a clear illustration of a FDW causing a BCW from a
proximal negative reflection site. Although the top panel is an example with 100% O2
ventilation, it exemplifies a clear example and nevertheless the same pattern was
observed for hypoxic ventilation as well. To begin the analysis of wave timings, the
incident FCW and reflected BDW can be identified. Since no other incident wave has yet
occurred, the FCW is assumed to reflect negatively from some proximal site (~4.9 cm in
this case) and cause the BDW. It is possible that the later BCW is a positive reflection of
the FCW; in this particular case the distal positive site would be ~20.7 cm. This distance
is questionable as it is further than the longest pulmonary artery length measured in dogs
by Gan and Yen (17.87 cm)38 or Attinger (12.8±0.5 – 18.3±0.5 cm)7 and collected from
pooled data by Haworth et al. (11.63 cm).50 Alternatively, since the BCW occurs after the
second incident wave (FDW) it may instead be explained as a proximal negative
reflection of the FDW. The similar time delay between the FDW/BCW pair and the
FCW/BDW pair suggest that the BCW is not from a distal positive reflection but rather
an effect of the proximal negative reflector. In cases not as clear as the example in Figure
5.7, if a BCW occurred after the second incident wave (i.e. FDW) it was assumed to be
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the result of a proximal negative reflection, although there might have been small,
superimposed effects from distal positive reflections that could not be isolated.
Why no significant positive reflections are measured using Pexcess in the pulmonary
arteries may likely be due to the arborized branching pattern of pulmonary arteries, which
differ significantly from the systemic branching pattern. The detection of a single,
positive reflection from a distal site may not even be possible in the highly branched
pulmonary arterial network. First, the lengths of different pulmonary arteries (e.g. length
differences between upper, middle, cardiac and lower lobe arteries7) would lead to some
degree of dispersion in any distal reflection. Second, the phenomenon of wave trapping97
may occur as the reflected wave propagates upstream and is re-reflected at multiple
pulmonary branches ad-infinitum.

Using Pexcess to analyze waves instead of measured pressure (Pmeasured) may also lead to a
different interpretation of wave patterns in the main pulmonary artery. Recent evidence
has been presented by Wang et al.134;137 that illustrates a plausible wave propagation and
reflection patterns using Pexcess to analyze waves in the aorta. If Pmeasured is used instead, a
paradox occurs and the resulting pattern shows forward-moving, backward waves. The
previously reported pattern of positive reflection occurring with hypoxia in the
pulmonary artery56 may be a result of using Pmeasured for the purposes of wave intensity
analysis. Figure 5.8 shows the two separated wave patterns that result from using either
Pexcess or Pmeasured to analyze wave behaviour. The separation of Pexcess shows an early
systolic BDW, described as a negative reflection of the incident FCW, followed by a mid
systolic BCW that is also best described as a negative reflection of the incident FDW.
The separation of Pmeasured only shows significant evidence of a mid systolic BCW which
is presumably a reflection of the incident FCW. It is possible that the previously reported
BCW attributed to distal vasoconstriction is a result a using Pmeasured in the analysis of
waves and not primarily due to a distal positive reflection.
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5.4.6 Nitric Oxide Wave Pattern
In regards to the effects of nitric oxide, it is hypothesized that if nitric oxide creates
vasodilation, then the distal positive reflection site created with hypoxia will be negated
and the wave pattern with nitric oxide should be similar to 100% O2 ventilation.
Since the data were inconclusive in regards to hypoxia creating a distal positive
reflection, the above hypothesis cannot be tested. Although not testable, there seems to be
qualitative changes to the wave pattern that occur with nitric oxide. For example, Figure
5.9 shows the differences between 100% O2, hypoxic and nitric oxide wave patterns. The
pattern in 100% O2 is best described as reflectionless as the changes in Pbackward are small
compared to Pforward. This pattern changes with hypoxia and nitric oxide, as in both cases
there are significant negative reflections (negative Γ > 15%). The rise in Pbackward (BCW)
seen in hypoxia is not great enough to be deemed significant; however this BCW does
not appear with nitric oxide. The absence of the BCW with nitric oxide would suggest
that vasodilation has negated the distal positive reflection.
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Figure 5.9: Separated Arterial Wave Patterns: 100% O2, Hypoxia & Nitric Oxide
Taken from experiment 3 at PLVED = 12, PEEP = 0, the top panel shows 100% O2, the
middle panel hypoxia and the bottom panel nitric oxide ventilation.
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5.4.7 Physiologic Basis of the Negative Reflection Site
The distance to the proximal negative reflection site was estimated from the measured
delay between incident and reflected waves. This delay was most clearly observed by the
time delay between the sharp rise in Pforward (caused by an incident FCW) and the sharp
decrease in Pbackward (caused by the reflected BDW) before the second incident wave was
created by the heart (i.e. FDW).

The distance to the negative reflector is estimated from the product of wave speed and
half the time delay between FCW and BDW (see Equation 2.12). Wave speed calculated
in the main pulmonary artery is assumed to be the same in the closest branches but in
theory the wave speed in smaller branches may vary if the material properties of the
vessels change. As no significant change in negative reflector distance was found for
changes in PLVED, PEEP or ventilation, a single mean value (4.7±0.2 cm) is used to
estimate the distance to the negative reflector from the measurement site. As the pressuremeasuring site (i.e. the catheter tip) was ~1 cm from the pulmonary valve, the distance on
average to the negative reflector from the pulmonary valve is ~5.7±0.2 cm.

Compared to morphometric studies of the pulmonary artery in the dog, the estimated
mean negative reflector site (i.e. 5.7±0.2 cm), corresponds to a point no farther than the
end of lobar pulmonary arteries and likely from the junction of either left or right
pulmonary arteries and lobar arteries (N.B. lobar arteries stem from the left and right
pulmonary arteries).38 Morphometric studies that show actual physiologic diagrams of
where arterial dimensions are measured, report that these branch points have a range of
Ar values between 0.95 – 1.22 in dogs7 and 0.6 – 1.19 in cats143. The upper range of these
values corresponds to initial branching of a lobar artery from a main left or right
pulmonary artery. Other morphometric studies in dogs are harder to interpret as they have
abstracted schematic diagrams that generally treat each new generation of vessels
stemming from an even bifurcation. If data from these studies are applied to a more
physiologic branching pattern then Ar ≈ 1.33 in the right lung38 and Ar ≈ 1.46 from
pooled data49. Since the Ar of proximal lobar arteries from the left or right pulmonary
artery may be ~1.2 or greater, the junction of the lobar branches offers a plausible site for
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negative reflection and matches the calculated negative reflection site with wave intensity
analysis using Pexcess.
Of note is the Ar reported for the junction of the left and right pulmonary arteries and the
main pulmonary artery. Morphometric studies do not support this junction to be a
negative reflection site. For example, Ar of the bifurcation of the left and right pulmonary
artery has been reported to be ~1.338, 0.8101, 0.9450 and 0.78.7 This would suggest the
bifurcation may act as a negative reflector but most reported studies suggest it would
instead act as positive reflector.

5.4.8 Negative Reflection Ratio with 100% O2 Ventilation
Other than PEEP, the only other significant change in negative Γ occurred within 100%
O2 ventilation and changes in PLVED. Shown in Figure 5.5, up to 10% increases in the
negative Γ were observed with increases of PLVED. This suggests that extra blood volume
dilates daughter vessels proportionally more than the mother vessel they branch from.
This matches the findings of Hollander et al., who showed that negative Γ was greater
with increases of blood volume.56 The increase in negative Γ would have to be a result of
greater Ar, meaning that daughter vessels are more compliant and expand to a greater
degree with increases of blood volume compared to the mother vessel. The notion that
vascular compliance increases from the main pulmonary artery onward is supported by
morphologic studies of the pulmonary vasculature.2;38 However, at least one study that
examined main, left branch and lobar pulmonary arteries with mechanical testing,
showed no difference in the passive properties between the segments and even predicted
that lobar arteries would be stiffer than the main pulmonary artery.28

5.4.9 Negative Reflection Ratio with Hypoxic Ventilation
The effects of ventilation and PLVED on the negative Γ are shown in Figure 5.5. No
significant changes in negative Γ could be found within hypoxia at different levels of
PLVED. From studies on proximal pulmonary arteries (i.e. main, right and left) hypoxia
has been shown to have a biphasic response. About 5 minutes after hypoxic exposure,
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dilation occurs and then gradually the artery constricts so that by ~30 minutes the artery
is essentially at initial vessel equilibrium11. This is about the same time span that the dogs
were exposed to hypoxia, so in the short term hypoxia may cause vasodilation or no
change to proximal pulmonary arteries. Compared to 100% O2 at PLVED = 6, hypoxia has
a significantly higher negative Γ than 100% O2 and does not change with further levels of
PLVED. Why the hypoxic trend differs from 100% O2 may be due to a balance of passive
and active factors at each level of PLVED. The passive factor is observed with 100% O2, as
negative Γ increases with PLVED. The active factor would involve hypoxia possibly
dilating (in the short term) the mother vessel more than daughter vessels, thereby
decreasing Ar and resulting in less negative Γ. Although not significant, the active
dilation at PLVED = 18 mmHg may explain why the negative Γ is lower with hypoxia
compared to 100% O2. At PLVED = 6 mmHg, hypoxia increases mPPA to similar levels
achieved with volume loading and therefore it is reasonable to expect that the passive
effect of dilating daughter vessels more than the mother vessel results in increased
negative Γ. It may be that at PLVED = 6, lower myogenic tone does not allow short-term,
proximal artery hypoxic vasodilation to be as effective in lowering negative Γ compared
100% O2 at PLVED = 12 and 18 mmHg.

5.4.10 Negative Reflection Ratio with Nitric Oxide Ventilation
Overall, there are no significant differences between the negative Γ reported for nitric
oxide compared to hypoxia for all levels of PLVED. From studies on proximal pulmonary
arteries (i.e. main, right and left), nitric oxide is reported to have a stronger vasodilation
effect on proximal pulmonary arteries compared to distal resistance vessels.4;5 Although
not significant, the trend of nitric oxide to have less negative Γ than hypoxia may suggest
that the mother vessel dilates proportionally more than the daughter vessels, lowering Ar
and reducing the negative Γ. The only significant evidence of this behaviour occurs
within PLVED = 18, as results show that nitric oxide on average has 10% less negative Γ
than 100% O2 ventilation. It may be that at PLVED = 18 mmHg, with higher levels of
myogenic tone, nitric oxide ventilation creates a proportionally greater vasodilation on
mother vessels relative to daughter vessels to reduce the negative Γ.
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5.5 Limitations
Using the reservoir-wave model to describe the pulmonary arterial system and provide
diagnostic information in human patients is limited in a few noteworthy ways. Overall,
the primary limitation hinges on a series of steady heart beats which have a rate slow
enough to identify a diastolic period appropriate for the determination of the reservoir
pressure. Some other potentially significant limitations are discussed in more detail
below.

Pressure and flow measured in the main pulmonary artery are aligned in time using the
beginning of the upstroke in systole. In all cases flow was shifted backwards in time (~5
to 10 ms). Without this correction errors are introduced into the calculation of singlepoint wave speed.63 With lower quality measurements of pressure and flow/velocity made
in human patients (compared to the high fidelity measurements in this thesis), the
temporal adjustment of signals could potentially become a limitation.

The calculation of reservoir pressure in the main pulmonary artery is limited by the
repeatability of the measured pressure. Respiratory variations in pulmonary artery
pressure can create variations between inspiration and expiration; therefore, to mitigate
this limitation all recordings of pressure were made with the ventilator shut off at endexpiration. In human patients, this limitation could also be mitigated by an end-expiration
breath-hold. A regular heart rhythm is also necessary to quantify the reservoir pressure
and therefore, arrhythmias or unsteady heart rates limit the ability to calculate reservoir
pressure. The primary limitation of calculating reservoir pressure is the heart rate. With
pulmonary artery measurements, heart rates from ~80 – 100 bpm make the reservoir
pressure difficult to calculate and heart rates greater than ~100 bpm present serious
challenges. Experimentally, this limitation was mitigated by introducing an artificially
long diastole with the injection of acetylcholine. However, in human subjects the
injection of acetylcholine is unacceptable and therefore the calculation of reservoir
pressure is likely limited when heart rate becomes greater than ~80 bpm.
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The limitations of calculating the reservoir pressure translate to the excess pressure and
the results of WIA. Assuming reservoir pressure is correctly calculated, the excess
pressure represents the changes in pressure created by waves. Therefore, with the
limitations of calculating the reservoir pressure in mind, if the reservoir pressure is
determined incorrectly or with non-ideal conditions, the resulting excess pressure may
not describe waves appropriately. Furthermore, the results of WIA and the separation of
excess pressure depend on the wave speed. In the pulmonary artery, the most robust
calculation of single-point wave speed is made when only a FCW is assumed to be
present during the upstroke of systole. If wave speed can not be determined accurately
with this method, the sum of squares method could be used. Regardless of the method
used, errors introduced to the single-point wave speed limit the accuracy of reflector
distance and reflection ratio results obtained with WIA.

5.6 Summary
The reservoir-wave model provides a method to understand the pulmonary arterial
circulation in simple terms of reservoir R, C and P∞. In addition, Pexcess describes patterns
of wave transmission and reflection. In general, the match between the arterial reservoir
parameters and the physiologic response to experimental interventions validates the
application of the reservoir model to the pulmonary arteries. Volume-loading resulted in
decreased reservoir R, the application of PEEP resulted in increased reservoir C and
inhaled nitric oxide decreased reservoir R to baseline levels with hypoxic ventilation.
There was not a strong link between arterial P∞ and critical closing pressure, although the
open-chest preparation likely influenced the effect of PEEP on arterial P∞.
Analyzing the Pexcess wave pattern with WIA showed the prominent effects of a negative
reflection. The site of negative reflection was estimated to be ~5.7 cm from the
pulmonary valve, which corresponds to the location of the junction point between lobar
branches and the left or right pulmonary arteries. Increases of PLVED increased the
magnitude of negative reflections but only with 100% O2 ventilation, implying that
daughter branches expanded more with volume loading compared to the mother branch.
Hypoxic vasoconstriction was hypothesized to create distal positive reflection sites and
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nitric oxide vasodilation was hypothesized to reverse this effect. These hypotheses could
not be proven as there was no substantial evidence of distal positive reflection sites
created with hypoxia.
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Chapter Six: Application of the Reservoir-Wave Model to the Pulmonary Venous
Circulation
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter the application of the reservoir-wave model to the pulmonary venous
circulation is investigated. In addition to pulmonary arteries, hypoxic ventilation and
inhaled nitric oxide has effects on veins.39;130 As before, The changes of ventilation are
the primary focus of results and discussion. Hypoxic ventilation was used to create
vasoconstriction and inhaled nitric oxide was used to create vasodilation. Hypoxic
vasoconstriction is a type of pulmonary hypertension directly related to lung diseases and
for these experiments, serves as an acute pulmonary vascular disease state that was easily
reversible. With hypoxia sustained, inhaled nitric oxide was administered and represented
a treatment to the acute disease state. Overall, the effects of 100% O2, hypoxia and
hypoxia plus inhaled nitric oxide ventilation were investigated for each combination of
PLVED and PEEP.
With a focus on the pulmonary venous circulation, the changes in blood volume and
alveolar pressure (measured by PLVED and PEEP respectively) are investigated. Adding
extra fluid to the circulating blood volume was used to raise PLVED, which is equivalent to
raising mPPV. This intervention increased cardiac output via the Frank-Starling Law,
leading to the recruitment and distension of the pulmonary vasculature and decreases in
total PVR. As noted in Chapter 5, the application of PEEP was primarily chosen as an
intervention to increase alveolar pressure, which may lead to the collapse of alveolar
blood vessels and the expansion of extra-alveolar vessels. In addition to the effects on
arterial P∞, this intervention may also provide a link between the effects of PEEP (i.e. to
collapse vessels) and the behaviour of venous P∞, which again is expected to be most
acute at low PLVED.
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6.2 Brief Overview of Methods
Simultaneous measurements of pressure and flow were recorded in a pulmonary vein. For
the purposes of the reservoir-wave model and using Pexcess and Uexcess in WIA the
following steps were necessary for each experimental intervention.
1. Scale pulmonary venous flow to represent the total flow through the pulmonary
vasculature. The time integral of venous flow was made equal to the time integral
of main pulmonary artery flow over a complete cardiac cycle.
2. Time-shift scaled pulmonary venous flow to match pressure.
3. Calculate venous Preservoir and subtract from measured pressure to yield Pexcess.
4. Calculate venous reservoir flow and subtract from scaled measured flow to yield
Qexcess.
5. Qexcess represents the total venous excess flow. To represent excess flow in a
single pulmonary vein (Qexcess-SPV), the scaling of step 1 is undone.
6. Qexcess-SPV is converted to Uexcess using the pulmonary vein cross-sectional area.
Uexcess represents the excess velocity measured in a single pulmonary vein.
7. Using Pexcess and Uexcess, the single-point wave speed is found using the sum of
squares method over the whole cardiac cycle.31
8. WIA is used with Pexcess and Uexcess to separate forward and backward waves.97
To analyze the transmission of waves from the main pulmonary artery to the pulmonary
vein, arterial Pforward was scaled so that the pulse pressure matched with venous Pforward. If
necessary the baseline of arterial Pforward was shifted to match the baseline of venous
Pforward. Arterial Pforward was shifted forwards in time to overlap with venous Pforward. The
optimal time shift was determined by the shift in time that resulted in the maximum R2
value between the two waveforms.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Pulmonary Venous Waveforms
An example of determining the venous reservoir pressure is shown in Figure 6.1. The
bottom panel of Figure 6.1 shows the Pexcess waveform that is a result of subtracting
Presevoir from Pmeasured . Figure 6.2 shows the substantial, non-zero flow measured during
diastole. This flow during diastole is assumed to be the runoff from upstream arterial and
venous reservoirs (Qreservoir). Figure 6.2 illustrates how Qreservoir is calculated as a
percentage of modeled Qin. The bottom panel of Figure 6.2 shows the Qexcess waveform
that is a result of subtracting Qreservoir from Qmeasured.
Figure 6.3 displays the Pexcess and Qexcess waveforms that are used to determine the singlepoint wave speed. The bottom panel shows the Pexcess-Uexcess loop over a cardiac cycle
that is used to determine the single-point wave speed. In this particular example the
single-point wave speed can be calculated two ways: 1) the linear regression method and
2) the sum of squares method. In Figure 6.3, the heart rate is slow enough to isolate the
rise in pressure caused by the contraction of the LA clearly, which is highlighted in the
top panel. In this case a linear regression of these points can be used to determine the
wave speed;53 however, for most other cases with faster heart rates this method could not
be used. Therefore, the reported values of single-point venous wave speed result from the
calculation using the sum of squares method (see Equation 2.9).31

With wave speed determined, WIA was used with Pexcess and Uexcess to decompose either
pressure or velocity into the changes caused by forward and backward waves. Figure 6.4
shows the forward and backward waveforms for pressure, velocity and wave intensity.
The changes in pressure provide enough information to determine when waves occur,
making further plots of separated velocity redundant. Increases in either Pforward or
Pbackward show the effects compression waves and decreases show the effects of
decompression waves (refer back to Table 2.2 for the description of waves in terms of
forwards and backwards pressure). The wave intensity is also shown in Figure 6.4 to help
identify waves temporally.
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Figure 6.1: Reservoir Pressure and Excess Pressure in the Pulmonary Veins
Taken from experiment 15 at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions. The top
panel also shows common venous landmarks and the timing of mitral valve opening and
closing. Preservoir is determined during the slow rise in pressure after the nadir of the y
descent (R = 0.03 mmHg∙s/mL, C = 2.32 mL/mmHg, P∞ = 5.9 mmHg) and subtracted
from the Pmeasured to result in Pexcess. The bottom panel shows the resulting Pexcess that is
used to define venous waves for the purposes of wave intensity analysis.
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Figure 6.2: Reservoir Flow and Excess Flow in the Pulmonary Veins
Taken from experiment 15 at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions. The top
panel also shows common venous landmarks and the timing of mitral valve opening and
closing. The reservoir flow is determined during diastole by taking a fraction of modeled
Qin that results in the smallest error between Qmeasured and Qreservoir during this interval. In
this case Qreservoir = 0.67 Qin. The bottom panel shows the resulting Qexcess that is used to
define venous waves for the purposes of wave intensity analysis.
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Figure 6.3: Excess Pressure and Excess Flow in a Pulmonary Vein
Taken from experiment 15 at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions. The top
panel shows Pexcess and Qexcess plotted against time. The bottom panel shows the PexcessUexcess loop (Uexcess is converted from Qexcess). The region where single-point wave speed
can be determined is highlighted on the top panel and these points are circled with black
markers on the bottom panel. The slope of the linear regression (black line) of these
marked points represents one method to determine the single-point wave speed (in this
case 2.0 m/s). The sum of squares method (not shown) can also be used to calculate
single point wave, which in this case is 2.7 m/s.
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Figure 6.4: Forward and Backward Venous Waves: Pressure, Velocity & Wave
Intensity
Taken from experiment 15 at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions. The top
panel shows the pressure changes, the middle panel shows the velocity changes and the
bottom panel shows the wave intensity due to forward and backward waves.
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Table 6.1: Venous Reservoir and Wave Intensity Parameters
PLVED
6 mmHg

PLVED
12 mmHg

PLVED
18 mmHg

0.07±0.01

0.05±0.01

1.56±0.21

1.68±0.24

0.07±0.01*

0.07±0.01

PEEP
0 cmH2O

PEEP
10 cmH2O

100% O2

Hypoxia

Nitric
Oxide

0.07±0.01

0.06±0.01

0.05±0.01

0.08±0.01

0.06±0.01

1.70±0.17

1.57±0.18

1.87±0.20

1.45±0.22

1.59±0.23

0.08±0.01

0.08±0.01

0.08±0.01

0.09±0.01

0.08±0.01

12.0±0.2

11.3±0.2

10.9±0.3

11.7±0.3

12.3±0.3

63±2

66±2

63±2

66±2

65±2

3.2±0.2

3.2±0.2

3.2±0.2

3.2±0.2

3.2±0.2

2.7±0.2

2.0±0.2

2.1±0.2

2.2±0.2

2.8±0.2

-2.8±0.2

-3.9±0.2

-3.1±0.2

-3.1±0.2

-3.8±0.2

-0.1±0.2

-1.9±0.2

-1.0±0.2

-0.9±0.2

-1.0±0.2

Reservoir Parameters
Resistance: R
(mmHg∙s/mL)

0.08±0.01

Compliance: C
(mL/mmHg)

1.67±0.19

τ (R C product)
(s)

0.10±0.01*

P∞
(mmHg)

7.3±0.2*
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Qreservoir
(% of Qin)
Wave Intensity Parameters
Wave Speed
(m/s)

73±1*

‡

‡

‡

‡

3.3±0.2

v wave increase in Pbackward
(mmHg)

1.1±0.2*

v wave decrease in Pbackward
(mmHg)

-2.1±0.2*

Net Pbackward during v wave
(mmHg)

-1.1±0.1

‡

‡

11.6±0.3*

†

16.0±0.3
‡

57±3

3.2±0.2

3.0±0.3
†

-3.2±02*

†

-1.1±0.2

‡

†‡

64±2*

2.1±0.2*

‡

3.9±0.3

†‡

-4.7±0.3

†‡

-0.8±0.3

¶

¶

Values represent least-squared mean values ± SE and statistical results from three-way ANOVA.
Bold numbers represent significant differences (p < 0.05) within each PLVED, PEEP and ventilation group.
Within PLVED: * indicates 6:12, † indicates 12:18, ‡ indicates 6:18 significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.
Within ventilation: § indicates O2:hypoxia, + indicates hypoxia:NO, ¶ indicates O2:NO significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.

6.3.2 Venous Reservoir Parameters and Wave Intensity Metrics
For each condition, venous reservoir parameters (i.e. R, C, P∞ & Qreservoir) and metrics
from wave intensity analysis (i.e. wave speed and increase/decrease of Pbackward during the
v wave) are grouped by each intervention in Table 6.1. A three-way within-subjects
ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of PLVED, PEEP and ventilation on each
parameter/metric. If single factors showed significant differences, the results of a
Bonferroni multiple-comparison procedure are reported.

6.3.2.1 Venous Reservoir Resistance and Compliance
Overall there was a significant effect of PLVED on R [F(2,125) = 6.163, p = 0.003].
Multiple comparisons within PLVED indicated that R was only significantly different
between PLVED 6:18 (p = 0.003). There was no significant effect of any of the main
factors on C, leading to the behaviour of τ to be similar to the behaviour of R. Within the
main effect of PLVED there were significant differences in τ [F(2,125) = 5.317, p = 0.006]
and multiple comparisons suggest there is a significant difference between PLVED 6:12 (p
= 0.022) and PLVED 6:18 (p = 0.022). Taken together, the results show that there are small
decreases in reservoir R as PLVED increases, suggesting that increases in blood volume
have the effect of dilating pulmonary veins.

6.3.2.2 Venous P∞
There was a significant effect of PLVED on venous P∞ [F(2,125) = 246.656, p < 0.001].
Post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni t-test indicated that venous P∞ was
significantly different between all PLVED levels (PLVED 6:12, p < 0.001; PLVED 12:18, p <
0.001; PLVED 18:6, p < 0.001). The effect of PEEP was also significant [F(1,125) = 4.202,
p = 0.042] as well as the effect of ventilation [F(2,125) = 5.964, p = 0.003]. Post-hoc
comparisons using the Bonferroni t-test indicated that only the mean 100% O2 condition
was significantly different than the nitric oxide condition (p = 0.003). The differences
between 100% O2:hypoxia (p = 0.125) and hypoxia:nitric oxide (p = 0.559) were not
significant. These results show that effect of increasing PLVED is to raise P∞, the effect of
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PEEP decreases P∞ and the effect of nitric oxide compared to 100% O2 ventilation is to
increase P∞. With the exception of PEEP, the trends of venous P∞ are the same as arterial
P∞. Taken together, the changes in venous P∞ are concomitant with upstream arterial P∞
with the exception of PEEP, which has the effect of slightly lowering venous P∞.
6.3.2.3 Venous Reservoir Flow
Reservoir flow could not always be calculated; overall it could be determined in 84% of
cases. Broken down into PLVED = 6, 12 and 18 mmHg groups, reservoir flow could be
calculated in 98%, 91% and 50% of cases respectively. Reservoir flow itself is expressed
as a percentage of modeled venous reservoir inflow. Only PLVED had a significant effect
on reservoir flow percentage [F(2,102) = 17.030, p < 0.001]. Post-hoc comparisons using
the Bonferroni t-test indicated that the mean reservoir flow percentage was significantly
different between PLVED 6:12 (p < 0.001) and 6:18 (p < 0.001) but not between PLVED
12:18 (p = 0.147). Overall, the results suggest that the percentage of modeled inflow that
can be attributed to reservoir flow decreases as PLVED increases.
6.3.2.4 Venous Wave Speed
All 18 interventions in experiment 15 had slow heart rates and wave speed was calculated
using both the linear regression and the sum of squares method. The linear regression
method resulted in a mean wave speed of 2.6 ± 0.1 m/s and the sum of squares method
resulted in a mean wave speed of 3.1 ± 0.1 m/s. Within experiment 15, a paired t-test
[t(17) = 7.769, p < 0.001] suggests that the increase in wave speed using the sum of
squares method is significantly different. However, the small increase in wave speed
results in less than 5% error to the absolute magnitude of separated pressures and in
general, has less effect on determining the timing of waves. Overall, this comparison
between wave speed calculation methods was only available for one experiment. It must
be recognized that there may be some degree of error propagation with an erroneous
calculation of wave speed. However, even though statistically significant, the small
difference in the sum of squares versus the linear regression wave speed calculation, does
not lead to misinterpretation of Pforward or Pbackward waveforms.
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Figure 6.5: Forward and Backward Venous Pressure Waves at each PEEP
Condition
Taken from experiment 15 at PLVED = 6 and 100% O2 conditions. The top panel shows
the separation of Pexcess at PEEP = 0 cmH2O and the bottom panel at PEEP = 10 cmH2O
conditions. The BCW and BDW are associated with the v wave. From points 1 – 2 the
BCW increases Pbackward and from points 2 – 3 the BDW decreases Pbackward. The BCW
can be associated with filling of the LA and the BDW can be associated with the opening
of the mitral valve and diastolic LV suction.
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6.3.2.5 Venous Backwards Wave Pressure
Figure 6.5 illustrates the increase and decrease in Pbackward during the v wave. Table 6.1
tabulates these data and the net change in Pbackward during the v wave. There are
significant effects of PLVED on the increase in Pbackward [F(2,81) = 37.333, p < 0.001] and
the decrease in Pbackward [F(2,81) = 28.976, p < 0.001]; however, there is no significant
difference to the net change in Pbackward during the v wave [F(2,81) = 0.687, p = 0.506].
The effect of PEEP is significant on the increase in Pbackward [F(1,81) = 8.084, p = 0.006],
the decrease in Pbackward [F(1,81) = 14.494, p < 0.001] and the net change in Pbackward
[F(1,81) = 61.279, p < 0.001].

There is a larger rise and fall in Pbackward during the v wave with additional blood volume
but overall, no net effect. The data suggest that the effect of PEEP decreases the strength
of the BCW and Pbackward rises less, while the strength of the BDW is increased and
Pbackward drops more. However, the net effect is small as 10 cmH2O PEEP only causes ~2
mmHg net change in Pbackward, which is likely just above the level of experimental error
for pulmonary venous measurements.

6.3.2.6 Venous Forwards Wave Pressure
Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 illustrate the comparison of arterial Pforward and venous Pforward.
Describing all the data with a single value, the mean delay between arterial and venous
Pforward was 166 ± 3 ms, which translates to a pulmonary length estimate of 45 ± 1 cm.
How well the arterial Pforward and venous Pforward waveforms match, is illustrated by
Figures 6.7 and 6.8. In Figure 6.8, with arterial Pforward scaled appropriately, arterial
Pforward is compared to venous Pforward. Whereas a line of identity (i.e. slope = 1.0, yintercept = 0) would denote a 1:1 correlation; using a single mean value to represent all
the data, a linear regression between these two waveforms resulted in a slope of 0.98 ±
0.01, y-intercept of -0.23 ± 0.02 and R2 value equal to 0.77 ± 0.01.

Table 6.2 lists the parameters used to compare the arterial and venous Pforward waveforms.
There are significant effects of PLVED on the arterial gain factor [F(2,96) = 20.754, p <
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0.001]. Post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni t-test indicated that the mean arterial
gain factor was significantly different between all PLVED levels (PLVED 6:12, p < 0.001;
PLVED 12:18, p = 0.047; PLVED 18:6, p < 0.001). The effect of PEEP on the gain factor
was also significant [F(1,96) = 9.405, p = 0.003]. Overall these results suggest that there
is ~7% more arterial Pforward transmitted to the pulmonary veins as PLVED increases,
whereas the effect of PEEP is to reduce the amount of arterial Pforward transmitted by ~3%.
The effect of PEEP is also significant on the delay between forward waves measured in
the arteries compared to the veins [F(1,96) = 22.415, p < 0.001]. This effect translated to
a similar effect of PEEP on the estimated total vascular length [F(1,96) = 5.783, p =
0.018]. Taken together, these results suggest that PEEP increases the transmission time of
forward waves by ~30 ms.
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Figure 6.6: Transmission of Pforward from Pulmonary Artery to Vein
Taken from experiment 3 at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions. The top panel
shows separation of Pexcess in the main pulmonary artery and the bottom panel shows the
separation of Pexcess in a pulmonary vein. The dashed arrows connect the forward waves
that occur first in the pulmonary artery and later in the pulmonary vein. In this case the
delay between arterial and venous forward waves is 131 ms.
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Figure 6.7: Overlap of Arterial and Venous Pforward Waveforms
The arterial and venous Pforward waveforms from Figure 6.6 are shown, with venous
Pforward displayed on an expanded scale. Arterial Pforward is shifted forward 131 ms in time
to show the correlation between the overlapping arterial and venous Pforward waveforms.
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Figure 6.8: Correlation between Arterial and Venous Pforward Waveforms
With arterial Pforward shifted in time and scaled appropriately, it is plotted against venous
Pforward. The dashed diagonal line shows the line of identity (from bottom left to upper
right) and the solid red line represents the linear regression of all points in the loop. In
this case, the slope is 1.10, the y-intercept is -0.05 and the R2 value is 0.94.
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Table 6.2: Wave Transmission from Pulmonary Artery to Vein: Parameters used to compare Arterial Pforward to Venous
Pforward
PLVED
6 mmHg

PLVED
12 mmHg

PLVED
18 mmHg

PEEP
0 cmH2O

PEEP
10 cmH2O

100% O2

Hypoxia

Nitric
Oxide

18±1

15±1

16±1

15±1

17±1

Forward Wave
Transmission Parameters
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Arterial Pforward Gain
(%)

13±1*

Pforward Time Delay
(ms)

161±4

174±4

171±7

155±4

183±4

163±5

176±5

167±5

Vascular Length Estimate
(cm)

45±1

47±2

45±3

43±2

48±2

44±2

48±2

45±2

‡

17±1*

†

20±1

†‡

Values represent least-squared mean values ± SE and statistical results from three-way ANOVA.
Bold numbers represent significant differences (p < 0.05) within each PLVED, PEEP and ventilation group.
Within PLVED: * indicates 6:12, † indicates 12:18, ‡ indicates 6:18 significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.

6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Venous Reservoir Resistance
See Chapter Seven for an in-depth discussion about total pulmonary vascular resistance
and total venous resistance.

6.4.2 Venous Reservoir Compliance
The venous reservoir pressure is determined during the quiescent period of diastole when
no waves are assumed to be present (see the top panel of Figure 6.1). Therefore, it is
during this interval that the parameters, R, C and P∞, are calculated and these parameters
conceptually represent the upstream characteristics of the pulmonary vasculature.
However, during this period the mitral valve is open and blood is free to fill the LV. It is
possible that the LV compliance contributes to some part of the calculated reservoir C
during the diastolic rise in pulmonary venous pressure. Furthermore, during systole (from
the nadir of the x wave to the peak of the v wave) the mitral valve is closed and only the
effects of LA compliance may contribute to the calculated reservoir C. From the
differences between systole and diastole, it is possible that the reservoir parameters R and
C are variable throughout the cardiac cycle. However, calculating reservoir parameters
during systole presents a major challenge because, as Figure 6.4 shows, there are
substantial waves present during this period. Overall, the pulmonary venous vasculature
is assumed to make up the bulk of venous reservoir C and to be constant throughout the
cardiac cycle.

6.4.3 Venous P∞
Arterial P∞ is best described as a critical closing pressure and as such, raising the critical
closing pressure would lead to less blood flow available to fill the pulmonary veins.
Conceptually, this may be similar, in the short term, to raising the pressure upstream with
a dam, consequently lowering the pressure downstream. Indeed, from Table 4.3, the
effect of PEEP decreased mPPV slightly. If this relationship is valid, it can be
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hypothesized that if arterial P∞ is increased by the application of PEEP, then venous P∞
should decrease.

The results of venous P∞ suggest that this hypothesis may be true, with the following
caveat; although changes are significant, they are likely within the experimental error
level for venous measurements. Table 6.1 shows that PEEP has a significant, albeit small,
effect on lowering the absolute value of venous P∞. This may indicate that venous P∞ is
more sensitive to PEEP than arterial P∞, however it must be noted that venous P∞ only
decreases ~0.7 mmHg with the application of PEEP and that changes in this range are
likely to be within the experimental error level. This may tentatively support the
hypothesis that PEEP restricts the amount of blood available to the pulmonary veins.
However, attributing the decrease in venous P∞ to be caused specifically by an increase in
arterial P∞ is not substantiated by the results, as there is only weak evidence that arterial
P∞ increases significantly with PEEP at PLVED = 6 mmHg.
If the chest were closed, it would be expected that this relationship between arterial P∞
and venous P∞ may be stronger. Furthermore, with a closed chest other factors relating to
direct ventricular interaction82 may lead to changes in pulmonary vascular behaviour.
Although a closed-chest model is more clinically applicable, the understanding achieved
using an open chest provides useful knowledge that can be applied to further
experiments.
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Figure 6.9: Separation of Venous Pexcess with and without Uexcess
Taken from experiment 15 at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions. The top two
panels show the separation of Pexcess and Uexcess, which are used to define venous waves in
this thesis. The bottom two panels show the results of WIA separation of Pexcess and
Umeasured when they are used to define venous waves. Without accounting for the
measured diastolic flow during diastole (i.e. Qreservoir), nearly equal forward and backward
waves occur during this period.
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6.4.4 Wave Intensity with and without Uexcess
Figure 6.9 displays the results of separating Pexcess into forward and backward
components. The top panel shows the results of using Pexcess and Uexcess to define waves.
The most important result is that there are no significant waves during the quiescent
period of diastole. The bottom panel shows the results of using Pexcess and Umeasured to
define waves and the nearly equal and opposite waves during diastole. It seems
implausible that there are always precisely equal and opposite waves during diastole, no
matter how long the cardiac cycle becomes. Using Qexcess in tandem with Pexess is also
necessary for internal consistency; if Preservoir is subtracted from Pmeasured, so too should
substantial Qreservoir be subtracted from Qmeasured.

6.4.5 Venous Reservoir Flow
It was noted that overall Qreservoir could only be calculated for 84% of cases. In the cases
that Qreservoir could not be calculated there were frequently technical difficulties in
determining Preservoir from venous measurements. The most frequently occurring technical
issue was fast heart rates that shortened the quiescent period of diastole that was
necessary to match Qreservoir with Qmeasured. This suggests that although Preservoir could be
estimated in nearly all cases, for 16% of them the reservoir model was not able to give a
complete description as it was unable to describe Qreservoir and Qexcess adequately.
From Table 6.1, the value of reservoir flow percentage decreases as higher levels of
PLVED are applied. This could be interpreted as less upstream reservoir flow contributing
to throughput from upstream pulmonary arteries as PLVED is increased. If the relative
amount of reservoir flow decreases, then the amount attributed to wave flow increases.
This suggests that increases in blood volume cause the relative contribution of wave flow
from upstream arteries to increase as well.
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Figure 6.10: Atrial Markers matched to Venous Pbackward
Taken from experiment 15 at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions. The top
panel shows measured pressures and the common markers attributed to major events in
the PLA waveform. The bottom panel shows the backward waves that create changes to
the Pbackward waveform. BCW/BDW pairs correspond to the a wave, c wave and v wave.
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6.4.6 Backward Pressure matched to Venous Wave Markers
Figure 6.10 shows that changes in Pbackward from downstream actions (i.e. LA and LV
contraction and relaxation) can be attributed to common markers of pulmonary venous
pressure. The a wave and c wave markers seen on measured pulmonary venous or LA
pressure recordings are primarily the result of backward waves. The a wave is the result
of a BCW/BDW pair, occurring from LA contraction and relaxation respectively.3;53 The
c wave is a result of the BCW from the LV contraction pushing the mitral valve into the
LA and BDW from the descent of the mitral valve plane during early systole.27;92;93;122
The nadir of the x wave coincides with a BCW that corresponds with filling of the LA,
since the mitral valve is shut. The peak of the v wave identifies the opening of the mitral
valve and a BDW that is caused by diastolic suction.73 Overall, Pbackward has important
contributions that can explain most of the measured pulmonary venous pressure changes
as posited by Hellevik et al.51 However as previously noted by Smiseth et al.,122 during
the v wave, the upstream effects of the transmitted pulmonary arterial forward wave can
add to the magnitude of pulmonary venous pressure.

No results for either the a wave or c wave are reported because of the small changes in
pressure associated with them. The identification of Pbackward changes during either the a
wave or c wave was difficult and in many cases, small changes on the order of ~1 mmHg
are likely to be within the experimental error level. In most cases, when the heart rate was
~100 bpm and faster, it was not possible to identify the beginning of the a wave clearly
and in other cases both the a wave and c wave became merged. As a result, some
interventions only had one or two samples and no reasonable conclusions can be reached.

6.4.7 Backward Pressure during the v Wave
Figure 6.5 illustrates the rise in Pbackward during the upstroke of the v wave and the fall in
Pbackward during the downstroke. A BCW causes the rise in Pbackward (from points 1 – 2, in
Figure 6.5) and is attributed to the start of LA filling. The magnitude of the v wave in
general can be used as a surrogate measure of LA compliance.45 Studies have used
evidence of a larger v wave as an indication of decreased LA compliance.59 The
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magnitude of the v wave can also indicate mitral valve regurgitation35 or mitral stenosis.96
If mitral valve regurgitation is disregarded, the larger rises in Pbackward with higher PLVED
indicates that elevated levels of volume loading decrease the LA compliance and enhance
the effects of the BCW.
At the zenith of the v wave, a BDW causes the fall in Pbackward (from points 2 – 3, in
Figure 6.5) and is attributed to the mitral valve opening and LV diastolic suction.73 The
results also show that with elevated PLVED, nearly equal declines in Pbackward balance the
rise in Pbackward. Overall, the balance between Pbackward rising and falling during the v wave
is unchanged with PLVED or ventilation.
The BDW attributed to diastolic suction becomes slightly more prevalent when PEEP =
10 cmH2O and outweighs the effects of the BCW. The bottom panel of Figure 6.5
illustrates the net effect of PEEP to result in a lower pressure reached by Pbackward after the
effects of the BDW (i.e. point 3 is lower than point 2). With closed-chest experiments,
increased PEEP has been linked to greater external constraint applied to the heart and
been shown to decrease end-diastolic and end-systolic LV volume.82;83 With the chest
open, it can be expected that increased PEEP would have the same but less powerful
effect. Decreases in end-systolic LV volume can be linked to the enhanced ability of the
LV to augment its own filling, leading to a BDW associated with diastolic suction.73
Thus, the larger effects of the BDW on Pbackward when PEEP = 10 cmH2O indicates the
normal response of the LV to enhance its filling in response to external constraint.

In pathological conditions, the effects of the BCW or BDW could provide indications of
LV disease. For example, mitral valve regurgitation or stenosis would likely have larger
BCW effects and LV diastolic dysfunction would likely have weaker BDW effects. Of
note, is that these LV diseases are also leading causes of pulmonary hypertension.54

6.4.8 Forward Pressure during the v Wave
In theory, the transmission time of waves propagating through the pulmonary vasculature
depends on three factors: 1) the wave speed, 2) the path length and 3) the potential delay
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arising from opening and closing collapsed pulmonary vessels.74 The time delay
associated with collapsible vessels should be manifest with the application of PEEP and
the differences in overall path length will lead to a dispersion of waves arriving at the
LA. The result is that a FCW in the pulmonary artery is sharp and distinct; while a FCW
measured in the pulmonary vein would be a collection of multiple forward waves with
some degree of dispersion.

Overall, previous studies have measured the transmission time of pulse waves through
the pulmonary circulation to be 80 – 160 ms,103;142 90 – 140 ms84 and more recently 88 –
108 ms.55 These transmission times are in close agreement with the overall delay of 166 ±
3 ms, measured between the detection of arterial and venous forward waves. Furthermore
the delay has been reported to increase when lung conditions change from zone III (PPV >
Palveolar) to zone II (PPV < Palveolar),74 which compares well to the result that PEEP
increases the delay between arterial and venous Pforward from 155 ± 4 to 183 ± 4 ms.
With the total wave delay and arterial and venous wave speeds, a rough estimate of the
total pulmonary vascular length can be made. The major assumptions are 1) that the
overall length of pulmonary arteries is the same as veins and 2) that the arterial or venous
wave speeds do not change significantly from their single-point calculations. With these
assumptions in mind, the calculated mean pulmonary vascular length of 45 ± 1 cm can be
compared to a reported vascular length of 28 cm from morphological measurements38 and
19 cm from models49 of the canine pulmonary vasculature.

From Table 6.2, the amount of arterial Pforward gain used to match venous Pforward increases
with each level of PLVED. This can be interpreted as relatively more arterial Pforward
transmitted to the pulmonary vein with higher levels of PLVED. This result corroborates
the interpretation that there is relatively more wave flow transmitted with higher levels of
PLVED.
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6.5 Limitations
Using the reservoir-wave model to describe the pulmonary venous system and provide
diagnostic information in human patients is limited in a few noteworthy ways. Generally,
high fidelity measurements of pulmonary venous pressure or flow are not usually
attempted in human patients and the naturally low venous pressures may be obscured by
noise. Overall and even more so than the pulmonary arterial system, the main limitation
of determining reservoir pressure in the pulmonary venous system is the heart rate. Some
other potentially significant limitations are discussed in more detail below.

Pressure and flow measured in a pulmonary vein are aligned in time using the contraction
of the LA (a wave). Clear identification of the “a wave” with heart rates greater than
~100 bpm may become difficult and present a limitation towards aligning the pressure
and flow waveforms in time. Experimentally, this limitation was mitigated by the
artificially long diastole and the subsequent identification of a clear LA contraction. In all
cases flow was shifted backwards in time (~5 to 10 ms). Without this correction, errors
are introduced into the calculation of single-point wave speed.63 Furthermore, singlepoint wave speed in the pulmonary vein was determined using the sum of squares
method. This method may have limitations if the measurement site is close to large
reflection sites.120 With lower quality measurements of pressure and flow/velocity made
in human patients (compared to the high fidelity measurements in this thesis), the
temporal adjustment of signals could potentially become a limitation.

The calculation of the pulmonary venous reservoir is more limited than the calculation of
the pulmonary arterial reservoir. To start with, the flow was only measured in one of the
four pulmonary veins and it was necessary to scale this flow appropriately to represent
the total venous flow. This was achieved by equating the integrated single pulmonary
venous flow to match the total integrated flow recorded in the main pulmonary artery.
Without simultaneous measurements of main pulmonary arterial flow, this scaling is not
possible and presents a limitation. Of note, the mean scaling factor in this thesis is 6.1
with a standard deviation of 2.8, which can be compared to the expected scaling factor of
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4.0. In regards to calculating the venous reservoir pressure, the limitations of respiratory
variations and irregular heart rhythm still apply. The major limitation towards calculating
the venous reservoir pressure is the heart rate. With heart rates greater than ~80 bpm, the
shortened period of diastole presents a major limitation toward calculating the venous
reservoir pressure. Experimentally, this limitation was mitigated by introducing an
artificially long diastole with the injection of acetylcholine. However, in human subjects
the injection of acetylcholine is unacceptable and therefore the calculation of reservoir
pressure is limited when heart rate becomes greater than ~80 bpm.

Flow measured in the pulmonary veins is observed to have a relatively significant
diastolic, non-zero flow. This portion of flow can be subtracted by determining the
reservoir flow and then the excess flow. However, for 16% of venous measurements
excess flow could not be determined and is a limitation towards describing venous waves
with excess pressure and flow with WIA.

Generally, in this thesis, the absolute pressure changes in the pulmonary veins are less
than 10 mmHg. The naturally low venous pressure and close proximity to the actions of
the LA and LV lead to somewhat tentative conclusions from small (albeit significant)
absolute changes. These limitations may pose serious challenges to translating these high
fidelity results to less sensitive, in vivo pressure and flow measuring techniques made in
human subjects.

6.6 Summary
The reservoir-wave model provides a method to understand the pulmonary venous
circulation in simple terms of reservoir R, C and P∞. Using pulmonary venous
measurements, an extra step is used to determine Uexcess and together with Pexcess the
patterns of wave transmission and reflection are described. In general, the resulting
reservoir parameters only had small changes and relatively greater variability that only
showed decreases in reservoir R with volume loading. Although ventilation had no effect
on reservoir R, more detail about the venous resistance component is provided in Chapter
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Seven. Once again, there was not a strong link between venous P∞ and critical closing
pressure, as the effect of PEEP on venous P∞ was only on the order of ~1 mmHg.
Analyzing the Pexcess wave pattern with WIA and using either Uexcess or Umeasured led to
different interpretations of diastolic waves. Using Pexcess together with Uexcess resulted in
zero waves during the period of diastolic filling. Analysis of the wave patterns revealed
that most of the pulmonary venous pressure changes can be attributed to the actions of
the LA and LV, however there are measurable effects of waves transmitted from the
pulmonary arteries. The amount of wave transmission increased with blood volume,
which corroborates with the relatively greater amount of wave flow seen with blood
volume. The effect of PEEP on pulmonary venous wave patterns was manifest in three
notable ways: 1) by creating slightly larger LV diastolic suction waves, 2) slightly
decreasing the amount of wave transmission and 3) increasing the time delay of waves
transmitted from artery to vein. Overall, despite the challenges involved in applying the
reservoir-wave model to the pulmonary circulation, the results generally agree with the
expected physiologic responses to volume loading, PEEP and ventilation changes.
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Chapter Seven: Pulmonary Vascular Resistance Components
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter the reservoir-wave model applied to the pulmonary arterial and venous
circulation is adapted to provide a description of total pulmonary vascular resistance
(PVR). These results can be compared to the pulmonary vascular conductance changes,
previously shown in Chapter Four. The calculation of total PVR is commonly defined as
the pressure difference (i.e. mPPA – mPPV) divided by the mean flow (mQPA) through the
lungs (See Equation 2.14). As a diagnostic measure, total PVR is a global measure of
resistance and lacks the ability to specify which part of the pulmonary vasculature is most
affected by PH causing diseases. To provide more specificity, the reservoir model can be
applied to break down total PVR into a series of resistance components. These resistance
components are labelled as: 1) large artery, 2) arterial reservoir 3) microcirculation and 4)
venous resistance. Together these individual components add up to total PVR, which is
synonymous with total resistance.

An important part of the reservoir model is the consideration of P∞, which is a
representation of the critical closing pressure.17 This is important when considering the
pulmonary circulation because of the collapsible nature of alveolar vessels. Applied
correctly, the simple calculation of total PVR assumes that there will be zero flow when
mPPA drops to the level of mPPV. If flow becomes zero at some pressure above mPPV, the
calculation of total PVR becomes erroneous. Indeed, the application of the reservoir
model to the pulmonary arteries implies that flow becomes zero and pressure stays
constant at arterial P∞, which is greater than mPPV. Therefore resistance should not be
calculated as the pressure drop from mPPA to mPPV but instead to arterial P∞, which has
been noted by some literature reviews.40;78;86
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7.2 Brief Overview of Methods
The intermediate pressures shown in Figure 7.1 provide a more precise definition of total
PVR by taking into account the critical closing pressure of pulmonary vessels with
arterial and venous P∞. Each individual resistance component is a result of dividing each
pressure difference by mQPA and added together they equal the total PVR. The
interpretation of microcirculation resistance is somewhat abstract, since flow is modeled
to be zero at these pressure levels. Nevertheless, dividing this pressure difference (i.e.
arterial P∞ – venous P∞) by mean QPA will give a measure of “resistance” that can be
compared with the other components. Overall the total PVR is defined more specifically
by components of large artery, arterial reservoir, microcirculation and venous resistance.

Figure 7.1: Reservoir-Wave Model Applied to Pulmonary Artery and Vein
Taken from experiment 15 PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions. Mean
measured pressures and mean arterial reservoir pressure, together with arterial and
venous P∞ determine the pressure profile from the main pulmonary artery to vein. The
pressure difference between mPPA and mPPV divided by mQPA represents the total
pulmonary vascular resistance and the intermediate pressure differences represent a series
of resistance components.
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7.3 Results
All absolute values of resistance in this chapter are presented in Wood units (i.e.
mmHg∙min/L), in an effort to be more clinically relevant than the units used in Chapters
5 and 6 (i.e. mmHg∙s/mL).

7.3.1 Comparison of Resistance Components to Literature
Each pressure drop in Figure 7.1 is directly proportional to a component of resistance.
Figure 7.2 shows a comparison of experimental results to pressures measured in the
pulmonary vasculature using micropuncture technique. On a relative scale (i.e. total
pressure drop or total resistance equals 100%), experimental results are compared to the
results of Negrini, et al., who measured the pressure drop from main pulmonary artery to
left atrium in an intact, in situ rabbit lung.90 Using Figure 7.2, the components of vascular
resistance can be linked to different sized pulmonary vessels. The large-artery component
roughly corresponds to vessels somewhat larger than 250 μm arterioles and the arterial
reservoir component extends to vessels somewhat larger than 40 μm arterioles. The
microcirculation component matches best with the pressure difference between 40 μm
arterioles to 30 μm venules and the venous circulation greater than 30 μm venules best
describes the venous component.
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Figure 7.2: Relative Comparison of Modeled Pressure Profile to Literature Values
Using the pressure levels shown in Figure 7.1, the data are shown on a relative scale
where the total pressure drop from mean PPA minus mean PPV represents 100%. Using
pooled data at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 0 and 100% O2 conditions, experimental data is
compared to literature values of intermediate pressures measured in different size
pulmonary vessels in an intact rabbit lung.90
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7.3.2 Absolute Resistance Changes
Figure 7.3 illustrates the absolute mean pressures and stacked resistance component
changes for each ventilation within PLVED = 6 mmHg and PEEP = 0 cmH2O. Figure 7.4
shows the absolute values of every resistance component at each experimental
intervention. Each ventilation triplet grouped to emphasize the changes that occur
between 100% O2, hypoxia and nitric oxide. The progression from the left to right side of
the figure roughly represents the progress of experimentation. Table 7.1 lists the detailed
statistical information of Figure 7.4. Significant differences within ventilation at each
PLVED/PEEP combination are determined using a one-way, repeated-measures ANOVA
using the Bonferroni multiple-comparison procedure.

In all PLVED/PEEP combinations, total PVR significantly increased with hypoxia and
although only significant at PLVED = 6 and PEEP = 0 cmH2O, it decreased with nitric
oxide. Out of all the components, arterial reservoir resistance was the most consistent in
following this trend. In four out of the six PLVED/PEEP combinations there was a
significant effect of hypoxia that increased arterial reservoir resistance. Arterial reservoir
resistance always decreased with nitric oxide but only at PLVED = 6 mmHg were these
changes significant. Similar changes did occur with venous resistance; however the effect
of hypoxia to increase venous resistance was only significant at PEEP = 0 cmH2O and
PLVED = 6 and 12 mmHg (i.e. two out of six PLVED/PEEP combinations). The effects of
ventilation on the large artery and microcirculation components were not as clear;
although there were some significant effects, there was no consistent trend.

Figure 7.5 shows the resistance component data grouped according to each main effect.
Table 7.2 lists the results of three-way ANOVA and post-hoc, Bonferroni multiplecomparisons. Overall, PLVED has the effect of decreasing each resistance. The effect of
PEEP only increases microcirculation resistance significantly [F(1,126) = 4.904, p =
0.029], while total PVR is not significantly different [F(1,128) = 1.722, p = 0.192].
Furthermore, the effect of PEEP does not depend on the level of PLVED as there is no
significant interaction between PLVED and PEEP on total PVR [F(2,128) = 1.999, p =
0.140]. The effect of ventilation is significant for arterial reservoir resistance [F(2,126) =
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6.600, p = 0.002] and venous resistance [F(2,125) = 4.488, p = 0.013], which both
contribute to total PVR [F(2,128) = 6.699, p = 0.002]. Arterial reservoir resistance
increased significantly with hypoxia (p = 0.002) and decreased significantly with nitric
oxide (p = 0.035), while venous resistance only significantly increased with hypoxia (p =
0.010). These components of resistance contributed to total PVR as it increased with
hypoxia (p < 0.001) and decreased with nitric oxide (p < 0.001).

Overall in absolute terms, Figures 7.4 and 7.5, together with Tables 7.1 and 7.2, show
that the effects of ventilation are significant on total PVR and the arterial reservoir
resistance follows this trend consistently. The effects of ventilation on the other
components of resistance are not as clear as the results are either too variable or
inconsistent. Taken together, the results suggest that nitric oxide significantly and
consistently reverses the effects of hypoxic vasoconstriction on arterial reservoir
resistance.
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Figure 7.3: Absolute Stacked Pressure Profile and Resistance
Pooled data at PLVED = 6 mmHg, PEEP = 0 cmH2O and each ventilation condition is
shown in both panels. The top panel shows changes in absolute mean pressure and P∞,
where each pressure difference defines a component of overall pressure drop. The bottom
panel shows the changes in absolute resistance. Each component of resistance is stacked
to show that the sum of all the individual components equals the total PVR.
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Figure 7.4: Absolute Resistance Components at each Individual Intervention
Each data point represents the mean value ± SE. In both panels C represents control
(100% O2), H; hypoxia and N; nitric oxide ventilation. The sum of all the individual
components of resistance equals the total pulmonary vascular resistance. Table 7.1 lists
results of one-way repeated-measures ANOVA, performed at each PLVED/PEEP
combination.
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Table 7.1: Absolute Resistance Components at each Individual Intervention
PEEP 0 cm H2O
Resistance (mmHg∙min/L)

100% O2

Hypoxia

PEEP 10 cm H2O
Nitric
Oxide

100% O2

Hypoxia

Nitric
Oxide

PLVED 6 mmHg
Total

8.6±0.7

§

11.6±1.1

Large Artery

2.0±0.2

¶

1.7±0.2

Arterial Reservoir

3.8±0.5

§

5.7±0.7

Microcirculation

2.0±0.4

Venous

0.9±0.3

§¶

§+

8.2±0.8

+

9.9±1.0

¶

1.8±0.2

1.2±0.2

§

§

13.1±1.3

§

1.7±0.2

1.6±0.2

§+

4.3±0.5

+

4.3±0.6

2.5±0.6

+

1.4±0.4

+

2.7±0.5

3.7±0.8

2.5±0.6

1.7±0.3

§

1.4±0.2

¶

1.1±0.3

1.7±0.3

1.9±0.4

§

6.9±0.9

6.0±0.5

§+

11.6±1.5

4.6±0.5

+

PLVED 12 mmHg
Total

6.7±0.6

§

8.7±1.2

§

6.7±1.0

7.2±0.8

§

Large Artery

1.5±0.2

§

1.2±0.1

§

1.2±0.1

1.2±0.1

1.3±0.1

1.1±0.1

Arterial Reservoir

3.4±0.5

§

4.6±0.7

§

3.4±0.9

3.8±0.5

4.1±0.6

3.3±0.5

Microcirculation

1.0±0.2

1.4±0.3

1.1±0.3

1.2±0.4

1.5±0.4

1.5±0.4

Venous

0.8±0.2

§

1.5±0.5

§

1.0±0.3

0.9±0.2

1.1±0.2

1.0±0.2

§

6.0±1.4

8.0±1.0

PLVED 18 mmHg
Total

4.7±0.6

§

6.9±1.2

§

5.6±0.8

4.6±0.7

§

Large Artery

1.4±0.3

1.6±0.2

1.3±0.2

1.2±0.2

1.3±0.1

1.5±0.2

Arterial Reservoir

2.0±0.3

3.3±0.7

2.9±0.8

2±0.4

§

3.3±0.9

§

2.5±1.0

Microcirculation

0.5±0.1

¶

0.8±0.2

1.2±0.3

¶

0.7±0.2

1.2±0.4

1.3±0.3

Venous

0.7±0.2

1.2±0.4

0.5±0.1

0.7±0.2

0.9±0.4

0.7±0.2

6.6±1.7

Values represent mean values ± SE and statistical results from one-way repeated
measures ANOVA performed within each PLVED/PEEP combination.
Bold numbers represent significant differences (p < 0.05) within each PLVED/PEEP group.
Within PLVED/PEEP groups: § indicates O2:hypoxia, + indicates hypoxia:NO, ¶ indicates
O2:NO significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.
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Figure 7.5: Absolute Resistance Components grouped into Main Effects
Each data point represents the least-squared mean value ± SE, grouped according to each
level of PLVED, PEEP and ventilation. Table 7.2 lists results of three-way ANOVA.
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Table 7.2: Absolute Resistance Components grouped into Main Effects
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Resistance
(mmHg∙min/L)

PLVED
6 mmHg

Total

10.5±0.4*

Large Artery

1.7±0.1*

Arterial Reservoir

4.8±0.2*

Microcirculation

2.5±0.2*

Venous

1.4±0.1

‡

‡
‡
‡

‡

PLVED
12 mmHg

PLVED
18 mmHg

7.4±0.5*

5.8±0.5

1.3±0.1*

1.4±0.1

3.8±0.3*

†

2.7±0.3

‡
‡

†‡

1.3±0.2*

1.0±0.2

1.1±0.1

0.8±0.1

‡
‡

PEEP
0 cmH2O

PEEP
10 cmH2O

100% O2

7.5±0.3

8.2±0.4

7.0±0.4

1.5±0.1

1.4±0.1

1.5±0.1

3.7±0.2

3.8±0.2

3.2±0.3

1.3±0.2

1.8±0.2

1.4±0.2

1.1±0.1

1.1±0.1

0.9±0.1

§

§

§

Hypoxia
9.2±0.5

§+

1.5±0.1
4.5±0.3

§+

Nitric
Oxide
7.5±0.5

+

1.3±0.1
3.5±0.3

+

1.9±0.2

1.5±0.2

§

1.1±0.1

1.4±0.1

Values represent least-squared mean values ± SE and statistical results from three-way ANOVA.
Bold numbers represent significant differences (p < 0.05) within each PLVED, PEEP and ventilation group.
Within PLVED: * indicates 6:12, † indicates 12:18, ‡ indicates 6:18 significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.
Within ventilation: § indicates O2:hypoxia, + indicates hypoxia:NO, ¶ indicates O2:NO significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.

7.3.3 Relative Resistance Changes
To reduce the effects of between animal variability, the data within each animal were
referenced to their baseline condition of PLVED = 6 mmHg, PEEP = 0 cmH2O and 100%
O2. Figures 7.6 and 7.7 both show the relative behaviour of each individual resistance
component. Figure 7.6 shows the relative values of total PVR and arterial reservoir
resistance, which both have a consistent trend of increasing with hypoxia and decreasing
with nitric oxide. Figure 7.7 shows the remaining resistance components, which for the
majority of PLVED/PEEP combinations do not have significant changes with ventilation.
In all PLVED/PEEP combinations, relative total PVR increased significantly with hypoxia
and although only significantly at PEEP = 0 cmH2O and PLVED = 6 or 12 mmHg, total
PVR decreased with nitric oxide. Out of all the components, arterial reservoir resistance
was the most consistent in following this trend. In four out of the six PLVED/PEEP
combinations there was a significant effect of hypoxia to increase and nitric oxide to
decrease arterial reservoir resistance. Similar changes did occur with venous resistance;
however the large variability of the data made interpretation of the results difficult. Only
at PLVED = 6, PEEP = 10 cmH2O and PLVED = 12, PEEP = 0 cmH2O did hypoxia have a
significant effect on venous resistance. The effects of ventilation on the large artery and
microcirculation components were not as clear. Large artery resistance shows little
relative changes with ventilation, while the microcirculation resistance shows the large
variability and inconsistent trends with ventilation.

Figure 7.8 shows the relative resistance data grouped within the main effects of PLVED
and PEEP and Figure 7.9 shows the data grouped within the main effect of ventilation. In
both Figures 7.8 and 7.9, the venous resistance is not displayed due to large relative
changes but is listed with the other resistance component data in Table 7.4. In general,
PLVED has the effect of decreasing each resistance. PEEP increases total PVR
significantly [F(1,128) = 14.156, p < 0.001] as well as venous resistance [F(1,125) =
8.462, p = 0.004] but not the microcirculation resistance [F(1,126) = 3.090, p = 0.081].
The effect of ventilation is significant for arterial reservoir resistance [F(2,126) = 24.652,
p < 0.001] and venous resistance [F(2,125) = 3.762, p = 0.026], which both contribute to
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total PVR [F(2,128) = 23.163, p < 0.001]. Arterial reservoir resistance increased
significantly with hypoxia (p < 0.001) and decreased significantly with nitric oxide (p <
0.001), while venous resistance only significantly increased with hypoxia (p = 0.032).
The total PVR increases significantly with hypoxia (p < 0.001) and decreased
significantly with nitric oxide (p < 0.001), although nitric oxide levels remained elevated
above 100% O2 (p = 0.040).
The three-way ANOVA results of total PVR show a significant interaction between
PLVED and PEEP [F(2,128) = 3.206, p = 0.044]. The effects of PEEP at each PLVED level
are shown in Figure 7.10. Using a Bonferroni multiple-comparison procedure, within
PLVED = 6 mmHg, there is a significant effect of PEEP (p < 0.001), whereas there are no
significant effects of PEEP at PLVED = 12 or 18 mmHg (p = 0.195, p = 0.323).
Furthermore, results from a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA show that there were
significant effects of PEEP within PLVED = 6 mmHg, 100% O2 (p = 0.002) and nitric
oxide (p = 0.005) but not with hypoxia (p = 0.095).

Overall in relative terms, Figures 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10 together with Tables 7.3 and
7.4, show that the effects of ventilation are significant on total PVR. Arterial reservoir
resistance increases with hypoxia and is returned to 100% O2 levels with nitric oxide.
While there may also be significant effects of hypoxia on the venous resistance, the other
components of resistance show no changes with ventilation. Taken together, the results
suggest that hypoxia and nitric oxide have the most significant and consistent effects on
arterial reservoir resistance. In relative terms the effects of PEEP can be seen on the total
PVR and venous resistance. Due to the interaction between PLVED and PEEP, only at
PLVED = 6 mmHg does PEEP increase the total PVR.
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Figure 7.6: Relative Total and Arterial Reservoir Resistance at each Individual
Intervention
Each data point represents the mean value ± SE. In both panels C represents control
(100% O2), H; hypoxia and N; nitric oxide ventilation. Changes are defined relative to
PLVED = 6 mmHg, PEEP = 0 cmH2O and 100% O2. Table 7.3 lists results of one-way
repeated-measures ANOVA, performed at each PLVED/PEEP combination.
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Figure 7.7: Relative Large Artery, Microcirculation and Venous Resistance at each
Individual Intervention
Each data point represents the mean value ± SE. In both panels C represents control
(100% O2), H; hypoxia and N; nitric oxide ventilation. Changes are defined relative to
PLVED = 6 mmHg, PEEP = 0 cmH2O and 100% O2. Of note is that the vertical axes have
been adjusted in each panel according to the variability of each resistance component.
Table 7.3 lists results of one-way repeated-measures ANOVA, performed at each
PLVED/PEEP combination.
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Table 7.3: Relative Resistance Components at each Individual Intervention
PEEP 0 cm H2O
Resistance (%)

100% O2

PEEP 10 cm H2O
Nitric
Oxide

Hypoxia

100% O2

Hypoxia

Nitric
Oxide

PLVED 6 mmHg
Total

100

§

Large Artery

100

¶

92±11

Arterial Reservoir

100

§

161±14

Microcirculation

100

148±46

59±11

Venous

100

¶

286±73

369±133

134±6

§+

+

117±4

¶

88±6

98±5

60±7

§+

125±9

+

§

§

139±13

87±10

121±10

§

143±19
¶

155±7

291±109

§¶

177±13

82±11

§+

214±51
521±158

144±11

+

125±35
§

595±185

¶

PLVED 12 mmHg
Total

79±4

§

108±8

Large Artery

81±10

59±4

Arterial Reservoir

94±11

§

138±11

Microcirculation

65±22

93±22

Venous

159±54

§

§+

§+

387±166

§

86±5

+

89±8

§

111±8

61±8

68±7

65±5

57±7

113±15

139±9

112±9

¶

76±16

87±21

679±309

524±200

105±13

+

57±11

56±14

309±132

304±89

§

97±9

¶

PLVED 18 mmHg
Total

59±7

§

87±10

Large Artery

72±15

Arterial Reservoir

64±10

Microcirculation

44±12

Venous

241±150

¶

§

74±6

64±7

§¶

93±15

§

81±9

65±11

64±10

69±4

104±18

87±12

68±10

§

111±16

58±15

61±24

¶

54±18

71±24

74±12

303±144

145±65

306±110

464±193

393±201

83±11

¶

79±7
§+

81±19

+

Values represent mean values ± SE and statistical results from one-way repeated
measures ANOVA performed within each PLVED/PEEP combination.
Changes are relative to PLVED = 6 mmHg, PEEP = 0 cmH2O and 100% O2 (i.e. equals
100%).
Bold numbers represent significant differences (p < 0.05) within each PLVED/PEEP group.
Within PLVED/PEEP groups: § indicates O2:hypoxia, + indicates hypoxia:NO, ¶ indicates
O2:NO significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.
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Figure 7.8: Relative Resistance Components grouped into PLVED and PEEP Effects
Each data point represents the least-squared mean value ± SE, grouped according to each
PLVED and PEEP condition. The top panel shows the effects that levels of PLVED have on
relative resistance components. The bottom panel shows the effects that PEEP has on
relative resistance components. The relative changes in venous resistance are off the scale
and instead are listed with the other resistance components in Table 7.4, with results of
three-way ANOVA.
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Figure 7.9: Relative Resistance Components grouped into Ventilation Effects
Each data point represents the least-squared mean value ± SE, grouped according to each
ventilation condition. The top panel shows the significant effects that hypoxic and nitric
oxide have on total and arterial reservoir resistance. The bottom panel shows the large
artery and microcirculation resistance, neither of which have significant changes with
ventilation. The relative changes in venous resistance are off the scale and instead are
listed with the other resistance components in Table 7.4, with results of three-way
ANOVA.
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Figure 7.10: Relative Total Resistance: Interaction between PLVED and PEEP
Each data point represents the least-squared mean value ± SE, grouped according to each
PLVED and PEEP condition. At PLVED = 6 mmHg, there is a significant effect of PEEP on
the total pulmonary vascular resistance (p < 0.001).
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Table 7.4: Relative Resistance Components grouped into Main Effects
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Resistance (%)

PLVED
6 mmHg

Total

124±3*

Large Artery

85±3*

Arterial Reservoir

138±4*

Microcirculation

132±10*

Venous

360±50

‡

PLVED
12 mmHg
95±3*

†

65±4*
‡
‡

117±5*

PLVED
18 mmHg
77±4

†‡

72±4
†

86±6

†‡
‡

72±12*

60±13

394±58

312±66

PEEP
0 cmH2O

PEEP
10 cmH2O

92±2

106±3

75±3

73±3

79±4

75±4

109±4

118±4

93±5

§

138±5

76±9

100±10

77±11

258±45

453±50

234±53

100% O2
85±3

§¶

§

Hypoxia
115±3

§+

Nitric
Oxide
+¶

96±3

67±4

§+

109±5

110±12

77±12

440±59

§

+

393±62

Values represent least-squared mean values ± SE and statistical results from three-way ANOVA.
Bold numbers represent significant differences (p < 0.05) within each PLVED, PEEP and ventilation group.
Within PLVED: * indicates 6:12, † indicates 12:18, ‡ indicates 6:18 significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.
Within ventilation: § indicates O2:hypoxia, + indicates hypoxia:NO, ¶ indicates O2:NO significant (p < 0.05) Bonferroni comparisons.

7.4 Discussion
7.4.1 Comparison of Resistance Components to Literature
In Figure 7.2, components of resistance are compared with corresponding pulmonary
vessels. The micropuncture study of Negrini et al. was chosen as a basis of comparison
because it reports many intermediate pressure measurements from pulmonary artery to
left atrium, although in Figure 7.2 not all of these levels are shown for the sake of clarity.
Furthermore, even though the study was performed in rabbits, the lung was left intact and
was measured in situ with the pleural membrane intact, which represents the most
physiologically relevant set of pulmonary pressure measurements.90 Other micropuncture
studies have measured pulsatile pressure in open-chest dogs,118 while others have
measured non-pulsatile pressure in a mixture of isolated lung or open-chest preparations
for a variety of animals.12;13;39;88;95;106;107 In these micropuncture studies the relative
contributions of arteries, microcirculation and the veins varies substantially. In most
cases the amount of resistance attributed to veins roughly matches the venous resistance
component. Figure 7.2 illustrates that the microcirculation resistance component
contributes relatively less to total resistance than reported by Negrini et al., and other
results in general.39;90 This discrepancy may be due to the interpretation of the
microcirculation resistance component. Since the microcirculation component is defined
as the difference between arterial and venous P∞, it may best describe the pressure
difference of collapsible alveolar vessels. Since these vessels (~6 μm44) may be less than
the smallest micropuncture measurements, it is reasonable to expect that the
microcirculation resistance component contributes relatively less to total PVR than the
amount described by micropuncture studies.

7.4.2 Differences between Absolute and Relative Resistance
There are some differences between absolute and relative data in regards to the
significant effects of PLVED, PEEP or ventilation. The effects of PLVED and ventilation
were generally the same for relative or absolute data. One major difference is that relative
total PVR data had a significant interaction between PLVED and PEEP, whereas absolute
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total PVR did not. This suggests that the effect of PEEP only significantly increases
relative total PVR at PLVED = 6 mmHg. This distinction could not be made with absolute
total PVR data. Contributing to relative changes in total PVR with PEEP was the
significant increase of relative venous resistance, while the only component that
contributed to absolute changes in total PVR with PEEP was the microcirculation
resistance.

7.4.3 Effects of PEEP
The effects of lung inflation with PEEP serve to increase PVR as commonly
defined.21;104;133 If the alveolar air pressure created with PEEP becomes greater than the
blood pressure inside the alveolar vessel, then the vessel will collapse and if enough of
these vessels collapse, overall vascular resistance should increase.18;57 In general, if the
transmural pressure determines the collapse of alveolar vessels, then the effect of PEEP
will be reduced at higher levels of PLVED. In regards to the components of resistance; if
alveolar vessels collapse with the application of PEEP, then the microcirculation
resistance component should be the primary contributor to total PVR increases.

There is some evidence supporting the hypothesis that effects of PEEP are manifest in
microcirculation resistance changes. Absolute data from Table 7.2 suggest that only
microcirculation resistance increases with PEEP, even though total PVR does not change
significantly. However, relative data from Table 7.4 suggest that microcirculation
resistance does not change with PEEP. On a relative basis, the effect of PEEP
significantly increases venous resistance. This may be an indirect effect from upstream
closure of alveolar vessels. The closure of alveolar vessels may act like a dam and lower
downstream pressures (i.e. mean PPV). Indeed, the venous P∞ and mPPV were shown to
significantly decrease with PEEP. On a relative basis the mean PPV decreases slightly
more, leading to large relative increases in the pressure difference between venous P∞
and mean PPV. This relative increase in venous pressure difference results in a relatively
larger venous resistance with the application of PEEP.
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Relative data also show the interaction between volume loading and PEEP. Figure 7.10
shows the interaction of PLVED and PEEP on relative values of total PVR. The effect of
PEEP is only significant at the low-volume-load level of PLVED = 6 mmHg. At the
elevated levels of PLVED the effect of PEEP is insignificant. This result supports the
general hypothesis that volume loading negates the effect of PEEP to increase total PVR,
or put another way: blood volume immunizes against PEEP.

7.4.4 Effects of Ventilation
Hypoxia creates pulmonary vasoconstriction and inhaled nitric oxide creates vasodilation
in both pulmonary arteries and veins.4;39;130 In dogs subjected to acute hypoxia, both the
pulmonary arteries and veins respond equally to hypoxia and nitric oxide.52 In more
detail, proximal pulmonary arteries have a different response to hypoxia compared to
distal pulmonary arteries. In the short term (approximately less than 30 minutes),
proximal pulmonary arties exhibit vasodilation followed by vasoconstriction.11 Therefore,
if acute hypoxia and inhaled nitric oxide have effects on distal pulmonary arteries and
veins, then the arterial reservoir and venous resistance components should increase with
hypoxia and decrease with nitric oxide.

The results suggest that the hypothesized response of arterial reservoir and venous
resistance components to hypoxia and nitric oxide is true. Overall, from 100% O2 to
hypoxia and from hypoxia to nitric oxide there are significant changes in total PVR.
Large artery and microcirculation components do not significantly change with hypoxia
or nitric oxide. The increase of total PVR with hypoxia is due to significant increases of
arterial reservoir and venous components, while the decrease of total PVR with nitric
oxide is largely from to the arterial reservoir component. Decreases in the venous
resistance component with nitric oxide are measurable but not significant. The results
suggest that the vasoconstriction of pulmonary arteries with hypoxia is reversed with
nitric oxide, while pulmonary veins do not exhibit this reversibility. In general, the
vasoconstriction of pulmonary veins is larger than pulmonary arteries.39 This is supported
by the results as the venous resistance component has much larger relative increases with
hypoxia than any other component. This higher degree of vasoconstriction may also be
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the reason why nitric oxide is not as effective in reducing the venous resistance compared
with the reversibility of the arterial reservoir component.

7.4.5 Effects of Volume Loading
The effect of volume loading, measured by increases in PLVED, has consistently been
shown to decrease commonly defined PVR.6;81;105 The mechanisms behind this behaviour
are typically attributed to the recruitment of and distension of pulmonary vessels.15;48;75
Therefore it can be hypothesized that, if increases of blood volume decrease total PVR,
then each resistance component should decrease to some extent as well. Absolute and
relative data in Tables 7.2 and 7.4 show the results of total PVR generally agree with this
hypothesis. The arterial reservoir, microcirculation and venous resistance components
followed this trend. In each of these components, except relative venous resistance,
resistance was significantly less at PLVED = 18 mmHg compared to PLVED = 6 mmHg. The
effect of PLVED on the large artery component was somewhat mixed. Even though the
change was miniscule, absolute large artery resistance was lowered ~ 0.4 mmHg from
PLVED = 6 – 12 mmHg and ~ 0.3 mmHg from PLVED = 6 – 18 mmHg. Relative values of
large artery resistance had a similar trend and there was only a significant decrease from
PLVED = 6 – 12. Overall, the decrease of total PVR with volume loading can be attributed
to consistent decreases in arterial reservoir resistance and to a lesser degree, the decreases
in microcirculation and venous resistance.

7.5 Limitations
The breakdown of PVR is limited by the determination of the arterial reservoir (Section
5.5) and the venous reservoir pressures (Section 6.5). In brief, the major limitation of
calculating reservoir pressure is a shortened diastolic period with heart rates greater than
~80 bpm.

The complete breakdown of PVR into resistance components may not be possible in
human patients undergoing right heart catheterization procedures. During normal
procedures, simultaneous measurements of pulmonary venous pressure and flow are
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unlikely to be attempted (currently, even simultaneous measures of pulmonary artery
pressure and flow are not usually attempted). As such, the scope of the PVR breakdown
will have to be limited and with assumptions of the downstream venous pressure, the
microcirculation and venous resistance components can be lumped together. Therefore, in
terms of translating the breakdown of PVR to a clinically relevant diagnosis, this method
will likely be limited to only considering the resistance breakdown of pulmonary arteries
and considering the microcirculation and veins as one resistance component.

7.6 Summary
As typically defined for the purposes of diagnosing or defining pulmonary hypertension,
PVR only offers a global measure of vascular resistance. Furthermore, the effects of the
critical closing pressure (modeled as P∞) are often ignored in the calculation of PVR.
Applied to both the pulmonary arteries and veins, the reservoir model provides a method
to compartmentalize the overall PVR into arterial, microcirculation and venous
components of resistance.

Overall, the effects of each intervention and the grouped effects of PLVED, PEEP and
ventilation on each individual component of PVR were investigated. Results were shown
on an absolute scale and in an effort to reduce the inter animal variability, the results
were also presented relative to PLVED = 6 mmHg, PEEP = 0 cmH2O and 100% O2
ventilation. The effects of PEEP and ventilation provided the most interesting results in
regards to changes of individual resistance components and total PVR. The application of
PEEP caused some individual resistance components to increase but the most interesting
effect was the increase of relative total PVR at low blood volume, which did not occur
when the blood volume was increased. This supports the statement that blood volume
immunizes against PEEP. The resistance component that contributes most to this
behaviour is unclear but the microcirculation and venous resistance components may be
involved. Changes in ventilation had measurable effects on total PVR and arterial
reservoir and venous components. The effect of hypoxia increased arterial reservoir
resistance and nitric oxide returned it to baseline level. Changes in ventilation had the
same effect on venous resistance, although nitric oxide did not completely reverse it to
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the baseline level. This suggests that nitric oxide fully reverses the hypoxic
vasoconstriction of pulmonary arteries corresponding to the arterial reservoir resistance,
whereas the pulmonary veins did not exhibit this behaviour to the same degree.
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Chapter Eight: Pulmonary Artery Pressure Map
8.1 Introduction
Figure 8.1 shows pictures taken of a pulmonary artery mould. A small-calibre (3F)
catheter with a pressure transducer located at the catheter tip was inserted through the
pulmonary valve until it was located in a small (~ 3 mm diameter) artery. Pressure was
measured at this location and then according to graduated markings on the catheter, it
was pulled back 5 mm. This process was repeated successively until the catheter-tip
reached the pulmonary valve or right ventricle. These “pullback” experiments were
performed at a blood volume of PLVED = 12 mmHg and PEEP = 0 cm H2O for each
ventilation condition.

8.2 Brief Overview of Methods
At each pullback location, the pulmonary artery pressure was recorded for 10 to 20
seconds. An example of a recording with an unsteady heart rate and variable pressure is
shown in Figure 8.2. To assemble the pressure map, a representative beat must
nevertheless be chosen. The representative beat was chosen as the beat with the leastsquared error to the ensemble average of all the beats, gated to the peak of the R wave.
This method of selecting a real beat was preferred over simply using the ensemble
average beat because the averaging process may overwhelm or obscure real waveform
information. After a representative beat was chosen, identification of the foot of the
pulmonary artery pressure waveform is demonstrated in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.1: Pulmonary Artery Casts: Illustrating the Catheter Route
In both pictures the main (MPA, 14 mm diameter), left branch (LPA, 6 – 8 mm diameter)
and a small pulmonary artery (SPA, 2 – 4 mm diameter) are labelled. The cast was made
with dental molding, injected through the right ventricle. The top picture shows a top
down view of the pulmonary artery catheter path (black line). The curved portion of the
path is represented by a dashed line to illustrate it passing below the vessels shown in this
perspective. Of note is that the width of the black line does not represent the width of the
actual 3F catheter. The bottom picture shows a perspective that illustrates the depth of the
catheter path as it passes through the MPA, LPA and SPA.
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Figure 8.2: Selecting a Representative Beat for use in the Pressure Map
Taken from experiment 3 with hypoxic ventilation, the top panel shows an example of
beat to beat variability within a pullback recording. Each beat is selected according the RR interval from the ECG. The bottom panel shows each beat aligned with the peak R
wave and overlapped. The beat with the least-squared error from the ensemble average is
selected as a representative beat for this experimental run. Shown in red on the bottom
panel, the representative beat is also shown in the top panel within the red box.
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Figure 8.3: Determining the Foot of the Pulmonary Artery Pressure Waveform
The top panel shows main pulmonary artery pressure (blue line) and the identification of
the beginning of systole with the foot of the wave. Within the black dashed rectangle, the
upstroke of systole is shown at higher magnification in the bottom panel. The intersection
of linear extrapolations of the downstroke and upstroke determines the timing of the foot.
The intersection time is interpolated to find the corresponding pressure.
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8.3 Results
For each set of complete data, the pressure map was created from the pullback
experiments. In each case, the progressive foot-to-foot wave speed could be measured.
Qualitative differences of the pressure are shown with each ventilation condition. More
in-depth analysis of wave patterns, involving the analysis of pressure and flow at multiple
locations is not reported due to the lack of quality data and challenging experimental
conditions.

8.3.1 Assembly of Pressure Map
Figure 8.4 shows the assembly of each pullback pressure into a single pressure map. The
distance from the pulmonary valve was determined by the first measurement that was
free of pulmonary valve or right ventricle effects. From this datum, the foot of each
pullback waveform is plotted in distance versus time and the average foot-to-foot wave
speed is calculated.

Figures 8.5, 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 show the pressure maps reconstructed from three
experiments which had repeated, 100% O2, hypoxia and nitric oxide pullback
measurements. Figures 8.7 and 8.8 represent two different views (3D and 2D,
respectively) of the same pressure map. Together these figures show qualitative
differences between each ventilation condition.

8.3.2 Average Foot-to-Foot Wave Speed
Table 8.1 lists the average wave speed from each assembled pressure map. Using a oneway repeated-measures ANOVA there was no significant difference between the three
ventilation conditions [F(2,6) = 3.015, p = 0.124]. The paucity and variability of these
data resulted in the power of the statistical test to be 0.265 (with α = 0.05). This suggests
that the negative result should be interpreted cautiously and more data are needed before
firm conclusions about foot-to-foot wave speed changes with ventilation can be made.
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An overall comparison of arterial wave speed can be made between the single-point
calculation in the main pulmonary artery and the average foot-to-foot calculation.
Overall, the single-point wave speed is 2.6 ± 0.1 m/s and the foot-to-foot wave speed is
2.4 ± 0.3 m/s. The difference between these two mean values was not significant using a
t-test [t(159) = 1.164, p = 0.246]. However, since the data did not pass a normality test,
the median single-point wave speed (2.4 m/s) was shown to be significantly different
from the median foot-to-foot wave speed (2.1 m/s) using a Mann-Whitney rank sum test
[U = 850, n1 = 144, n2 = 17, p = 0.039 (where: n1 = single-point samples and n2 = foot-tofoot samples)]. These data show that both calculations of arterial wave speed are very
similar and there is perhaps some evidence to suggest that the calculation of single-point
wave speed results in a higher absolute value compared to the average foot-to-foot wave
speed.
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Table 8.1: Foot-to-Foot Wave Speed at each Ventilation Condition and Experiment
Average Wave Speed (m/s)
Experiment

100% O2

Hypoxia

Nitric Oxide

3

—

1.7

—

4

2.1

—

—

5

2.1

—

3.5

6

1.8

3.6

5.7

7

1.8

1.2

1.4

10

2.3

—

—

11

1.5

—

—

12

1.7

2.1

—

15

2.2

2.2

3.3

mean ± SE

1.9 ± 0.3

2.2 ± 0.9

3.5 ± 1.8
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Figure 8.4: Pressure Map and Foot-to-Foot Wave Speed
Taken from experiment 12 at 100% O2 ventilation, the top panel shows the surface plot of
pressure in distance and time. The red line connects the foot of each pressure waveform
to the next. The bottom panel shows the linear regression (red line) through each foot and
the 95% confidence intervals (black dashed line). The slope equals the average wave
speed, which in this case is 1.7 m/s.
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Figure 8.5: Pressure Map from Experiment 7: 100% O2, Hypoxia & Nitric Oxide
Between each ventilation condition the heart rate change is manifest by the shortened
beat duration with hypoxia and nitric oxide compared to 100% O2. Within each
ventilation condition the variability of heart rate between successive pressure
measurements is manifest by the jagged start of the next beat.
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Figure 8.6: Pressure Map from Experiment 6: 100% O2, Hypoxia & Nitric Oxide
Of note are the systolic pressures of distal measurements, which can be compared to the
relative smoothness of the waveforms shown in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.7: Pressure Map from Experiment 15: 100% O2, Hypoxia & Nitric Oxide
Within nitric oxide, the effects of heart rate variability are especially acute for proximal
measurements. Of note are the systolic pressures of distal measurements, which can be
compared to the relative smoothness of the waveforms shown in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.8: Two-Dimensional Pressure Map from Experiment 15: 100% O2,
Hypoxia & Nitric Oxide
The three-dimension plots of Figure 8.7 are shown as a plot of pressure versus time. Red
lines show the most proximal and distal pressure, with all intermediate pressures shown
in blue. At all ventilation conditions the proximal pressure is higher in systole and lower
in diastole.
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Figure 8.9: Effects of AV Node Block on Pulmonary Artery Pressure
The effects of right ventricular pacing are shown in the top panel and the ensemble of
each beat aligned to the pacing spike of the ECG is shown in the bottom panel. The
electrical conduction between right atrium and the ventricles was blocked and pacing
resulted in a steady heart rate. The electrical conduction between right atrium and left
atrium could not be blocked and the left atrium was free to contract at its natural intrinsic
heart rate.
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8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Foot-to-Foot wave speed
Although there are other methods of identifying pressure waveform foot, the method of
intersecting linear extrapolations was used. This method identifies the downstroke of
diastole and the upstroke of systole has been reported to identify the start of the of the
pressure pulse robustly.26 From these feet, the average wave speed is calculated over the
range of pullback pressure measurements. Averaged over all conditions, the mean footto-foot wave speed was 2.4 ± 0.3 m/s, which is within the range (1.9 to 3.3 m/s) of
reported pulmonary artery wave speeds calculated with impedance analysis in
dogs7;9;19;110 and within the range (2.1 to 3.6 m/s) of wave speeds calculated with wave
intensity analysis in dogs and sheep.32;56;123
In the aorta, wave speed increases after the bifurcation.137 Therefore it might have been
expected that wave speed should change; however no changes could be observed in the
pulmonary artery. This is likely a result of only having only a length of 5 – 7 cm for
pullback measurements. No discernible trend over this distance could be found and a
linear extrapolation of the collected feet represented the average wave speed. It may be
possible that measuring pressure over a wider range of distances may show a change in
wave speed.

8.4.2 Assembled Pressure Maps
Within a series of pullbacks, the heart rate variability from one run to the next appears as
a jagged start to the next beat. This variability is undesirable and to negate this effect,
previous studies have blocked the electrical conduction from atrium to ventricle (i.e. the
AV node) with an injection of Formalin and then paced the heart to create a repeatable
series of beats.134;137 Unfortunately, this method of controlling the heart rate was not
appropriate for pulmonary artery pressure measurements. Even if the AV node is blocked
and the right ventricle is paced; the nature of the electrical conduction in the heart still
results in the LA receiving electrical activity from pacemakers in the sinoatrial node. The
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activity of the left atrium had large influences during a pullback experiment in which this
procedure was attempted. Figure 8.9 shows one pullback recording where the effects of
the left atrium influenced the pulmonary artery pressure. Therefore, no pacing was used
for the pullback experiments and variation in heart rate remained a source of
experimental error.

The most reliable pressure maps are illustrated in Figure 8.5, as the waveforms from one
distance to the next are generally similar. Some degree of notching occurs at proximal
locations which may be attributed to the influence of reflected waves reducing the
pressure at these locations. Qualitatively the shape of systole with 100% O2 is rounded
and seems to become more triangular with hypoxia then revert back to a rounded profile
with nitric oxide.

Figures 8.6 and 8.7 represent measurements that have confounding waveforms. The
waveform at distance 0 is smooth and represents a typical waveform measured in the
main pulmonary artery. In some cases the waveforms are substantially different from one
pullback to the next. This may be evidence of large reflected waves that reduce systolic
pressure substantially or some type of noise or experimental error that influenced the
measurement of pressure during systole. This is especially prevalent in Figure 8.7, as the
waveform in systole can change substantially from one pullback to the next. Figure 8.8
shows a different perspective of the pressure maps shown in Figure 8.7. During systole
there can be ~10 – 20 mmHg difference between the pullback pressure waveforms.
Furthermore the most distal pressure measurement is not wedged in the small pulmonary
artery as it has an arterial waveform that is quite different from venous pressure. Not
readily appreciated from the three-dimensional pressure maps, Figure 8.8 also illustrates
the recurring pattern of rising pressure (comparing proximal to distal measurements)
during diastole by ~5 mmHg.

8.5 Limitations
The major limitation towards constructing the pressure map was the heart rate variability
between successive recording locations. Without a steady heart rate, the reconstruction of
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the pressure waveform in distance and time becomes challenging. Another limitation was
the confounding waveform shape observed during systole that occurred during some
experiments. These limitations may be mitigated with further studies specifically
designed to reconstruct a pressure map of the pulmonary artery. To complete these
studies, advanced catheter technology (ComboMap® pressure and flow system) or
alternative arrangements of pulmonary artery catheter placement and routing may yield
better results.

8.6 Summary
Measurements of pressure at multiple distances from the pulmonary valve provide
information on the pressure waveform changes with distance and provide insights
towards wave propagation and reflections. To achieve these measurements, a pressuremeasuring catheter was inserted into a small pulmonary artery and pulled back to
measure pressure at discrete intervals.

Pullback measurements of pulmonary artery pressure are made during 100% O2, hypoxia
and nitric oxide ventilation conditions. Calculated by the foot-to-foot method, the wave
speed was found to be ~2.4 m/s and was not significantly different between ventilation
conditions. The construction of the pressure map was challenging when the heart rate was
variable, either within an experimental run or between successive pullback
measurements. In only three cases could the effects of ventilation within an experiment
be observed and from these cases, confounding systolic pressure waveforms hampered
any quantitative analysis. Of note was the steadily rising pressure during diastole that
increased ~5 mmHg from proximal to distal measurements.
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Chapter Nine: Conclusions
The application of the reservoir model to both the pulmonary arteries and veins provided
a way to describe pulmonary vascular resistance better than current clinical practice. By
taking into account critical closing pressure with arterial and venous P∞, the unique
properties of the pulmonary circulation are modeled appropriately. The wave patterns
analyzed with Pexcess provide further understanding regarding the sources of waves. In the
pulmonary arteries, results showed that prominent negative reflections occur from the
junction of lobar arteries. In the pulmonary veins, the actions of both the left atrium and
ventricle are responsible for the majority waves but the transmission from upstream
waves can be observed during the v wave (i.e. late systole and early diastole).

The effects of 100% O2, hypoxia and inhaled nitric oxide had effects on individual
components of vascular resistance. In particular, the arterial reservoir resistance is
responsible for the majority of vasoactive changes. Arterial reservoir resistance increases
with hypoxia and decreases to baseline levels with nitric oxide. In regards to wave pattern
changes, the hypothesized effect of hypoxic vasoconstriction to create distal, positive
reflections could not be detected and therefore no conclusions could be reached in
regards to nitric oxide negating this effect.

The effects of PEEP were manifest in a variety of ways. There is evidence to conclude
tentatively that the effects of PEEP are most acute when blood volume is at its lowest
level. At the lowest PLVED level, the application of PEEP increased the total pulmonary
vascular resistance. PEEP caused concomitant increases to arterial reservoir compliance
and decreases in arterial wave speed. In general, the effects of PEEP on venous wave
patterns were weak but there was evidence of stronger diastolic suction waves, slightly
less wave transmission and a longer time delay between waves measured in the
pulmonary artery and vein.

The effects raising PLVED with the addition of blood volume served to decrease every
component of vascular resistance and alternatively, increase total pulmonary vascular
conductance. In terms of wave propagation from arteries to veins, results comparing
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arterial waves to venous waves showed a relatively larger amount of wave transmission
with increases of PLVED. This corroborates with results showing relatively more flow
measured in a pulmonary vein that could be attributed to waves with increased of PLVED.
Taken together this evidence may suggest that higher levels of PLVED facilitate the
transmission of waves from pulmonary artery to vein.

9.1 Future Directions
In this thesis, the experiments were performed with the chest open. A closed-chest
preparation may be more clinically relevant and may show more effects relating to
inspiration, expiration and PEEP. With a closed-chest, it can be hypothesized that the
effects PEEP has on external heart constraint would lead to more prominent diastolic
suction waves measured in the pulmonary vein. Furthermore, the effects of PEEP on
arterial or venous P∞ and different vascular resistance components would likely be
different with a closed-chest.

The pullback measurements of pressure in the pulmonary artery could be improved with
a new catheter technology. The ComboMap® pressure and flow system (Volcano Corp.
San Diego, CA) is a technology that measures Doppler velocity and pressure at the tip of
a single catheter. In terms of mapping pressure and flow along the pulmonary artery this
represents a potential “gold standard”. The reservoir-wave model needs measurements of
pressure and flow to describe the reservoir function and wave patterns at a particular
location. Compared with the experiments performed in this thesis, the ComboMap®
system represents a new way to measure pressure and flow with a minimally invasive
technique.

Described in more detail in Appendix A, in some cases, recordings of pulmonary venous
pressure matched well with upstream pulmonary artery reservoir pressure waveforms.
Further investigation of this situation may provide insight towards the pulmonary artery
reservoir and may show that pulsatile pressure and flow through pulmonary capillaries is
directly related to the drainage of the pulmonary arterial reservoir.
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Appendix A: Pulmonary Venous Wedge Pressure
During post processing of some data, confounding PPV waveforms were observed. Two
examples from separate experiments are shown in Figure A.1. In these two examples, the
PLA waveform is clearly different from the PPV waveform. PPV clearly has characteristics
of the upstream pulmonary artery reservoir pressure (Parterial reservoir). Both waveforms
show a pattern of diastolic decay and the PPV waveform is delayed ~50 ms.
The reason behind the unexpected PPV waveform likely is a result of the pulmonary
venous catheter becoming wedged to some degree in pulmonary vein or the lung itself
folded over and pinched the pulmonary vein, partially occluding the pressure measuring
site. Indeed, the pulmonary venous flow probe had to be monitored closely to ensure that
the lung did not fold over the pulmonary vein and produce noisy measurements. A study
performed by Morkin et al. supports the conclusion that the pulmonary venous catheter
became wedged. The pulmonary venous wedge pressures in this study match the PPV
waveform shown in Figure A.1. In their study, Morkin et al. also showed that the
pulmonary venous wedge pressure was related to the capillary flow.84

These serendipitous PPV-wedge waveforms may provide a way to prove that pulmonary
arterial reservoir waveforms are a real component measured pulmonary artery pressure
and that arterial reservoir pressure is an important concept that determines pulmonary
capillary blood flow. A postulation may posit that if the arborized pattern of pulmonary
arteries encourages wave dispersion, then the bulk of flow through the capillaries is best
described as the outflow of the arterial reservoir. However, further study of these
concepts and measurements of this phenomenon are necessary before more definitive
conclusions can be drawn.
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Figure A.1: Pulmonary Venous Wedge Pressure
Both panels show measured PPV waveforms that are substantially different from PLA.
Usually PPV and PLA match very closely (see Figure 6.10). Measured PPV is much more
similar to the arterial reservoir pressure, delayed by ~50 ms.
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